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Abstract 

The thesis argues that a particular msthetic theory, (Esthetics), is implied by Peirce's 

Semeiotic,. and that they have both been clarified when tested from the perspective of a 

visual art practice involving sketchbooks. This research also constructs and lays out the 

first 'user friendly, ' guide to Scmdotically analyse any object, be it emotional, material or 

conceptual. 

Findings were generated by comparing Peirce's sporadic writings on wsthetics with his 

more complete Semeiotic, assessing them in situations making artworks, proposing and 

exhibiting them in public spaces, and analysing meanings of sketchbooks from UK 

public coRections. 

It was found that in theory: 

- Peirce's Esthetic power develops from oscillating between the powers to 'form' and 
cexpress', (generalise and specify), while accepting the limits to both powers, revealed 
by such an oscillation alongside self and hetero criticism. 

this entails appreciadng what is most or least up to us, enabling the most effect 

where one is most free and limiting frustration where least free. 

a Peircean Esthetic power can be leamt; however it requires that the learner properly 

wishes to be directed to that goal (EP2: 48). 

Implications for the visual arts through practice: 

- artists could contribute to all of Peirce's non-native sciences, (Esthetics, Ethics and 
Logic), as their appreciation of 'feelings' is well trained, if they can also 'formahse'. 

art has a part role in natural education, (and possibly institutional education), by 
developing an Esthetic power that Peirce claims could 'humanise and free' the 

individuA (free in a Peircean sense, which may seem like very little freedom to 

some), (EP2: 147-148). 

In the conclusion, a summary of these uncovered implications is set against some 

problems raised by the complexity of the Semeiotic, and the immeasurability of Esthetic 

progress. Set against that critique is a positive assessment of the effects of the research 

on the sketchbook practice. 
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References and abbreviations 

Harvard style referencing is adopted with discursive footnotes at the base of the page. 

Footnotes are not always at the end of the sentence as they may be attached to specific 

words. Although the view is often expressed that this interrupts the flow of a sentence, it 

has been used here where clarity is required. The reference list and bibliography can be 

referred to respectively for all quoted texts, and wider sources. 

References for Peirce use the standard forms where (EP2: 165) means Essential Peirce 

Volume 2, page 165. Similarly the usual CP is used for his Collected Papers (volume: 

chapter: paragraph), likewise W for the Chronological Writings (vol: page). These are 

prefixed with the name Teirce' if it is not clear who is referenced, e. g. (Peirce W1: 1 1). All 

other authors are referenced in this way for consistency, so that (Brent 1993: 56) refers to 

Brcnespublication of the year 1993 and the page number 56. A full reference for the 

said publication is then given in the references section just before the wider bibliography. 

Other abbreviations include IWM for the Imperial War Museum, and UAL for the 

University of the Arts London. TAG stands for Ttiadic Analytic Guide, (see chapter 4). 

Figures 

Unless otherwise stated, all figures reproduce my own work. The numbering is by 

chapter, so fig. 3.7 refers to the 7th figure in chapter 3. 

A selection of double page spreads of open sketchbooks made during this research, 

(2006-9), are reproduced in date order at the beginning of the appendix. 11cy have been 

selected to show, albeit very laterally, how the sketchbook itself has been a useful place 

to develop this thesis. They are included to show how an actual oscillation between text 

and image, (formalisation and expression), has helped to conceive of that oscillation, so 

that it can be discussed in the writing. These sketchbooks arc reproduced in full on the 

first CD-ROM attached at the back. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Aims, objectives and methodology 
The aims in this research have been guided by practice as an artist and the Semeiotic' 

theory of Charles Sanders Peirce, who lived 1839-1914. The results are a body of 

artworks, and a clarification of Peirce's Semciotic and embryonic Esthetic. 2 Ilesc 

results aim for clearer conceptions of how agency might be developed in people, through 

examples of how those conceptions might be reflexively used when considering the 

possibilities for sketchbooks as artworks. 

The objectives are firstly to convey a reading of Peirce's Semeiotic theory that can be 

applied in the visual arts, secondly to describe a Peircean Esthetic, and thirdly to give 

examples of both in discussion of a visual art practice that uses sketchbooks. 

This chapter forms a general introduction that lays out, in a Pragmatic order, Qvfisak 

2004: 4-5)3: the aims and objectives of the dissertation in section 1.1, the position of the 

author as an enquirer in section 1.2, and the relation of this enquiry to current research in 

section 1.3. A methodology has been constructed, based on Peirce'swork, to conduct 

this practice led research. 'Mat group of methods has been summaxised in chapter 4 as a 

guide to conducting a Semeiotic: analysis of any object, be it emotional, material or 

conceptual. The guide is more than a proforma because it guides a researcher to develop 

their own way of enquiring rather than by a list of set questions. It generates increasingly 

precise questions during the attempt to move towards answering them. These questions 

ate formed out of an analysed object of enquiry, from a specified position of 

interpretation, and by utilising Peirce's Semeiotic to map and organise meaning. The 

I semciodc is Peirce's theory of how meaning is conveyed by signs. See chapter 2 for further 
discussion of this and other terms. The spelling Semeiotic is reserved throughout for Peirce's 

.g system, and semiolic for others. Similarly, capitalised Lv ic is refcrring to Peirce's system; otherwise 
uncapitalised ý! gic, and so on. 
2 Ihe spelling Esthetic is reserved throughout for the Peircean theory, and esthetic for others. 
3 'Me chapter order follows MisaVs threefold combelena-forpragmatic eluddation as detailed in The 

, ge Companion to Peirre (Nfisak 2004: 4-5). Of the three parts of that tbrqrold competence. Cambrid 
- the first put concerns what the tbesis denotes, (how the thesis is delineated, or marked off 

within its field), and this is organised in chapter 1 as a general introduction to the alms of the 
thesis and positions of the enquirer, and the place of the research in the current field from the 
perspective of a literature review. 

- the second part of the threefold competence is to know what the terms of the thesis connote, (what 
the terms imply). This larger part spreads across chapters 2-5. Chapter 2 defines and discusses the 
main terms in the tide: Semciotic, Esthetic, sketchbook, hierarchy, and so on. Chapter 3 
introduces Peirce's theories in more detail. Chapter 4 lays out a research tool developed to guide 
any Semeiodc analysis. Chapter 5 discusses sketchbooks as a study of the application of the 
research tool from chapter 4, and the Peirce's theories outlined in chapter 3. 

-the third part of the threefold competence concerns the thesis or h othesesandwhatioexpaif )p 
thy are true both for the theories themselves and sketchbooks in particular. These arc discussed 
through chapters 3,4,5 and with conclusions in chapter 6. 
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1. Introduction 

position of interpretation is necessarily researched and clarified in the process. These 

new questions, stated positions and analysed objects, arc in themselves research results. 

To introduce the Peircean styled methodology, there arc three stages that form a cycle: 
1: to begin to saywhat the object/aim is, 

2: to begin to describe the position of the enquirer or interpreter, and 
3: to conduct a Semeiotic analysis and report on findings. 

This threefold, triadic process is repeatable, gradually producing and using more clearly 
defined objects and enquirers for each circuit, as often as is required. 4 Although this may 

at first seem and and reductive, there is a large part to play for experiment, maling, 

guessing and emotional sensitivity throughout. 

1.2 The position of this enquirer 
This second part of this introduction attempts to give relevant information about the 

position from which this research has been conducted. The key things to bear in mind 

are those attitudes I hold philosophically and as a practitioner in the visual arts. I 

therefore use the first person when referring to my work, or position of interpretation. 5 

What brought Peirce to my attention and in what theoretical context is he considered 
here? My interest was sparked when I detected a tendency in the trajectory of his 

thought towards the positions held by two Stoics: Chrysippus in logic and Epictetus in 

ethics. These positions represent my philosophical home; the positions my character 

naturally idendfies with. I approach Peirce's philosophy from a Stoic perspective. 6 That 

trajectory which I interpreted in Peirce moves towards a target that is anchored by a 

paradox that especially interests me, i. e. free will and material determiniSM. 7 I cannot 
discuss these issues in any depth here but they relate to my attraction to Peirce's 

Esthetic, (see chapter 3). They also have import for my own sense of what it is to be an 

artist; to self-consciously feel and negotiate meaning by experimenting with the 

confrontation between thought and expressions, ic. where mind meets matter or artist mects 

material. This seems a paradoxical axis, and a fertile one. 

41he repeating cycle is imagined as a spiral rather than a circle because each circuit produces new 
results, so the same track is not traversed. That spiral structure may be sensed when reading this 
thesis, as topics are revisited from different perspectives. 
5 Texts can be Semciotically clearer if authors provide as honest an account as they can of the 
perspectives from which they are writing, even if these claims are later disputed by others. 
6 Stoicism is referred to in order to expose my position of interpretation, and it is therefore 
occasionally mentioned in footnotes or quotations throughout (See glossary for Stoicism) 
7 See Bobzien for an excellent discussion of this paradox, (Bobzien 1998). 
8 By thought and expression, I mean conceptual thought and material expression. 
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1. Introduction 

, 
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Fig. 1.2 This photograph, ((U Gordon McLeod, IANI), ho\vs part ot nic with mv , tw, rk 
entitled Souvenir. The piece was commissioned by the imperial War Museum IOndon for 
their Holocaust art exhibition Unspeakable, 2008-9. 

The work seeks to provoke a moment of turbulence, or doubt: the moment of realising 
that one is a tourist when visiting a former concentration camp like Auschwitz. During a 
visit there in 2001,1 had found myself considering buying something from the small 'gift- 

shop' and had experienced that jolt of reahsation. When conurussiOned to make the work, 
I rejected the option of attempting to empathise with other exhibitors who had witnessed 
the Holocaust, and decided instead to seek to embody my own experience. 

There are three types of postcard distributed in a specially made rotating bare w1re rack 
that turns on a painted metal stand. Ile first image was traced from a 1920's postcard 
promoting the towns attractions, the second was redrawn from a Nazi architect's plan for 
the town, the third was from a drawing I had made on the coach back from Auschwitz 
(sketchbook 51, see fig. 5.6), also the basis for my large drawing Conerntrate hung nearby, 
(see fig. 3.5). 'I'liere was no sign to say whether people could take a card, nor was there a 
box to take money. Some visitors clearly hesitate and look around before taking the cards. 
'Me nearby label only states the artist's name and the tide, Souvenir. 

Why drawine. Mj an arfist has been strongly informed by placing my 
practice within the field of contemporary drawing. I have been attracted to the 

conceptual freedom currently at play in this subject, through its shedding of definitions 

of drawing based on material considerations, (see chapter 2.6). Practitioners in 
contemporary drawing in the UK seem, (from my interpretive position), highly sensitive 

14 



1. Introduction 

to ethical considerations in their own practice, and in their evaluation of others; and I 

have found this very attractive. 9 

The previous two paragraphs spcak of the same things. The first spcaks of a 

philosophical perspectivcwhich is general, but one that can be seen to have embodiment 
in an art practice which is ffirthcr specified in the second paragraph. Having briefly 

outlined my positions, what is the place of this rcscarch within the ficId? 

1.3 The relation of this enquiry to current research in the field, and its new 

contributions. 
There are three main topics of study to consider that intersect for this projcct: 

A. Peirce's Semeiotic. 

B. A Pcircean Esthetic and its place in the subject of : esthetics-10 

a Sketchbooks in the visual arts (as a study to research topics A and B). 

A. - Semeiotic. Much of Peirce's work was in logic and serniotic, so it is not surprising 

that the majority of Peirce scholarship is also in this area. I do not claim to be making a 

significant contribution here. I am giving an example of application in practice, without a 

philosophical discussion. For example, a 'proof' is not dcfincd in this dissertation, 

although Peirce did claim that his version of Pragmatism was susceptible to a proof 

(EP2: 335,371,449-50). 11 Nor do I pursue how the links between Peirce's Semciotic 

and any Pcirccan Esthetic will need to be established for the development of a proof of 

PragmadCiSM. 12 However my 'hunch' on having worked over this material, is that it will 

be the case that these links will have to be made formal. 13 I therefore merely highlight 

some connections between Semciotic and Esthetic (see fig. 6.3). 

My reading of Peirce is based almost exclusively on my encounter with his now 

published essays. The material available is very extensive, with thirty more volumes 

91 especially refer here to the artist researchers associated with The Centre for Drawing at 
Wimbledon UAL, 2005-9.1 will further contextualise my practice in chapter 1.3A and fig. 5.14. 
10 1 use the spelling 'Esthetics' for Peirce's conception of that one of his three normative sciences, 
(the others being Ethics and Logic), whereas 'xsthctics'is for the wider subject. 
It I refer anyone interested in this topic to Don. D. Roberts'paper An InImAction to Peinrý Prvofof 
Pragmafi&m (Roberts 2003), and Christopher Hookway's recent and upcoming articles on the 
subject for the journal Cofflifio. 
12 Pragmaticism was Peirce's individual formulation of Pragmatism. 11tat spelling was to 
distinguish his philosophy from those of William James and other Pragmatists (EP2-331433). 
13 'Mat %unch' may be glimpsed within fig. 6.3 and its accompanying text. 
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1. Introduction 

predicted for the Chronological Edition. 14 This will remain a fraction of the complete 

writings. Voltune 1 contains the early essay by Peirce on Friedrich Schiller that is the 
basis for the discussion of Esthetic in chapter 4.15 

The Essential Peirre is an appropriately named two volume set of key texts for anyone 
interested in Peirce at any stage in their enquiries. Each essay has an introductory tide 

page which abstracts the main points discussed. These abstracts serve to show how well 
Peirce managed to convey complex combinations of concepts in relatively short essays. I 

have relied on these two publications to be representative of the key texts by Peirce. 16 

The Collected PaperS17 group texts under topics, these eight volumes thereby lose the sense 

of trajectory or evolving thought in Peirce. I have accessed thein alongwith Peirces 

complete published works on CD-ROM in the Intelex Past Masters series allowing 

advanced and keyword searching. 18 

Peirce's writings reward in proportion to the frequency and duration of attention one 

gives thern19. Yet Peirce's interpreters disagree to the extent that to be certain we are 

engaging with our own readings of his ideas we must persevere with his texts unless we 

are to risk applying ourselves to the opinions of others. Pdrcc's explanations of his 

Semciotic to Victoria Lady Welby offer his mature position, avoiding the trajectory 

traversed developing Ws 'guess' (Hardwick 1977). 20 

The literature review for this research, reflected in the references and bibliography, 

established that the Peircean Esthetic is yet to be satisfactorily formulated. Consequently 

there is no recorded application of it in visual arts education or practice. There is nothing 

specifically Peircean applied in the context of contemporary drawing whatsoever. Kelly 

14 Peirce, C. S. (1982 - ). Writings of Charles S. Peirm. A Chmnolq, &alEdition- (6 of predicted 36 
volumes published to date). Bloomington. Indiarta University Press. 
Is NB. The German philosopher Friedrich Schiller is not to be confilsed with the English 
Pragmatist F. C. S. Schiller 
16 Peirce, C. S. (eds: Houser, N. and Kloesel, C. (1992). The Essential Pein-e. Sekaed Phibso 

, 
phical 

Wrifiýgr Volume 1 (1867- 1993). Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press; and 
Peirce, C. S. (eds: Houser, N. et al (1998). The DsenfialPeinr. Sekaed Philosophical Writings Volume 2 
(1893 - 1913). Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press 
17 Peirce, C. S. (Hartshorne, C. and Weiss. P. Vols. 7-8 edited by Burks, AM Eds. ). (1958-1966) 
Colleaedpapen. Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press. 
18 Peirce, C. S. (Ketaer, K I. & Ransdell, J. M., Texas Tech University. Eds). Pub&hed Works 1. 
Intelex: Past Masters. 
19 1 make this claim, again, from my interpretive position; although the continuing and growing 
scholarship around Peirce across so many fields of enquiry would seem to support this. 
20 A Guess atThe Riddle. Peirce (EP 1: 245-279). 
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1. Introduction 

Parker has compiled a bibliography of Peirce's surprisingly2l extensive references to 

Esthedcs and msthedcs, as well as to ethics; those being from published work and 
unpublished manuscripts (Parker 2002). 

Peirce's philosophy is an object of research in itself, Much of that work examines his 

Semciotic and Logic, particularly the classification of signs, the logical graphs, his 

universal categories22 and Peirce's claim for a mathematical proof for Pragmaticism 

Esthetics is the area frequently highlighted as that least attended to in Peircean 

scholarship. 23 The interconnectedness of his system (architectonic), and the 

relationsbips between his normative sciences, (Esthetics, Ethics and Logic), makes much 

of that existing research relevant when envisaging a congruent science of Esthetics. 

Discourse on Peirce's Semciotic ranges from highly technical expositions and 

developments of formal logic (Pietarinen 2006), to that which looks holistically, to the 

place for the Semeiotic within wider philosophical frameworks (Hookway 2002). The 

former are useful for this research for further interpreting those technical terms which in 

Peirce can seem obscure, whereas the latter help to highlight the many considerations to 

be made when approaching Esthetics. I have also found Brent, Gallie and Kent usefal 
for their concise re-interpretations (Brent 1993; Gallic 1952; Kent 1987). 

A literature review, in terms of the broad philosophical spectrum over the 3,000 year 
history of the subjects of msthetics and serniotics, was made during my residency Wbat 

are FeeAtigsfor? at the Centre for Drawing, Wimbledon UAL, 2007 with subsequent 

publication, see appendix (Newman (ed. ) and Ryan 2007). 

21 This is surprising because, as Kent notes, scholars often remark that there is a paucity of 
material by Peirce on Esthetics, (Kent 1987: 151). 
22 1 do not make use of Peirce's categories in this dissertation. I originally made references to 
them throughout, but feedback from artists and art students was that this was confusing. I have 
therefore chosen instead to concentrate on explaining my reading of the Semciotic and its 
conceivable potential for application, see also chapter 4. Instead, a short essay introducing the 
categories can be found in the appendix. To begin to know more about Peirce's categories I 
recommend Brent's biography (Brent 1993: 309-12), and Kent (Kent 1987: 125-130), as brief 
introductions. T. I- Short gives a detailed account of them (Short 2007). Sharon Morris 
effectively uses Peirce's categories in her writings on art and Freud (Morris, S. 2000 and 2007). 
23 To quote T. L Short in The Cambiidge CotVanion to Peirce. 2004, 'The impAcations of ibis [Peirce's 
Semeiotic ... ]for aesthetic theog havejet to be exploited' Qvfisak (ed. ) 2004: 237ý See also N. Houser 
(EPl: xx and x1i). 
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1. Introduction 

'Mere are diverse suggestions for the best direction for future work in Pcircean 

scholarShip. 24 Colapietro, recommends a more social and political aim for Pragmatism, 

engaging with developments in psychoanalysis. Ibis is attractive for its highlighting of 

moral and political questions in philosophy, but may seem to run particular disjunction 

of psychology from his brand of Pragmatism. Colapietro's Semciotic work with music 

and the theories of Iacan are also important, and may attract awider range of scholars 
from the arts and humanities to consider Pragmatism as a philosophy of practical 
import. ffis glossary is invaluable (Colapietro, 1993). 

My own leanings are towards Barnouwwho, explicitly links Peirce with the Stoic serniotic 

and logic of Chrysippus, (Barnouw 2002: 347-364). He also highlights Schiller's influence 

(see 1.3), as a precursor to Pragmatism. Forming a description of a Peircean Esthetic 

could be assisted by detailing what a Stoic 'Ickton"zs would be in Semciotics, although I 

cannot approach that here. What arc considered, and have similar beating, are the 

relative ways of understanding 'emboditnene: a key notion for conccptualising how 

meaning is conveyed in the arts, (see chapters 3 and 5). This approach retains Peirces 

pdon of practical import, (EP2: 218). 26 emphasis on conce 

B: Esthetic. By comparison with area A, (Logic and Semciodc), there are few 

suggestions for what a Peircean Esthetic theory might actually be, and what there is does 

not read Peirce's Esthetic in this way. 27 Problems within msthetics have congregated 

around that term since Baumgarten revived its use, from the Greek, in the middle of the 18th 

Century, and formulated it as a potential science for the first time, (theword having been 

used in Greek to differentiate feelings from thoughts). The term is usually used to refer to 

what is felt by the five senses of the body, and sometimes also the results from, or 
judgements of, those feelings. Kant suggests that the term 'xsthetics' was used in Germany 

thereafter co-extensively with his understanding of the term 'speculative-philosophy' (Kant 

(Nfielejohn trans. ) 1945: 42). Surveying the subject before Baumgarten, Halliwell provides 

24 1"his paragraph is based on my understanding of the positions presented at Sao Paulo W07, 
10th International Meeting on Pragmatism. 
25 'Lekton' can be understood as that which is sayable rather than embodied. Benson Mates 
describes it as the 'significatc'within the Stoic triadic sign which consists of sign, significate and 
object (Mates 1953: 11). 
26 Peirce's Pragmatic maxim: Consider what e gs xv conceive ffeeft that might conceivably haveprafixt hearin 
the object of our conception to bave. Then, our conaption of these efeds is The wbok of omr conception of The obkl 
This thesis retains Peirce's stressed importance of conception of practical, (not just 'practical), see 
chapter 3. Peirce thus carefully differentiated his type of Pragmatism (EP2: 331-433). 
27 It is perhaps worth mentioning that there are many publications by Kevelson on Peirce's 
Esthetic, but I have not found them helpful here, despite their enthusiastic tone. Hocutt is 
amongst those who seek out Semeiotic elements to represent the Esthetic; for him they are the 
Icon, Kalos and Emotional Interpretant (Hocutt 1962). Bense and his school pursue statistical, 
mathematical approaches ignoring the influences of modes of perception (N6di 1990: 423). 
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an excellent overview in relation to in ancient philosophical spectrum (Halliwell 2002). 

Along with Barnouw, Halliwell discusses the relevance of Stoic thought when 

considering Peirce. However, Peirce seemingly remained unaware of the ways he was 

moving towards a Stoic position in his Normative Sciences. Stoic theories were relatively 

unreconstructed until later in the 20th century in the writings of Mates, Long and 
Bobzien (Bobzien 1998; Long 1996; Mates 1961). Halliwell gives enough historical 

background to appreciate Aristotle's influence on Peirce's sense of msthetics, as well as 

that of the Scholastics, (especially Duns Scotus), and his partial convergence with 
Chrysippus' triadic serniotic system. However, because of Peirce's early lionisation of 
Friedrich Schillers msthetic this research follows that course, but only in reference to 
Peirce's peculiar reading; and without recourse to the extensive scholarship on Schiller. 

At the age of 17, Peirce wrote an essay on Schiller, (W1.10-12). Although remarkably early 
I rely primarily on this text for a reconstruction of a Peircean Esthetic. This reading of 
Schiller remains compatible with his mature writings on Semeiotic, (see chapter 3). 

I sought, but didn't find in the existing literature, an attempt to say what Peirce's Esthetic 

theory is, rather than scholarly discussions of who had said what about it; for example 

those by Dewey, Fry and Higgins (Dewey 1958; Fry 2008; Higgins 2002). Margolis' 

writings on msthetics, taking Pragmatism into account amongst other philosophical outlooks, 

are also philosophically discursive Qviargolis 1962,71,80). However, the recent texts 
detailing links between Schiller and Peirce by Barnouw were more specifically helpful; and to 

a lesser extent Smyth, (Barnouw 1988,94; Smyth 1997). Barnouw also usefully considers 
how to place Peirce's notions within the wider tradition of msthetics (Barnouw 1994). 

After being introduced to philosophy via msthetics it was dearly logic that then 

captivated Peirce, with his dose readings of Whately and Kant. This in itself was not a 
break from his understanding of Schiller because the first of the three powers to be 

developed in order to attain Esthetic power was the D: )gical power, (see chapter 3). It is 

reasonable to consider whether Peirce partly attended to logic next because it was this 

first step suggested by his reading of Schiller. Ibcsc logical problems continued to 

occupy him in his professional life. Seeing Peirce's manuscripts with the-if many doodles 

and drawings, and reading about his involvement with artists and the theatre suggests he 

did not neglect the second power suggested by Schiller: that of expression, (Brent 1993; 

Leja 2000). Oscillating between logic and expression in this way was precisely the 

education suggested to him by his reading of Schiller, in order to develop an Esthetic 

power. To careUly position a proposed Peircean Esthetic within the wider field of 
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a: sthetics is not the work undertaken here. 28 SchiRer is the main co-ordinate thinker in 

msthetics, and fortunately Peirce's own close reading of hiswork is centraL (see chapter 
3). Their positions vith regard to adjustments to Kant would bcweR worthwhile 

considering, but that would be another dissertation 

However, none of these authors gives us a formulation of what a Peircean Esthetics might 
be. It is my view that because Peirce's philosophy is architectonic and continuistic 
(holistically interconnected), it is very worthwhile making the attempt. lberefore a sketched 
formulation is offered here throughout, as a product of this researcl-L 

Before moving on to consider the sketchbook, this section on msthetics cannot conclude 

without referencing, and even recommending, Bemadetto Croce for his useful and 

entertaining book surveying the topic to the beginning of the 1900s,, without a mention 

of Peirce (Croce 1909). 

C: Sketchbooks. 'Me third field of enquiry concerns sketchbooks. Many essays and 
books mention sketchbooks, when their main topic is much broader. For example, 

monographs may refer to that artist's sketchbooks; books on the whole of ad history 

may mention Leonardo's notebooks; books on hobbies may discuss the pastime of 

sketching in a pocket book. As for referencing sketchbooks as objects in themselves for 

this research, there is the vast amount of material available in collections29 that hold the 

physical books themselves; and the swathes of professional and amateur data on the 

Internet making reproduced sketchbook material publicly available online, (e. g. 

www. ffickr. com). Specifically however, I have found no text that methodically 
investigates how sketchbooks come to mean what they do, and certainly not by a 
Peircean Semeiotic. 

Books dedicated solely to the subject of sketchbooks are few, excepting those that serve 

as a facsimile of a single book, or for historical or biographical study of in individual 

artist or their milieu (Armstrong 2000; Butlin 1962; Mildazyte-Kulikausldene 2007). 

Museum issues concerning collecting and conservation have been addressed in Wolk7s 

book, alongside Van Gogh's biography (Wolk 1987). Claude MarksFrom The Sketchbooks 

oftbe GreatArfists appears to be the only extensive modernist/historical chronology of 

artists' sketchbooks (Marks 1972). The artists included are those Marks considered 
'majoe from the Western canon alongwith several others because of rarity or to bring 

28 See Barnouw, (1994), Theplace of Peinv's Esthefic'ix his thought and in the tradition of arthefics. 
29 1 have looked at approximately one hundred, from the thousands, of sketchbooks held in the 
collections of the British Museum and the Imperial War Museum during this research. 
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the book up to date, so that, John Sloane, Stuart Davis and Louise Nevelson now seem 

unusual choices for the 201h Century section; and the sketchbook by Ademar de 

Chabannes, (died 1034), for its remarkably early date. Under Cover at the Fogg Art 

Museum in 2006 was comparable as an exhibition, but with far less scope. 30 

A facsimile publication of a sketchbook often contains an essay, introduction or 

commentary which provides some views and reasons of those who were involved in the 

project (Fuentes & Lowe 1995; Butlin 1962). Many 218t Century artists refer to, or 

reproduce images from their sketchbooks, Parwent 2001; Nelson 2000,2004), 

highlighting a changing attitude to such work within the hierarchies of artistic 
production; i. e. no longer as a studio tool. 

NEchael Kimmelman's article, for The New York Times, Solkeby's to Birak Up a Robed 

Sketchbook, (Kimmelman 2008), is a prime example, for this research, of a record of the 

potential for strength of feeling on all sides concerning what a sketchbook's value is, 

(either financial or cultural value, as a whole or in pieces). 31 The report cites a 

resignation over dismantling a sketchbook for financial gain: the 'destruction' of an art 

object, (a sketchbook), in order to 'create' multiple 'pictures". 32Many strongly held 

opinions have been expressed in this case which highlights the book's potential to mean 

different things to different people. A book that had survived intact for centuries before 

pressures of the market intervened. This article is examined in detail in chapter 5. A 

further example of the influence of market values arose during the completion of this 

dissertation, June 2009, when a Picasso sketchbook was stolen from the Mus6e Picasso 

in Paris, with the press reporting unlocked cases and valuesof $11,000,, 000.33 

With regard to research in visual art practice it is also important to consider the 

professional context in which the practical aspects of this enquiry is operating. The 

conceptual approaches that influence these making and exhibiting activities are most 

strongly developed with other artists with whom there has been actual collaborative, 

30 Available from http: //www. artmuseums. harvard. edu/sketchbooks/index. htrnl [Accessed 28th 
June 2009]. 
31 Available from http: //www. nytimes. com/1989/10/31/arts/sothcby-s-to-break-up-a-robert- 
sketchbook. html [Accessed 28thJunc 2009]. 
32 This phenomenon of dismantling was compared with the breaking up of altarpieces into panels 

per Video, my MA paper that led to this PhD, (Ryan 2005). Available from in Pa 
http: //www. pauRyamdircon. co. uk/papcr. htm [Accessed 28thJunc 2009]. 
33 Available from http: //news. bbc. co. uk/l/W/world/europe/8091679. stm [Accessed 28th June 
2009]. 
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educational, and social interactions. For example: 
My collaborations with Kate Davis and Jeremy Deller. 

Dialogue with artists through the Centre for Drawing, Wimbledon UAL such as 
Avis Newman, Anita Taylor, Dino Alfier, Carolyn Flood, Eleanor Bowen, and 

artists on fellowships: Sonia Boyce and Simon Callery. 

Co-curating and exhibiting with Daniel Baker, a PhD researcher at the Royal 

College of Art with an active practice and exhibition schedule. 
I met Tino Sehgal for two hours to draw his portrait, for Tate Britain in 2008. 

This meeting helped to develop my understanding of the potential for a 

sketchbook practice, with regard to some of the implications being considered 
for Esthetic in chapter 3. He reduces the material aspect of his final work to a 
limit case, in that there are no materials, (see fig. 3.14). His attitude has ethical 
implications, with respect to what it means to be an artist using materials and 

travelling for their work at the beginning of the 218t Century, (Schgal will not fly). 

Other influences include the many amateur artists, often friends, particularly in their 

sometimes complex and very effective approaches to, and making of, drawings and 

sketchbooks. A diagram of influences is at fig. 5.14, and it includes other groups such as 

curators, theorists, and art historical interests. My drawings are often, but not always, 

representational in that they iconically represent the world around me; there is a 

necessary abstraction involved in this. I arn frequently attracted by the work of artists 

who have become fascinated by repeated careful observation while aware of this 

paradox; as Morandi well expresses hitnself in the fbUowing sentences: 

I befieve that nothing can be morr abstrad, morr mnreaý than what we acfua4 see. We know that all 

gs, never rea#y eýdsfs as we see and undersAand it we can see of the objeaive world, as human hein 

Matter existr, of course, but has no inttinsic meaniq of itr own, such as the meaning we attach to it. 

Giorgio MoranA interview, Voice of Arnetica, 25 Aprfl 1957 (CoIdweU 2006). 

Illis might sound tke pessiftiism. with regard to observing real objects, but as we know 

from his work, it was not a pessimism and Morandi did not give up, but rather found 

greater riches the further he observed his pots and bottles. 
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1.4 Chapter summary 
To conclude this introductory chapter it is appropriate to differently rc-state the 

purposes and methods of the dissertation. That is to give an example of how an artform 

can mean what it does, in this study that artform is the sketchbook. In doing so a 

clarification may be provided of the methods used to give that example. nose methods 

are based on Peirce's Semeiodc. The clarification of the Semciotic has implications for a 

theory of Esthetics. To begin to expand these areas and present the results of the 

research, several terms need to be agreed upon beforehand. The next chapter sets out to 
do this, while serving as an example in itself of the research methods those terms arc 
later used to discuss. 
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2. Terms 

Terms 

To understand a proposition il is necessaýy to comprehend ibe terms ol /I. Tbe vn, rl'tions ol-a 
proposition are contained in its terms. 

(PetrCe W1: 60). 

r 1, - 1-t 1--ilur it, fit. ... it iil, I. -, -. Ef, (,. r i 

-rally it, th-, , flo r I. tl., - pn. l-lma f t) 1--Uml I. - to- Lt'. 
, 1ý 0-0. whielt. lik. - flit, j pe &aid U. " -ýood of -1, , .. r . 1'. 0.10. . of 1 . 0-. -1 .II. .) P-t - Illa. 

gli'll, .. "la" ullanal'AY 1-li, tho organs art, brmitlit filsite nearly - u-t 1-1 . -k ý-h Al. I (') In 
lour i, i walk.: Is .. 1-1 , M'. ' llot. AM 1"t. ra 

! t. -rv, A- th'. m... .. awl tim roý, f f wl, o in oil. ; in tl or -11-boti-t- -t-I 
looý k,..,. n quistoold-st, 

U. -. 1 1, 
'V tho Ito. .. 0- rundýl Ill... jbýlwr thk-vie '.. 'A. . 1. " Y, :. th. I-t I'tte". fund for uu- 

thellontainorLatiti .ý... . ...... W am[ p. - with klaO. n 'J"Utels- ; on . 
1. it. (" vtý. ' 

'10 I. -t i. am. of x,, v, r:, l ati. or no .1 t-l-li "'N. . -A ý -- a- - i. n. - 1-1.. 1-- . -1 fioý-ovs. 

Fig. 1.1 Peirce contributed more than five thousand definitions to 
The Century Dictionary, above, and wrote forcefully about terms in 
his essay The E'Ibics qf Terminolqy, (EP2: 263-266). 

Terms are relatively' defined, unless this has been done elsewhere in which case a 

reference is given. Following the method for pragmatic elucidation, (see footnote 3, 

chapter 1), the main topics connoted by the thesis are named here, before going on to 

their theoretical use and their conceivable practical application. Peirce's technical terms 

that appear mid-sentence begin within a capital letter, (for example, an 'Object' is 

, specifically Peircean rather than any other kind of 'object'). Those maiii terms head the 

sections of this chapter: 

2.1 Peircc 

2.2 Serneiotic / Serniotics 

2.3 Esthctic / Asthetics 

2.4 Sketchbook (and drawing) 

2.5 Hierarchy 

I The definitions given here are relative to the airris and objectives of this research, (as given in 
1.1); and relative to my position of interpretation (as given in 1.2); and in relation to each other. 
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2.1 Peirce (pronounced 'purseý 

Fig. 2.2 Peirce on his deathbed at his home, Ansbe, Pennsylvania, April 19, 
1914. Photograph courtesy of the Pike County Ffistorical Society. 

Charles Sanders Peirce, (1839-1914), was the acknowledged originator of the American 

philosophical school called PragmatiSM. 2 His work culminated in a theory of how 

meaning is conveyed by signs, or Semciotic, after a life of working to reconcile his ideas 

into a coherent and holistic architectonic system. Peirce died without wide recognition 

for his SemeiotiC. 3 At first sight, his life did not embody a successfW philosophy. Rather, 

he seems to have lived the 'external clash' of unfortunate/dis-preferred necessary forces 

in his relationships, work, finances, and health. -Me biography by Joseph Brent provides 

a picture of a great but institutionally excommunicated intellect, tussling with an 

emotional roller coaster of interpersonal relations at work and home. A not unsimilar 

picture of the man emerges from Peirce's own writings. He can seem verbose, hubristic 

and over confident; at other times abject and deferential, self-doubting with hints of 

paranoia. Brent depicts him alternately pleading with institutions and individuals for help 

while berating them for their lack of insight and intelligence (Brent 1993). 

For the purposes of this dissertation, Peirce is of interest for two reasons. Firstly his 

work; consisting of the Semeiotic, and a glimpse into a potential Esthetic theory. 

Secondly his life offers an example of what I imagine lies at the heart of that Esthetic 

theory; and that is the tension between his freedom of conception set against the 

necessity of his material life. My reading of Peirce, especially his Esthetic, could lead to a 

re-interpretation of Peirce's life, to show he did nevertheless develop the Esthetic 

freedom that he thought he had found described in Schiller's Writing; also that he 

developed that freedom strongly enough to do the philosophical work that he left us, but 

this biographical thread is not pursued further here. For Peirce's biography see Brent. 

2 Acknowledged by William James. See glossary for Pragmatism. 
3 With a few exceptions such as William James, Victoria Lady Welby et al. 
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2.2 SemeiotiC4 

Fig- 2.3 Clear SiTn by Daniel Baker was included by invitation into my residency Wlbat air 
feefingsfor? at the Centre for Drawing Project Space, at Wimbledon College of Art, UAL in 
2007. Baker is researching the theories of Alfred Gell, who was influenced by Peirce. Baker 
is Romany, and this work, with its title, seems to play on the use of physical signs that might 
have excluded Gypsies from a public place. It also seems to consciously point to the clarity 
of conceptual signs that an artist might employ, as an agent of meaning. (For our curatorial 
collaboration see appendix No Goqios, and his article Baker, D. (2008). 

The working definition of Semeiotic for this dissertation is: Peirce's theory of how 

meaning is conveyed, through signs. Peirce's Semeiotic aims to find out how one might 

proceed to discover a general theory of deliberative, (selo, conduct; 5 and to organise 

those procedures and their discoveries. Peirce philosophized on signs to develop his 

Semelotic. 6 It can analyse, or study, any conceivable meaning at all: linguistic, non 

linguistic, human and non human. With this sense of Semelotic, Peirce suggested that 

Signs might be all there are in the Universe (EP2: 394). Signs consist of an Object and an 

Interpretant along With the sign type, (technically called the Representamen). Peirce 

wrote: To tg to peel off sig*ns togel to the real thinT is like peefiq off layers of an onion toget down to 

The oM'On itseff(Hausman 1997: 188). 7 In other words signs are what is real, and he is 

warning8 us from wasting our time looking for anything else. Orily after practicing 

Scmeiotic for some time would the layers within Peirce's discussions begin to become 

4 Pronounced semeto'lic, (ree-my-ofic). (Peirce EP2: 403). 
5As Peirce claimed in his fifth Harvard Lecture The Three Normative Sciences. (EP2: 196-207) 
6 One of Peirce's discussions of what Semeiotic is runs as follows (EP2: 326-7): SemelOtic has 
three branches: 

- Speculative Grammar studies in which way an object can be a sign. 
- Speculative Critic (the leading part of logic) studies the ways in which a sign can be 

related to the object independent of it that it represents. 
- Speculative Rhetoric is the science of the essential condition under which a sign may 

determine an Interpretant sign of itself and whatever it signifies. 
7 From a letter to Bertrand Russell 1905. Relatedly: (EP2: 392). 
11 T. L. Short also makes this point in Peirce on Meaning and Translation (Petrilli 2003: 220). 
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more apparent. 9 For example, his sentences may rely on some special conception of 

what Objects and Signs are within his system, and those terms have not yet been 

discussed. This 'evolvingý meaning along the path of a descriptive text, which benefits 

from being re-visited, is not uncommon in Peirce. 10 This dissertation faces a similar 

problem: a discussion of Semeiotic is offered, but that topic cannot be much understood 

until some progress has been made in experimenting with Semeiotic itself So, Semciotic 

must actually be used to study some things before the discussion of Scmeiotic can be 

very meaningful. This is also analogous to researching through an art practice; we must 
do as well as say. To help overcome that difficulty we will revisit these definitions at 

various stages throughout these chapters, as reminders and pointers. 

Many of Peirce's terms arc not used here, for example Peirce's categories. " In early 
drafts they were discussed, but feedback from artists was that they added a layer of 

confusing complexity without elucidating anything further than the Semciodc. The 

categories philosophically underpin the Scmciotic but an understanding of them is not 

required to apply it. Several technical terms have already been used in this discussion, 

and some clarification may now be helpful to relate them to each other while introducing 

others, and show how some are analysed from within a more general term. To begin to 

show this, the following terms are arranged in an order whereby a term can be subsumed 

within the preceding term; so the list goes from the more general to the more specific. 
Peirce in italics, my additions in square brackets: 

ý Phenomenology: [research in order to] make out wbat arr The elements OfaPPearance That 

present themselves to us eveg hour and eveg minute (EP2: 147). 

ii) Nortmtive Science: Research into the theog of the disfinclion between what is'good and what is 

bad; in the tralm of egnition [Logic], in the realm of action [Ethics), and in The realm offeeAn ,g 
[Esthetic], (EP2: 147). 

iii) Esthetic: the normative sdence which considers those things whose ends are to embod y paAfies of 
feekne(HP2: 200). Or, Esthetic is the study of what conceivable goals we can begin to 

9 The doanne of the essential nature andfundamentalvalietiejofposjibleremiosis [is a] field too vast, the labor 
too gmatfor afirst comer (Peirce EP2.41 3). 
10 Ihe quality of 'evolvingncss' recurs in Peirce. For examples see: (EP2: 217 and 343-44). 
11 Categories are The most mniversal conce . 

pts or ideas; the ultimate genera (Colapietro, 1993). See appendix 
for a short essay introducing Peirce's categories. See also footnote 22, in chapter 1. 
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agree12 on, and be prepared to deliberately adopt, for embodying qualities of feeling and 
experiencing them, (see chapter 2.2 for ftirther discussion). For an art world example, 
consider the goal Van Gogh recommends to his brother Ibeo: Advirr as xmcb aryom can, 
mostpeople do not admire enoA(Tb (Exeuw 1997). 13 

iv) Etliics: the normative science which considers those thiiý . gs whose endske in action. Or, Etliics is 
the study of -, vhat ends of action we are prepared deliberately to adopt (Peirce EP2: 200). 

ps gbe Century Dictionary) Or v) Semeiotic: The doaiine orsdence of. 6 -I, the theory of 
how meaning is conveyed, through signs]. 

vi) Logic: The normative science whicb considers those things whose ends are to rebrrsent something. [Or, 
Logic is the study of wliat modes of representation we are prepared to deliberately 

adopt], (Peirce EP2: 200). 

viý Sign: Somethin gb y knozing which we know something mort, (B rcnt 1993: 308). [Or, 

A] qyfhhýý of whatsoever mode qf being, which xe&ates between an oijýd and an inferprelant, %ince it is 

both determined by the object relatively to the inferprrtan4 and determines Ike inter prelant in rrferrnce to 

the oyeet, in sucb wise as to cause The inferprelant to be determined by The oyea tbmjý 
, gb Me mediation of 

this 'sign', (Peirce EP2: 41 0). Another definition Peirce gives for his sign is anythiq That 

, gn rits interprrtant), standsfor sometbing (called its object) in smcb a my as togenerate anotber st, 

(Colapietro 1993). 

viii). Elements within a sign: Peirce's sign is triadic, consisting of three conceivable parts: 
Object, Interpretant and Sign Type/Representamen. Each one of those three parts can 
be further analysed into types. Peirce sometimes uses the term 'Representamen' for that 

4sign-typc'part of the triad. I find this technical term of Peirce! s useful for two reasons, 

and continue to make use of it. Firstly and generally, it is helpful to distinguish the one 
third part, from the whole triadic Sign. (Me whole triadic Sign consists of Object, 

Representamen /(or sign type), and Interpretant). So in this thesis when I refer to 

Peirce's whole triadic Sign I use the term 'Sign'; and when referring to the one third part 

of a Sign I use the term'Representamen'. 14 Secondly and specifically for artists, who 
form a community conversant with the concepts and problems of representation, this 
term will have a usefi: d familiarity; a familiarity congruent with Peirce's intended meaning. 
Subdivisions of Interpretants and Objects involve considering whether the meaning is 

12 The word 'agree' stands in here for Peirce's use of the word normatitv, in the sense that it is not 
expected that everyone will agree, but rather that those who make it their study, and who reflect 
carefully upon these questions will eventually at least tend to agree, or tend towards clumps of 
agreement; as with Peirce's concept of a community of enquirers. 
13 From: Tbe L-etters of Vincent van Go (the entry is for London, January 1874). ! gb, 
14 Peirce alternately uses the terms 'Sign' or 'Representimcn. However, seeing as he states that 
ev"y science in a tigorvusstate must have a IaqJq ýe ofift oum (WI: 160), and as 'Sigw also refers to the 
whole triad, (ILeprcscntamen, Object and Interpretant), I use the term Representamen to be more 
specific and avoid confusion. 
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being conveyed fully and freely, or habitually and partially. There are also Final 

Interpretants and these agree with their Objects. More on these in chapter 3.4. 

ix) Nine sign types /Representamens are considered a sufficient range of points across 

the spectrum for this research, although Peirce theorized nearly sixty thousand (see the 

quote below): 

sinsi . 9n 

_Oua#si, gn Llýoign 

Icon Imdex Sjmbol 

Rheme A gument 
Dicent 

Fig. Z4 Sign types/Representamens. (See glossary for defirftions of these sign type terms). 

I quote Peirce at length from his explanation to Victoria Lady Welby from 1908 

concerning my last sections, (viii and ix), to make the point that'we have to stop 

somewhere: 
ps toward a science ofsemeidic ({simei&W)), or the It seems to me that one of ibefirst useful ste 

gical anaýsis, of The co ce ts of The cenoscopic science of signs, must be the accurate dtflnition, or lo np 

. ything which on the one hand isso determined ly an Object and on the sdence, I define a Sign as an 
other hand so determines an idea in a person's mind, that this latter determination, which I term The 
Inter V that Obje .Ai, fo ,a di 

, 
prrtant of the sign, is thereby mediately determined Ia sr their re has tria c 

pretant But it is necrssaý5v to distinguish the Immediate Object, or relation to its Object and to its Inter 

. 
ýnamical 064d, or rea4 efldent but not immediateý the Object as the Sign rpresents it, fmm the Iý 

prrtant, i. e. the In"retant present Object. It isRewise requidte to distinguish the Immediate Inter 

.P5 ro, ce n the represented or sign)Xed in the Signfrom the Djnaxir Inter relant, or efect actual, pAdo 

. 
prrfanf, or effect that would be produced on y the Signý and both of thesefivm the Normal Inter mind b 

y the Sign eer nýfident development of thought. On These considerations I base a rreqgnition the mind b 

y be ditided. I do notsay that these Aisions are enough. But since of ten rripeds in which Signs ma 
eveg one of them turns out to he a tHchofomy, itfollow; that in order to dedde what chuses of signs 
rrs&1ffivm them, I hate 3 10 or 59049, dificult questioms to carrfu4Yy consider, and therrforr I mill not 

gns anyfwfher, but mill leave thatforfuture exploirrs undertake to earg og . 9stematical ditision of st 
(EP2: 482). 

Note that Peirce's texts can confuse through Ids experiments with changing his 

terminology, for example the Normal Inter pretant in the letter above to Lady Welby in 

December 1908, would seem to be what he also refers to as a Final Interpreant by March 

1909 to Wffliamjames (EP2: 498). 
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'Me nine sign types/Representamens shown above in fig. 2.4 are from Pcirc6s three . I' 
most frequently referred to triads of signs ([Qualisign, Sinsign, Ixgisign), (Icon, Index, 

Symbol), JRheme, Dicent, Argument)). A brief dcfinition of each is given below- 

Qualisigns convey Tavour' orleeling, (via any of the senses, or within the mind). It is' 

the name of the Representamen for qualities which are not embodied, and before they , 

are named or commented upon. For example 'blue is already a thing named, (by the 

word on this page). Imagine the quality of blueness as experienced when waking up in a 

garden seeing that blueness before you have conceived that you arc gazing at a clear sky. 

Sinsigns convey meaning by embodying qualities in the here and now, as individual 

occurances. They are particular tokens of meaning. For example the mark ̂  as it is here. 

Iliat mark serves as a sinsign, or token, of the individual place in the previous sentence. 

Legisigns convey embodied meaning in their 'types' rather than as tokens. So the mark 
is also a type of accent used in the French language, called in English a circurnflex. This 

does not refer to its use in the here and now of the previous sentence, but generally over 

titne and in many, sentences. Sinsigns and Legisigns could form a useful scrneiotic: 
type/token distinction within the subject of drawing, in terms of the area of meaning 
between mark-making and inscription. 

Icons convey meaning by resemblance. For example the Ictter'O'is Iconically closer to 

an apple than the the letter 'r; because as a round letter it resembles the roundness of 

the apple. Icons are not restricted to visual meaning. lbe, sound from repeatedly striking 

a large drum can resemble thunder more readily than blowing through a small whistle. 
Sketchbooks can resemble diaries, and a page can havc a drawing upon it that resembles 

a tree, or a diagram can resemble a sequence of thoughts. 

Index can be conceived as being at the very centre of the scale of Representamens that 

are used in this dissertation. It signifies what material things are made of; their 'brute 

actuality'. It is the type of sign that conveys the materially embodied properties through 
interaction in causative and determined ways with other materials, but before they are 

conceived, named or discussed. In this dissertation the plural of an Index is Indices, and 
its adjective is Indcxical. One of Peirce' examples that cxl-dbits its meaning Indexically is 

a weather vane, which moves because of the thing it signals, (i. e. it moves because of the 

physical interaction with the direction of the air's movement, and that is the information 

it signifies to an observer). 
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Symbols convey meaning by convention. For example, in England the symbolYaftcr a 

name at the end of a letter symbolises a kiss from the sender of the letter to its recipient. 
T'he letter Y has no resemblance to, or material connection with a kiss, it is something 

we have culturally agreed upon. If we turn this symbol around its axis by 45" we have a 

symbol with a very different meaning. '+' is widely used to mean 'plus' in the 

mathematical procedure called addition, e. g. 2+2=4. Worn around the neck this symbol 

may have Christian connotations, although in such instances the lower section is usually 
longer than the other thrcc in order to also make it an Icon of a scaffold for crucification 

as much as a Symbol of Christianity. 

Rhemes15 convey the possibility of qualities for particular interpreters. In this dissertation 

they differentiate what qualities an interpreter feels for an Object from those they believe 

to be more widely felt by others. Invariably these need to be stated if they are to be 

gathered in some way, and they would then become conceptions of the possible qualities 

of an object. For example, I am not fond of A4 paper but I may wish to separate my 

personal felt response from the fact that it is awidely used format by considering 

Qualisigns for the qualities assumed to be widely felt, Rhemes for those I feel personally. 

Dicents, are used in this thesis to designate those Ends of Representamens that convey 

how an individual interpreter interacts physically with a sign. This will be different to 

those more general physical interactions conveyed through an Index. For example, a 
partially sighted person may encounter many haptic, felt interations with a sketchbook, 
through holding and turning it, than I am usually aware of, in that my interpretations 

tend to be dominated by visual input. 

Argument is a name of a Representarnen for when meaning is conveyed through 

discussion in human spoken or written language. It is here that humans use symbols, 
(letters and words), following nearly agreed upon rules, (of sentence structure and 

propositional form), to make propositions about the universe. Arguments can 

communicate meaning about qualities and materials. For example, even when they are 
both absent the colour red, or the material wood, can be discussed. 

15 1 acknowledge that I define Rhemes and Dicents somewhat differently to Colapietro who 
correctly makes a correspondence between them and concepts and statements respectively 
(Colapietro, 1993). 1 do this because while retaining Peirce's assertion that this trichotomy 
JRhernes, Dicents, Arguments) is of Represcntamens in relation to their Interpretant (CP 8.343- 
344), 1 nevertheless extrapolate that to a representation of an artwork for an interpreter, in its 
qualities (Rherne), and material Picent), rather than as they represent linguistic structures. For 
Peirce on these Rcpresentarnens see EP2.291-292- 
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The Semeiotic that Peirce constructs organises different sign types/Representamens that 

in turn convey meaning differently to different Ends of Interpreter and concerning 
different orders of Objects. These are conceptual distinctions, whereas in any sign 

activity all three will be as one in a Sign or series of Signs. 

Sign types/ 
Representamens 

Simi 
. 9m 

Omah: din L4dgn 

Objects 
Imme&ate ICON Imdex Sjmbol 

or Djnamic 

hem A rgmmenf 
Ný 

Dicent 

Interpretants 
Imme4afe, 
Dynamic or Final 

Fig. 2.5 1he Universe of meaning as generated by triadic Signs consisting of the 
Object types and Interpretant types and the Sign types/Representamens. 
Immediate, Dynamic and Final are discussed in chapter 3.4. 

2.3 Esthetic / lEsthetics 

The spelling Esthetics',, with a capital E, refers here to Peirce's particular theory. The 

spelling 'msthetics' refers to the wider subject of xsthedcs. 16 A definition of Esthetics for 

this enquiry is: the study, as one of Peirce's normative sciences, of the method of 

acquiring the freedorr4 power, or agency, to consider admirable goals for interpreting 

and embodying qualities. 

By extrapolating the way Peirce defines his other norrmdve sciences and extending it to 
Esthetics we arrived in section 2.1 at: 

The normative science which considers those thin , gs whose ends arr to embo, # quaAfies offeeANS, 
(EP2.200); or, Esthetics is the study of what conceivable goals we can agree17 on, and be 
prepared to deliberately adopt, for embodying qualities of feeling. 

So, Esthetics in art is in part a study of our goals, when embodying qualities of feeling in 

artworks, which we am prepared to deliberately adopt. In xsthetics that quality of feeling 

16 For the position of a Peircean Esthetics with the field of 2esthetics see Bamouw 1988. 
17'Me word 'agree' stands for Peirce's use of the word 'normative'. in the sense that it is not 
expected that everyone will agree, but rather that those who make it their study, and who reflect 
carefully upon these questions will eventually tend to agree; as with Peirce's concept of a 
community of enquirers. 
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has been called 'beauty', the goal being to embody it in a work of art. Rather than beauty 

Peirce refers to 'the admirable'. The questions, 'What is admirable in art? ' or 'What in 

drawing is admirable? ' are more approachable, (to this interpreter, me), than 'What is 

beautiful? '. What is the distinction between the naturally admirable and the culturally or 

conventionally admirable? I suggest that contemporary artists' work and their audiences 

are more open to Semciotic analysis and therefore more understandable with the term 

'admirable'than through notions of beauty. 

How to begin to learn to 'do Peircean Esthetics'is partially recorded in Peirce's very 

early but close reading of Schiller's Aestbefic Letters, (see 2.5). This formulation of Esthetic 

remains compatible with Peirce's mature Semeiotic. What that early reading of Schiller 

suggests, (and this will be discussed throughout), is the realisability of a kind of freedom, 

as a power: an Esthetic power of free but at the same time constrained interpretation. 

Fi . 2.6 Dino Alfier, The VorstFhi, ýgs Piv I'ier Drawn (detail), 2007, mixed media. Although 19 
the artist considers it appropriate to title this work The Worst it nevertheless seems to 
be an admirable work due to its conceptual considerations within the context of the 
residency which for its own tide asked the question 'What are feeling. -, for? ' (see also fig. 2.3). 

As will be discussed in chapter 3, Esthetic power, or agency is formed by an oscillation 
between expression and formalisation when observed in a critical environment. All other 

terms discussing Esthetic are used in their ordinary, non-techtniCal way. A dictionary 

definition of 'oscillate', for example, is to sudng to andfm like apendmIum, and that is how it 

is used here (Chambers 1983). 
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2.4 Sketchbooks (and drawing) 

r -'4'- 

Fi 
ýc 

Fig. 2.7 This book from the Imperial War Museum's collection contains adhered 
sketchbook material by Leon Underwood. In defining the term 'sketchbook', distinctions 

can be drawn between albums, which contain only 'stuck in' drawings, and those which also 
contain drawings on the book's surfaces. For the purposes of this dissertation, the apparent 
editing and re-arrangement of all of this ob*ect's contents means I do not classify ' I it as a 
sketchbook for this research. (Although it is classified as one in the IAN coUcction). 

A workable definition of the objects which are studied for this thesis is: originally empty 

pocket books which have gone on to be drawn and written in. The terms notebook and 

sketchbook are used synonymously. The findings of this thesis could well apply to 

sketchbooks by non-artists, and indeed to ranges of objects which are not sketchbooks. 18 

The root of the term 'sketch' is the same as for 'skate', and that relationship seems to 
hold the flavour of what such a book is for, for the purposes of this enquiry (OED). A 

'skating about' does not pin things down, or settle. What may be particularly important 
here in relation to Esthetics is the skating about between text and image that goes on in 

sketchbooks. 19 

Sketchbooks are here considered as objects that can be understood within 'drawing' as 

currently conceived in the editorial publications, exhibitions and projects emanating 
from the Centre for Drawing at Wimbledon 2006-2009, (now across UAL). Drawing is 

thought of as a frame of mind in which to conduct an art practice which has particularly 

un-finished and therefore non-dogmatic qualities. In that sense photography, video, 

18 The possible objects referred to here would encourage an oscillation between formalising and 
expressing, and could therefore develop an Esthetic power, as discussed mi chapter 3,5 and 6. 
19 T'his concept will explored further throughout the renl=der of the thesis. 
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instaHation, performance, and so on, can be drawing. The sketchbook in this and in its 

conventional definition, fits well within this definItion of the word 'drawing'. 

From my experience of researching as part of the community at the Center for Drawing 

at Wimbledon UAL, (my interpretive position), 'Drawing' cotdd be claimed as a sWtable 

candidate to be an Heuretic science, when adopting Peirce's definition for such a science: 

The concrele body of The activio [of drawing] in seeking such truth as seems to Them hr, ýb rthy o # MV f 
life-long devotion, andpwrsmitýT it by The most c7ifically chosen methodr, inelmding all the heo hotb 
general and special that thýy can obtainfmm one anotherý information and rrjkdion. 

(EP2: 372). Square brackets my addition. 

The pedagogic implications of proposing drawing as an Heuretic sClence can not be 

discussed further here, but it is posited as a reconunendation for further research. 

2.5 Hierarchy 

NOW& 

Fig. 2.8 During 2004 1 experimented with 
installations of scuffed open sketchbooks 
amongst rubbish in my studio. These were 
disposed of by the building's cleaners on two 
occasions. 

Hierarchies are scales of value that are constructed by individuals or collectively that rank 

objects. Positions for objects along those scales are determined by feelings of '+ness' and 

( -ness'. 2ý1 These feelings shade into judgements. Those Judgements are for, against or 

20 1 create the terms 'plusness' and 'n-unusness', with mathematical symbols, to make the point 
that feelings cannot be represented by words, but these made up words suffice to point to the 
feelings I am aiming to recall. 
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indifferent to that object, and they are based on, or can form beliefs. Habitually feeling 

the same way about an object makes a judgement more automatic, resulting in a settled 

opinion. Enquiry can dcstabilise beliefs and alter judgements, opening up the 

possibilityof te-assesing existing hierarchies, (Peirce EP1: 109-123). 

If a sketchbook is repeatedly referred to as being 'supporting material' for so called 
'finished works' (like oil paintings, as is the case with the essay introducing Samuel 

Palmer's facsimile sketchbook, (Butlin 1962), that habituates a lowerplacc in the 
hierarchy of 'finished works'. This hierarchy may be operational, influencing 

interpretations when considering making, collecting or exhibiting finished works. A 

reference which values the notebook in its own right as a finished work would then 

equate a sketchbook, %ith an oil painting in terms of the 'finished work' hierarchy; this 

may be surprising for some audiences, which might be useful. Similarly, any reference to 

a sketchbook as a pedagogical 'toor within art education, or studio 'tool' in a studio 

where art is made, (rather than conceiving the sketchbook as an 'art' object), could be 

interpreted as supporting a lower hierarchical position when considering the hierarchy of 
'girt', ýs it art? ). Noticing the archival procedures of museums, and their rebinding 

policies, and tracking the market value of such objects, and what artists, collectors and 

critics have said also furnish fuel for these hierarchies. Sketchbooks have no automatic 

material value or status. From a once complete and intact Leonardo sketchbook, to the 

notebook discarded at the end of an 'unsuccessfid' artises life when their studio is 

deared, values and hierarchies are socially and culftually constructed but nevertheless 
'real'in a Peircean SemciotiC. 

ts about the Thinking of a hierarchy as 'good' or'bad' involves making value judgmen 

hierarchy itself. In terms of Semciotic research, it would be more useful to try to form 

good arguments and avoid bad ones, whatever the topic. So, this thesis does not set out 

to raise or lower the position of sketchbooks within any hierarchies. It does aim. to 

explain why they are placed as they are because of their meanings, and also to explain 

where they are moving to and from within hierarchical scales and why. In chapter 5, 

there are some Peircean guesseS21 at places for sketchbooks urithin hierarchies of the 
future. In order to discuss how, why, and in what context, such guesses are made, the 
following chapter introduces Peirce's theories more systematically; beginning with the 
Semciotic and Esthetic, before moving on to their application. 

21 Abductive guesses, (see glossary). 
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3. PeIrCe's Semciotic and Estlictic 

3. Peirce's Semeiotic and Esthetic 

Fig. 3.1 Charles Sanders Peirce: Ao lotiýgerjvonderedwhal I wouiýi doin 4ife bul dýfined my o4iect (\X'1: 3). 

3.1 Introducing signs 

This chapter is about Peirce's theory of how meaning is conveyed through signs, 

(Semeiotic'), and the consequences for a Peircean L'Isthetic. The chapter uses some ten-ns 

technically, and for these the first letter is always capitalised. However, with the glossary 

it is written to be accessible for those with little or no prior knowledge of Peirce. Some 

specific concepts and their corresponding terms seem so useful for the approach to 

meaning in the visual arts as to justify their introduction. 2 For those familiar with Peirce 

this dissertation may suggest a broadening of the potential for application of the 

Semelotic, but most especially it gives a particular formulation of the Esthetic. 

Artists make artworks, but do these artworks in any part convey the mearlIngs that those 

artists intended? I make the claim that Peirce's Semeiotic and his F, sthetic allow us to 

identify which aspects of a sign we are free to control. From that claim I posit that an 

artist's all-ni is to intend, as far as is possible, what their artworks finaDy mean. If all 

meaning is conveyed by signs, then in order to be a refleXive artist, that artist must 

become skilled in a way of renden'q si e , gns 
_ftfive, 

and Peirce sets out to clarify how such a 

skill Might be developed, calling this skill speculatipe rheton'c (E, P2: xxvii). 4 To begin to 

develop that skill is to begin to understand Semetotic, and to conceive its application and 

implications in particular Instances. At the same time a type of freedom of interpretation 

1 tic' Ih an'c' in I llcircc'sThcory of how meaning is conveyed through Signis is called 'Scmeio i, (wit 
the middle which helpfully differentiates it from other serniotic theories, such as those of the 
Stoics or Saussure). 
2 In philosqpýy we must abandon all endeatwur to make it fitera? y ... 1he, garment qfcontentment and q1' 
habituation (1, '11)2: 360). This dissertation, and especially this chapter, contains many clumsy 
sentences but improving on style can alter meaning, so in those instances litcrariness is sacrificed. 

An aim which cannot be adopted and consistwly pursued if a bad aim. 11 cannot proper(y be called an ultimate 
Im ' (1,112: 202). a at all The only moral evil IS not to haive an ultimate aim 

4 representations hatr power to cause real , 
PCIS. I Speculative rhetoric haf af its aim to. find out the, general 

secret qlrenderiq sýgns ýffecthv (1`1112: xxvii). 
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is developed and this freedom is theorised in his Esthetic. The Esthetic is discussed in 

the second half of the chapter, but it begins with the Sernciotic and signs. 

What is a sign? In English we can speak of 'road signs', 'sign language', 'signs from God' 

and so on. A road sign might actually be a visible circle of flat metal with a number 

printed upon it, but to most people it conveys the speed limit. In this way all signs enable 

meaning to be inferred from an impression. This meaning is something more than the 
impression itselE5 Another simple example is that smoke is a sign of fire. We may not 

see the fire but the visual-impression of smoke is enough to infer that there is a fire. 

Inferences involve generalizations, for we can soon think of exceptions. Dry ice 

produces smoke without fire. Signs o ftcn depend on an 'in most cases' proviso to convey 

meaning. In most cases smoke is a sign of fire. 

Fire- --- Smokc 

(object) (sign) 

Fig. 3.2 A simple dyadic, (two part), sign. Dyadic signs are further theorized by 
Augustine, Hobbes, Saussure6, and jakobson amongst others (N6th 1995: 88). 

However, for Peirce a sign needs to be interpreted for it to really signify at all, and this 
interpreter became the third part of his sign. His sign is triangular or triadic7, being 

conceived as having three constituents, or correlates, that stand in relation to each other. 8 

How were these triads important and useful to him in addressing the problems he 

encountered throughout his philosophical investigations? A fundamental question Peirce 

addresses is: beating in mind how interpreters inform the meaning of a sign by 

participating in that sign's formation, can knowledge of the real world nevertheless be 

3 Those images that yetlFrrsh images beget. Two lines by W. B. Yeats that Marks quotes concerning 
what he calls the magic ofskekbes (Marks 1972: 456). 
6 Saussure is usually named as the author of the main alternative system to Peirce, where the sign 
is dyadic between a significr and that signified. Peirce was not reacting to Saussure's work. 
7 Peirce writes: As the most rmdimentag sense of Reaaion involves two stales offeefin& so [... ] tbo. ýSbt 
involves Ibrre states of Feekng (EP2: 5); and Wle on_b Ibink in signs (EP2: l 0). Others theorising a Triadic 
serniotic before Peirce include the Stoics, Bacon and Leibniz (N6th 1995: 90). 
8 Peirce's move to introduce the third element of interpretation into a sign was a break with 
enlightenment thinkin& because it introduced the positive value of doubt in enquiry. However 
this move is in alternative to the Post-Modem/Saussurean one where doubt became strong 
enough to remove possibility of sure knowledge of an object, (Saussure's sign is a break between 
an object and an interpreter; whereas meaning in Peirce's sign is still anchored, or constrained, by 
his Object). 
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obtained through sciendfic enquiry? He holds that it can, and endeavours to support that 

claim. An alternative view, (the post-modem view), would be that there is a genuine 
break between the teal world and the internal interpretations we can make of it based on 

our impressions. If this second doctrine were true then human knowledge would be 

based on a limited perspective; perhaps so limited that such knowledge would always be 

best labelled 'opinion. So how does Peirce's triadic sign help support the first doctrine 

that we can make progress towards knowledge of the real, making genuine enquiry 

worthwhile, and justifying Peirce's forceful maxim Never sy &eI when enquiring? 
(EP2: 188). 9 

The oýjea 
FIRE 

The. si . gn 

N 
SMOKE 

The inter preter 

I see smoke and infer That tberr is afirr 

Fig. 3.3 A triadic sign. 

Peirce's triadic sign allows for meaning to be both constrained by an object and 

informed by an interpreter. Some meanings are very constrained by their objects; for 

example when people see smoke in their home they are unlikely to sit and ponder the 

quesdon "what does that smoke reafly mean? ", nor will they wonder "is that smoke 

actually real? ". Smoke is a sign that there may well be a dangerous fire, and little 

interpretation is involved for that meaning to be conveyed. 17here is a materially causal 
link between smoke and fire, and getting burnt. Peirce saw that even the most hardened 

skeptic, would act on the meaning conveyed by such a sign, even if those people were 

prepared to entertainpaper-doubts as Peirce witheringly termed them (EP2: 349). 

Other signs are less constrained by their objects, and are more equally informed by their 
interpreters. Consider a map as a sign of the landscape for a hiker. We say that we'read' 
maps, and the word 'read' stands for the interpretation involved. Ilie map is indeed a 

9 Against closing the path of enquiry- [ ... ]Ncvcr say d(c, tvhicb is an etbicalptin4le of the most fundamental character (EP2: 188). (Bold is Peirce's emphasis). 
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sign of the landscape, but it does not in itself suggest where to go. Ile hiker selects the 

route based on what the map can convey about the terrain in conjunction with their 
desire for a type of journey and a destination; so wanting to take the shortest trip will 

make for a different reading of the map than when the hiker wants a scenic amblc. 

For signs in art many conflicting opinions of meaning are generated, so interpretation 

must be the dominant aspect of those signs. However, the meaning is still somewhat 

constrained by the art object itself; and this is where the artist can intend what the work 

means. Writh art objects, interpreters are not so driven by materially caused 
interpretations as in the smoke/fire example; nor are they usually seeking particular 
information to guide them to a prefixed goal as in the map example. So what is 

happening with signs in art? Drawings, for example, can be of things in the material 

world, or of abstract forms, or marks and scribbles; they can be regarded as good or bad 

drawings, beautiful or ugly; they can be considered to be extremely valuable or throw 

away; we can speak of master drawings and amateur drawings, and so on. How does 

Peirce help us begin to fathom these and other complexities? 

Take a hypothetical casewith a relatively simple imaginary situation in which a thing 

might mean something to a person. Let us say that it is a material thing, a drawing, and 

we will call it the Object. 10 This enquiry is 'What is this drawing of? ' Someone looks and 
forms an interpretation of what the drawing means, in this case what they think the 
drawing is of, and for convenience we will call that person the Interpretant' I, (because 

we are thinking about their interpretation). What is happening when one Interprctant 

reports that the Object is a drawing of a dog, but another Interpretant reports that it is a 
drawing of a lion? If all meaning was generated through our position as interpreters then 

we could never be sure what the drawing is really of To begin to resolve this doubt 

about the value of interpretations Peirce introduced the concept of mediation between 

Interpretant, Object and Sign-type. How can this be understood and how does it help 

Peirce justify his position? For Peirce, fallibility becomes a positive contribution to the 

evolution of meaning (EP2: 48-51). 12 Rather than fcaring error, it becomes a natural and 

welcome element within the production of meaning and its ongoing development. We 

10 Object, Interpretant, Sign-Type, Sign and Representamen are now started with a capital letter 
to introduce Peirce's technical uses of those terms. 
11 In Peirce's sign the Intcrpretant is not a person, because many signs arc involved for a person 
to make an interpretation. The Interpretant is a conceptual instance of interpretation as part of 
the Sign's formation. However for this example the people act out the position of the 
Interpretant within a single Sign for the sake of illustration. 
12 Not fearing error is one of Peirce's breaks with Enlightenment thinking (EP2: 48-51). 
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can move towards truthful interpretations of the universe only because our held beliefs 

can become dcstabiIized. They become destabilized because our interpretative errors are 

exposed through ongoing sign encounters, as the example will continue to illustrate. 

In this scenario, the drawing is acting as the Object, while the person looldng at the 
drawing is playing the part of the Interpretant. We now need to say more about the third 

element within the Sign. Peirce sometimes uses the terin'Representamcn' for that'sign- 

type"part of the triad, other times he simply labelled it'sign'. As stated in the previous 

chapter, I find the term Representamen especially useful. It helpfully distinguishes the 

one third part, from the whole triadic Sign. (ne whole triadic Sign consists of Object, 

Representamen /(or sign type), and Interpretant). So in this thesis when I refer to 

Peirce's whole triadic Sign I use the term 'Sign'; and when referring to that one third part 

of a Sign I use the term 'Representamen'13. Also, for artists who form a community who 

constantly deal with the problems of representation, this term may well have a useful 
familiarity; a familiarity congruent with Pcirces meaning. 

Object Representarnen 
A drawing Constrained by the Object and 
Of some informed by the Interpretant th 

0, 

Intcrpretant 
The pmper significant effea on the viewer. 
(Claim: Ile drawing is of a dog. D 

Fig. 3.4 Ihe conveyance of meaning in a sign during an enquiry into what a dmwing depicts. 

How can we conceive of the Representamen in fig. 3.4? A person, who owns a large dog, 

sees some lines on a piece of paper, and they seem to resemble the outline of an animal 

with a tail on all fours, (the outline of a shadow that such a beast might cast). Ilat image 

meets with the dog-ownership in that person and thereby a new representation forms in 

their mind as an'outline of a dog7; and that is something beyond the outline of the non- 

specified animal obtained through the eyes. So, this particular Interpretant makes the 

claim that the Object is a drawing of a Dog based on the Representamen they 

experienced. That was the proper significant effect on that Interpretant. 'Meir claim 

13 Peirce sometimes uses the word 'sign' in place of TLepresentamen! but this can be confiAng 
when 'Sign' also refers to the whole triad, containing the Representamen, Object and Interpretant. As Peirce writes: Etylysdence in a tigorvus state must hate a langy, ýge of its own, (WI: 160) 
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3. Peirce's Semeiotic and Esthetic 

represents their interpretation. So, the Representamen in this instance can be conceived 

as having been formed by the optical data meeting the quality of dog-ownership stirred 
in the person, (that quality having been dormant amongst that person's myriad qualities). 
It is important to notice here that the Representamen is the part of the triadic sign 

constrained by the Object and also informed by the Interprctant. Constraint is a key 

function of an Object in the Sign; otherwise our interpreter could in all candour make 

the claim that the drawing was of the Offel Tower, or of a circle. 14 

To summarise: a Representamen can be understood as the part of the sign that rc- 

presents the Object to the Interpretant as influenced by that same Interpretant. Or, to 

put it another way, it is the part of the sign that is representative of the Object but in a 

way that is unique for each particular Interpretant. 15 Humans encounter 
Representamens, mistakenly assuming they are encountering Objects directly. " 

Continuing the example, another person plays the role of Interpretant and they happen 

to be a zoo-keeper who does not have a dog. They interpret the drawing as being of a 
lion, but when they hear that someone else said it was of a dog, they begin to doubt their 

own interpretation. How will the two of them decide who is right? They notice that there 

is some Greek text around the image, so they continue their enquiry by going to a third 
interpreter who can also read Greek. They see the Object (the drawing) and translate the 
Greek text. The text contains the word 'Hcracles'. When this translator sees the Obj cct 

they also see those lines on a piece of paper which seems to form the outline of an 

animal on all fours with a tail, but this image meets in their mind having just read about 
Hcracles and knowing that Heracles is famous for fighting a lion. The optical data from 

the drawn outline meeting with recent contextual knowledge in this person forms a 
different Rcpresentamen. But their interpretation is also constrained by the Object, so 

they do not make the claim that the drawing is of Heracles. Instead, another 
interpretation, closer to the Truth17 is made that, yes, this Object is a drawing of a lion, 

and not just any lion but the Nemean lion that Hcracles was supposed to have fought. 

Truth is not a main topic for this thesis, but already we can observe how Peirce's 

14 In this example the drawn outline of an animal is imagined to resemble its shape, or shadow, 
and is therefore Iconic in its representation. Icons are one type of Representamen that convey 
meaning by resemblance, (see fig. 2.4 and chapter 3.5 for more types). If it were a higl-Ay abstract, 
symbolic or conceptual drawing of an animal other Representamens may dominate. 
Is I am grateful for a dialogue with Clairc Foss for elucidating this way of rephrasing the point. 
16 People encounter Representamens, and necessarily inform those Representamens in the 
encounter. 
17 Peirce's sense of Tmth is meant here, (see glossary and footnote 18 below). 
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concept of TruthI8 is served when the translator shows the Greek words to the other 

two people, (perhaps with the supporting evidence of a dictionary). The translator may 

also have to hand the text that describes Herades fighting with the lion, and may even be 

in a position to show other images depicting that fight. It could then reasonably be 

expected that the dog-owner, (unless they were particularly proud1% would be happy to 

exchange their first belief for a new one; and the zoo-keeper's doubt in their own 

oitginal interpretation would be removed, (unless they were especially dn-, dd2O). Two 

important changes to belief come about in tl-ds example. The dog-ownees held belief is 

destabilised allowing a new one to replace it, whereas the zoo-keeper's already 
destabilised belief is re-estabhshed, (and enhanced by the Nemean description of the 
lion). 'Mis also serves as a very simplified example of how communities might converge 

in their beliefs, during genuine and well researched enquiries. 

Peirce's triangular sign conceptualizes a process that allows in object to guide careful 
interpreters towards Truth. The example above is of a relatively simple enquiry into what 

a drawing depicts rather than Truth itself. 21 Imagine the complications if the three 

people are asked why the drawing is, or is not, admirable as a work of art. Peirce 

theorises different types of Objects and different types of Interpretants that help track 

the developments from first impressions to Final Truths (see chapter 3.4). Also, the 

different types of Representamens22 convey different Ends of meaning, from gut-felt 

qualities to logical arguments; which may in turn be considered as objects thems elves. 23 

1hesc distinctions allow complex meanings to be mapped, and the following section 

begins to lay out a key for that map. 

18 Truth iV, &er the agrement of the, nPresentation nith its oýjea (WI: 79). To briefly posit my 
understanding of Peirce's concept of Truth. Repeatedly similar Representamens from the same 
Object are likely to engender a habit which is a general tendency to interpret similar objects in 
similar ways. These may or may not be accurate interpretations, ie. they are not True. Unfixing 
uninformed beliefs and replacing them with improved fixed beliefs can happen, (especially during 
enquiry), for individuals or within groups of people, enabling communities of enquirers to move 
towards more truthful interpretations of an object. The direction of that movement is towards 
the Truth, and it need not be expected to ever reach it 
19 A topic for Ethics surfaces here- pride, in its vicious definition, would stop destabilisation of 
belief against all the evidence and that would seem to evidence a lack of ethical deliberation at 
least and a desire to stop inquiry at worst. As with footnote 10, to be against closing the path of 
enquiry- [ ... ]Never say &e, which is an etbicalfirindýk of the mostfundamental charader. [Bold is 
Peirce's emphasis], (EP2: 188). 
20 See also footnote 20 above on ethics. Pride and timidity would seem to be driven by fear. Fear 
of being proved wrong or fear of getting something wrong respectively, both bringing about a 
stop to inquiry. 
211 do not intend to have baked depiction with Truth here. 
22 See TAG in chapter 4 for descriptions of the Representamens as gears, and fig. 4.4. 
23 Emgriatement may be 'Tgarded aj an objed (Wl: 109). 
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3. Peirce's Semciotic and Esthetic 

3.2 The range of meaning signposted from Peirce's Qualisign to Argument 

y to wbat class agiven sign belongs, since all The cimmstances of The care bave It is a nice pro Mem to sa 
to be considerrd Bmt it is seMom mpisife to be twy ammrafe (EP2: 297). 

What sorts of meaning are there? And what types of signs convey those different 

meanings? How do we decide which kind of meaning goes with what sign? As Peirce 

says above, it might be a niceproblem to do so, (something like a daily crossword puzzle), 

but if it is seldom rrqivijile to be accmrate what purpose does it serve? If Peirce's work, and 

this interpretation of it, is viable then the most important contribution for this research 

is that the whole range of possible meaning is roughly mapped. The various sign types, 

or Representamens, are divisions amongst the infinite ways things mean what they do. 

'Mose divisions arc very useful signposts, guiding us to information we might otherwise 

pass over, about ourselves and our questions, or the object of our enquiry. The 

endeavour to consider where those signposts are pointing can also clarify why we are 

enquiring in the first place. 

Having a whole range of possible meaning mapped by signposts, in the form of the 

Representamens in relation to types of Object and Intetpretant, helps us to notice if we 

have missed considering swathes of meaning during our enquiries. If I have looked at a 

sketch of an allegorical scene and only considered the narrative then I have only 

considered the Representamens called Argument. If I say it is boring, then I say 

something about myself, i. e. that I am someone who is sometimes bored, (or, the quality 

of boredness is sometimes inherent in me). If I also remark that it is a scruffy sketch 

then, amongst other things, qualities of feeling are there. Peirce's name for the 

Representamen for the simplest of felt qualities is 'Quahsign'. The names of these 

Rcprcscntamens, Qualisign and Argument, are from familiar words, and Peirce prefers a 

familiar term if it is one we commonly use correctly. Where terms arc commonly 

confused, or when the terrain does not already have a label, Peirce invents one based on 

his theory of Ethics of Terminology (EP2: 263-266). There are many names for different 

Representamens, common amongst Peirce scholarship, which need not concern us yet 

such as Sinsign, Legisign, Rheme and Dicent. 24 The most frequently used by Peirce are 

Icon, Index and Symbol; and they form yet another triad. Peirce tries to map the fall 

range of meaning. Using that map we can see what we've missed. Taking his most 

frequently used three triads of sign-types gives a table of nine names of Representamens. 

We could use many more Reprcsentamen types, but this is sufficient for the following 

reasons. Primarily we arc applying or using the map, but not trying to perfect it as Peirce 

24 A list of some sign types/Representamens and their definitions begins after fig. 2.4. 
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3. Peirces Semciotic and Esthetic 

was. z5 In a triadic sign we must also consider his two types of Object and the three types , : 
-- , 

of Interpretant, as well as the Representamcn types, (see 3.5). 1 claim that by doing this 

we are considering the full range of meaning, perhaps not in any great detail, but without 

missing any large swathes. If detail is required we can take one finding from our initial 

enquiry and consider the range of meaning of that as a new Object. This is a form of 

analysis based on Peirce's Serneiotic, and it is set out in chapter 4 as a manual to guide an 

enquiry into any object, called TAG. TAG can be applied to Semciotically analyse the 

meaning of conceptual, material or emotional objects. This 'research tooP can generate 

questions in the language of the user-, these questions are in themselves research results. 
The user(s) as interpreter(s) are analysed and contextualised in the process; along with 

why they enquired at all. Again, all these clarifications are also research results. 

3.3 Triadic cascades and the growth of meaning as Scmciosis 

I bave come to the onelmsion that owpfimag conaptionr xrnotfiqk but omphx, - That our 
elementag conceptions are not independent by1finked complexrdý iogether (Peircc WI: 8). 

Peirce's Semeiotic can soon become a complex affair. Perhaps no wonder as it addresses' 

the thorny26 issue of 'meaning' and its conveyance. This thesis is not the place for a very, 
detailed discussion of how the conveyance of meaning is mapped through Peirces 

systematic sign classification. So far, sign processes have been discussed as single 

instances of one triangular or triadic Sign. It is important to make clear that although this 

clarifies the way Peirce theorised signs, it may over simplify the way meaning is conveyed 

and experienced. In almost any real case of appreciable meaning very many signs will 
have been involved, and separate conceptions will not stand independent from each 

other, but as Peirce says, they will be coVkxedlyknked fqether (W1: 8). 

Single signs generate further signs and fit within a complex cascade of triads, so that 

meaning generates meaning introducing an evolutionary aspect to meaning7s growth. 
This will be helpful in conceptualizing how interpretations of art objects develop and 

change, and will assist in analyzing the three hierarchies, (in the thesis title), in which the 

sketchbook moves, and lead to an increasingly reflexive understanding of how those 

movements unfold, (more on this in chapter 5). The fleeting signs that cascade to 

generate meaning can be organised around a conceptual triangle of feelings, materials 

and ideas to parallel the structure of the Sign, (see fig. 3.6 below). 

25Charles Hardwick sympathetically quotes Gary Sanders: [the] attenot to d isfin ý-six c ses 
Mqy be ill adtired (Hardwick 1977: 160). 

guisb sbq IM 

26 [.. ]1 am, asfar as I know, a pioneer, or rather a backavodsman, in the work of ckaring and openin ,g mp what 
I callsemiotic, that is, the doc#ine of the essential nawre andfundamental varietier ofpossible sexiosis, and Ifind 
thefield too vast, the labor toogmat, for afirst-mmer (CP5.3.1.488). 
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Fig. 3.5 Concentrate, ink on tisstic paper, 83 x 109cm, 2001. Collection Imperial War Museum 
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Fig. 3.6 From sketchbook 76,20Mi. !, ho\ýjiw' h('111 i (( 1111, i] t( k 1( 
to the large drawing, which refers to Concentrate (see fig. 3-5 abovc) groups (A nicaning cxwnd mit. 

To the top left there is the meaning grouped around the topic of Auschwitz, back through to my 

experience of being a tourist, (day-trip visitors, see fig. 1.2), to tit(- nicaning ()f the stnall scribble 
from which the large drawing is redrawn. Below ba thread reaching out to thc topic ()f 

interpretation and the choice of a meaningful title to ýniidc interpreters; also reft. -rctices to (lie 

jerwood Prize (2001) and its role in evaluation. On the right is a path through making and 

exhibiting, up to 'Imperial War Museum', and across to the history of the material.,, -,, (ink and 

. 
Japanese tissue paper). 
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3. Peirce's Serneiotic and Esthetic 

3.4 Further complexity for Objects and Interpretants: Dynamic, Immediate, Final 

Within Peirce's theoretical framework there are yet further general layers that can be 

distinguished. These were mentioned briefly in chapter 2, as Immediate, Dynamic and 
Final with regard to Objects and Interpretants, (see fig. 2.5). If we have understood 
Peirce's sense of an Object, it will seem to be capable of meaning many things to many 

people, while at the same time it is also capable of meaning some specific thing to an 
individual at any one time. The Object with all of its potential possible meanings is called 

the Dynamic Object. Signs give us only a 'hine towards the fullness of such Dynamic 

Objects and that'hineis an interpretation of an Inunediate Object (EP2: 480-481). An 

Immediate Object allows us to interpret a glimpse of some aspect of a Dynamic Object. 

Well conducted research can begin to find out directions towards the Truth27 about a 
Dynamic Object, by critically gathering those glimpses together. 

As the artist who made the work Concentrate, (see fig. 3.5 above), I do not have fWl access 

to the work as a Dynamic Object. It already has meaning in the minds of curators at the 
Imperial War Museum to which I do not have access. It is a real object in the world full 

of possibilities of meaning; it has interpretability before any people see it. However there 
is some agreement between myself, the curators and other interested groups on what the 

work means at this time now. Some, but by no means all, of that meaning was 

consciously aimed for in the work when I was making it These meanings, between 

ourselves as a group of enquirers and the work, add up to the Immediate Object for us 

as a small group. Perhaps they already begin to point towards the Dynamic Object that is 

that drawing. So there is a group who agree to some extent, and the future collection of 

all interpreters, those individuals outside who perhaps disagree, some who take their first 

habitual interpretation, and others who are more imaginative and who test their 
interpretations. So we have distinguished hypothetical interpretative situations. 'niese are 

theorised to some extent by Peirce's several types of Interpretant: 

- Immediate Interpretants are the potential, possible Interpretants of an Object; its 

interpretability, before any existing interpreters encounter it. The drawing has 

these even when the gallery is closed with the lights off. 

- Dynamic Interpretants are actualised Immediate Interpretants, in this case as 

realised by the people encountering the drawing. 

- Final Interpretants sum up all Interpretants that could be made and tend towards 

the truth of an object. In this case the full Truth about this drawing. 

(Peirce EP2: 496-500). 

27 Peirce's notion of Truth (see glossary). 
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3. Peirce's Semeiotic and Esthefic 

These are the three Interpretant types Peirce explained to Lady Welby (Short 2007: 191). 

Interpretants are not people, which is why there may be no place for imaginative and 

playffil interpretation amongst these three types. It is necessary then to speak of Esthetic 

interpreters who can playfully experience more varied Dynamic Intcrpretants in order to 

move more actively towards Final Interpretants. 

ne direction towards Truth is found through past present and future interpretations 

and the directions in which they tend. An Esthetic interpreter can imaginatively and 

playfully test out some guesses at meaning. An interpreter without this Esthetic power 

does not exercise this freedom and is somewhat compelled to their interpretation, 

whether that be by habit or the force or momentum of sign. (As in the example of 

smoke and fire in chapter 3.1; consider the forceful momentum of a sign such as that 

when compared with signs in artworks). Ile Esthetic power to freely interpret as set 

against the momentum of a sign is considered again in 3.6. These extra layers within the 

conception of Semeiotic begin to be helpful for conceiving how Peirce's communities of 

enquirers already exist, for example at art colleges and in institutions, (e. g. Centre for 

Drawing Wimbledon UAL and Imperial War Museurn Art Department). An ardses or 

curator's reflexive understanding of these operations can amplify some, or limit other, 

potential meanings in their works or exhibitions so that enquirers in their field and 

beyond are more likely to find the intended directions towards meanings in the artworks 

or exhibitions. 

3.5 The Sign types/Representamens as a 'Gearbox for the Mind' 

, 
patty [... ] mprrsenting , gh asw of inkllectmalym ignorant as I am of art 'apprrdafing ad'ihmm, 

. romethimg [... ]of. Qua, &* of Fee, 6ng (EP2: 190). 28 

Individuals appreciate artworks radically differently because of their individual character, 

and during different states of mind. People also act as individual influences upon the 

general development of what an art object means by communicating their interpretations 

to other people. A person might be cheerful one day and gloomy the next for no 

apparent reason, and they might attach these qualities to the art objects they see. 

Conversely an art object might engender a melancholic mood by the agency of its 

embodied qualities. There are some states of mind that can deliberately be adopted: 

attentive for example. People participate in an enquiry by learning from, critiquing, and 

28 Peirce suggests here that Qualisigns wiU be especiaMy important in considering the meaning of 
artworks. Also: And kt we fell The sdenfific men that the aylirts xv muchfiner and more aawrate obsentrs 

. 
pt of the spedal minmfiae that the sdenfific man is kokingfor (EPI 193). Than thg ^ exce 
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contributing to the thoughts of their community of enquirers. Some individuals might 
deliberately attend to the conceptual meanings of works of art and make written or 

spoken claims about them, (e. g. art critics), and these claims may accelerate the 
development of meaning for a time by generating debate, and even fix it, so that it 

becomes hard to appreciate a work without a famous critique in mind, (e. g. Ruskin's 

critique of Whistler, and the resulting libel suit (Merrill 1992)). So what is happening 

when interpretation of aft takes place, and can we make it rational and deliberatewithout 

making it sterile and dead? Peirce introduced 'abduction' as a valid form of logical 

argument, adding to induction and deduction. It does not offer much security but it does 

validate the contribution of hypothesis, or reasonable guess (EP2: 216-7). 29 With that in 

mind how can we rationally deliberate when guessing? 

As interpreters who can alter our frame of mind we can change one third of the triadic 

Sign, and therefore the Sign's meaning. We can put our mind into a different gear. I 

propose that Peirce's Semciotic can be conceived as a set of gears for the mind, and 

these gears can be used to consider any object in different ways, this Will also be helpful 

in ordering the results of our guesses. The names of the nine Representamens are the 

nine gears used in this research. A description of each gear and how to use it are detailed 

in chapter 4. To interpret more freely and creatively we will also need to consider 

potential meanings outside of our habitual interpretations. How can this be done? We 

would need to become conscious of our habits and purposeful in re-negodating them. 

This is to shift the foundations of our interpretive powers by changing habits of feeling; 

the study of being reflexive with those habits of feeling is Esthetics. 

3.6 Esthetic: Peirce's reading of Schifler 

The following section argues that for Peirce Esthetics is something we actively do, 

choose to do, and learn to do as well as we can, (as with Ethics and Logic). Peirce 

conceived his Semeiodc, of theory of how meaning is conveyed, as congruent or 

consistent, with a particular formulation of msthetics. For his specific formulation I adopt 
his more frequent spelling. Esthetics. 30 The importance of Esthetics as foundational for 

his Ethics and Logic became extremely apparent to him towards the end of his life, (see 

29 Abdu&on is tbeprocess offorming an explanatog hypothesis. It is the on. 6i lqgýcaloperafion which intivdwes any 
new idea; for indmefion does nothing but determine a value and deduction mm§ evolves the necessag consequences of a 
purr hypothesis. [ ... I No reason whatsoever can begivenjor it [abduction ... ] and it needs no reason, since it merely 
offery smSgesdons. that man has a ceddn iAdgbt, xotstmýg enOA( ib n wrv ng, bt stron gh to be V? ener right aug 
enoi(gb not to be overwhehwingý more often wrong than riýht.. rrsemb'Ung the insfinas of animals in its sofar 
surpasiij Ibegeneralpowers of our reason andfor its directing us as if we were inpossenion offacts that are enfirrAy .9 byond The reach of our senses (EP2: 21 6-7). 
30 Peirce used this speffing for his normative science, 'wsthetics'when referring to the arts. 
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footnote 36), but it had been of pivotal importance in his formative thinking through his 

study of the Aesthetic Letters3l of Fricdrich Von Schiller. Peirce did not record a very full 

formulation of his own Esthetics, although he did make many coherent references to it 

(Parker 2002; Kent 1987). This thesis turns to his ea-dy reading of Schiller in order to 

clarify what his Tsthetic'would be like. As the title of the overall research suggests, this 

is the ground against which implications for the visual arts will be made apparent. 

The surprising picture which emerges from this Esthetic is one where human freedom 

and causal determination arc not mutually exclusive but rather coexist in Peirce's 

Semeiotic world view. From the perspective of the centre of Peirce's Indcxicality (the 

centre of his sign system), it would seem that freedom or chance operates at 

infinitesimally small scales. However, from the point of view of Peirce's Shillerean 

Esthetic, freedom is excluded only at that infinitely small centre. In application, these 

two vantage points taken in tandem, or by oscillating between them, can provide new 

conceptions of how meaning is 'encapsulated' in artworks, thereby showing that a term 

such as 'embodiment' is misleading in SemeiotiCS32; Peirce says that whiteness inberes in 

chalk, (W1: 165). The negotiation of relations between artists and their works, their 

culture and the viewer's culture, the prevalence of shared societal concepts and so on, are 

where meanings evolve. The so caUcd 'materials' or 'media' are remarkably incidental 

while at the same time they can be conceived as the hub at the centre of that evolution. 

To restate the object of this thesis, it is to suggest, guided by Peirce's Semeiotic, a path to 

uncover and describe the processes by which sketchbook materials' meanings come 

about, evolve, and are understood or appreciated; to indicate how those processes are in 

part operated by how the cultural or conventional signs change in relation to the more 

stable artcfact's physical signs. To do this the Esthetic, which conforms to Peirce's 

Semeiodc, must be more clearly outlined. Note that Peirce adopts the tcrrn'admirablc' 

rather than 'beauty, and I follow that usage throughout. 
formance of asingle act of dm-*. (WI: 10). [the admirable] neverfurthendtheper 

This fine is from Schiller's 21st letter, and Peirce notes that Ruskin took great exception 
to it calling it, fbafgmss and inconerivahlefalsehoodM Peirce Claims that if Ruskin had seen 
the connection to the following letter, he could not have maintained his objection to 

31 SChillef, F. (2004). On the Aesthetic Education ofMan. Mincola, New York Dovcr Publications 
yfiossibZy not occur at all; since av knowoolhing ailb absolule cerfain_* of exiflent 32 B knd existenjial being ma 

tbiqs, and air espedaoy in The dark as to their modes of being, and above all know extrrme#, 6itle about the 
ultimate parts of mailer, byond thefad that ekrftidty, itsef a most fVskliousrorl of existent, is an ingredient of 
Them (CP6.1.12.346). 
33http: //www. newcriterion. com/archive/19/marol/kimbAhtin (KimbOLR. 2001). 
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Schiller. Peirce reads Schillcr as maldng a bridge with the former letter, providing a more 
complex and rich insight for Peirce's sense of his own Esthetics (Wl: 10-12). 34 The other 
half of the bridge's support is: 

[the admirable] is in the ki, ýhest demefiwip'ul ivilb resped to knowledý, ge and morafity. 

Between the two sentences from Schiller, what sense of 'the admirable can we 

reconstruct in order to understand why Peirce was so taken with the notion he saw here? 

Peirce begins by quoting Schiller's discussion of 'the admirable', which can be 

surnmarised as follows: 

All things which can ever be objects of perception may be considered under four 

different relations. This would seem to suggest an unpeircean quadratic relation to an 

object: 

Object P rception 

-3- 

Fig. 3.7 

However, this quadratic image becomes more triadic and therefore Peircean when we 
later discover that Schiller's four relations are: 

1. A fact can relate to our sensuous condition (our existence and well-being), that 

is its 12-hysical quality. 
2. Or it can relate to the understanding and fin-nish us with knowledge; that is its 

logical quality. 
3. Or it can relate to our will and be considered as an object of choice for a 

rational being-, that is its moral quality. 
4. Or finally it can relate to the entirety of our different powers, without being a 
definite object for any single one of them; that is its esthetic quality. 

Seeing that the 4th is a mixing of the other three powers, this is more appropriately 

shown: 

Object -2--- 
4 

Perception 

---3-- 
Fig. 3.8 

34 Throughout I am discussing Peirce's reading of Schiller and I do not make any claims to be 
interpreting Schiller's theories. All references to Schiller arc therefore from Peirce (Wl: 10-12). 
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Fig. 3.9 Sketchbook 75 page 1. Peirce's conception of Esthetic, being inclusive of 
Logic, Ethic and the sensual powers, means that Esthetic is not only a theory of the 
senses, or sensual perception, (although such a theory may be subsumed within the 
broader theory of Esthetics). Rather, the Esthetic power would also incorporate any 
predominantly logical or ethical power, so that any complete Esthetic theory would 
also have incorporated within it theories of Peirce's Ethics and Logic. lo 

, gic is at 
most one ninib part of Semeiofic (Wl: Xxxiii). 
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The sequence of four figures below, (fig. 3.10), illustrate a practical example, (the triangle 

represents Peirce's triadic Sign, consisting of the relationships between the Object, 

Reprcsentamen and Interprctant): 

r.. j 

1 -49.3.10 'lliesc four images track how- 1-a material or embodied Object, say a 'sketchbook 
informs, 2- an Intcrpretant (in this case partly Indexically, which is one type of 
Representamen)... via a Representamen, 3a - which is also informed by the Interpretant that 
are is thereby in relation to them both, 3b. To change from a pair of human eyes to a camera 
with a single lens, in the position of the Interpretant, changes the Indices and therefore their 
behaviour in the Sign's formation, 3b. The event of interpreting the Object, the sketchbook, 
is changed by the Interpretant, whether we use our eyes or a camera. This is reffuniscent of 
the Stoic concept of 'sumbainon', or that event which adjmjts itse#'Io ms (Hadot 2001: 138). 

Pcirce's pragmatic maxlM35 says that we must ask what our conception of possible 

practical import is, for the object in our enquiries. Our only way of assessing any such 

conception is the way it feels to us; or the flavour of the conception. The IndeXical acts 
following from how we might perceive the embodied Object are beyond our control, as 

would be all 'acts' (of duty or otherwise). However, full interpretation through feeling', 

"I One of Peirce's stated formulations of the maxiin of Pragmatism runs: Consider what licts that mýgbt 
ronceivabý4 have prartzedl beannTs we conceive the object of our conception to have. Then, our conception of these effects is 
the wholt qf our conception of the object (EP2: 218). 
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3. Peirce's Semeiotic and Esthetic 

and thoughts includes those meanings with a different type of Semeiotic momentum: 

those meanings that are not materially determined. All Representamens apart from the 

Index are not materially detern-ýined; they do not have material occurrence. 36 

To give another example, a traffic light acts by convention so it is a SymboL Ile red 

light does not physically cause a car to stop. However it does usually trigger the culturany 

agreed upon reaction, which is to stop. The brake IndexicaUy, materially, causes the 

wheels to stop. 

I must add that I'm not denying, and neither do I think Peirce or SchiUcr are denying, 

that feelings and thoughts can be causal in an auxiliary way to Indcxical acts, but only 

that they are not principal causes. I cannot pursue this further here. 37 

How can our morality and knowledge be benefited, even though our acts are not? How 

can we begin to approach such a question? All signs spring from felt qualities. 

Sometimes these qualities give rise to feelings and thoughts associated with those 

qualities. In combination these may repeat often enough to form regularities that evolve 

into patterns of evolving habit. As rational beings we can notice, observe, attend to and 

enquire into these regularities and patterns. We can record them as arguments, theories 

and logical systems, as well as paint, draw or sing songs about them. Such 'embodiment' 

adds more peculiar qualities to the mix. Objects continue to guide Interpretants towards 

a truthfiil interpretation via the Representamens. The Sign contains all three: Object, 

Representamen, Interpretant. Morality and knowledge are clearly benefited because the 

human in the place of the Interpretant can choose their own conception or sense of 

what is admirable. Humans have the potential to develop a way of interpreting freely; by 

becoming Esthetic interpreters. By doing this they can produce a new conceptual Object 

with the potential to change future habits of 'reading' their feelings in the future. 

36 For this very important point I quote Peirce at length, using a passage that especially confirms 
his almost Stoic position by 1906 with regard to 'what is up to us' as moral beings. For it is evident 

, gbt to seekjor the detpest characterisfia of normativesdence, sincr esthedes, in that it is in exibefiex that we ou 
dea, 6q with the very ideal itseff, whose mere wateriaAration engosses the attention oftractice and ýOglr, must 
contain The heart, soul, and *irif of normative sdence. But that dAw&m which is so marked in the True and 

practices, ir sofkned almost to False, 4gic's object of stud, and in The Useful and Pernirious of the confessional of 
obliteration in esthetics. Neverthekss it would he the heiýbt qfst*idity to say that esthetics knows nogood and 

, gh the occunvace ofit be a good bad It must never heforgollen that evil of any kind is none the less bad thou 
(EP2: 379). (Peirce's emphasis in bold). 
37 This is another point where I believe Peirce converges on Chrysippean Stoicism. I rcfcr to 
Suzanne Bobzien's book Freedom and Determinism in Stoic Pbilosopby for a discussion of auxiliary and 
principal causes (Bobzien 1998). 
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3. Peirce's Semeiotic and Esthetic 

We can therefore be free to Esthetically feel the admirable in qualities, feel the Ethical 

import of our actions and feel the truth of our atguments, or lack of it, in Logic. In his 

essay on Schiller, Peirce makes explicit that this does not mean that any opinion is 

correct, but rather that our beliefs are in relation to a community of enquircrs in our 

field. An example could be that if you believe Beryl Cook to be one of the world's best 

painters you may well be relatively isolated in that belief, and I doubt whether the artist 

would have taken that belief very seriously herself. She might have made one of her 

effective and funny paintings about it though. 

Moving on from Schiller, Peirce distinguishes 'the adn-drable' from That wbicb appears to be 

admirable but isn't. It is by such a distinction we can go on to test experience. He writes 

that the idea of 'kbe admirable'is to be inferredfrom what our nature rwderspossible, and that 'the 

admirabYndlIfind itseff to he a necessag con&Von of bumaniy. This is a complex s entcnce and I 

can only approach the main subject matter, which iswhat Peirce intends to say about 
human nature. 

Pcifcc takes Schillers analysis of the idea of humanity into two impulses: 

1. Person = the impulse to form, whichwould resolve everything that is the 

mere world into itself and bring harmony into all its mutations. 

2. Condition = the impulse to the sensuous wWch would convert all pure ideas 

into manifold realities and make all dispositions apparent. 

The first gives laws whereas the second creates cases. These might be considered to 

make caricatures of the logician and the artist respectively. Later we learn that, in fact, 

they would make inadequate logicians or artists unless they can oscillate between those 

two impulses. 

'Condition & form' or 'expression & formalisation' can be conceived to parallel the 

pairing of 'practice & theory' respectively. Form would then be the power to theorise or 

conceive, from feelings, what was phenomena in the world; expression would be the 

power to take concepts and feelings and embody them in the world through practi ce. 

Peirce claims that these two impulses do not conflict in the same objects and therefore 
they can co-cxist in perfect harmony. We are then told that there is no third fundamental 
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impulse directly arising from humanity but that there is a third which comes from the 

harmony, or oscillation, between these two which is that impulse which crcatcs 'the 

admirable', and Peirce calls it the condition of complete humanity. Schiller calls it the 

'spieltrieb', (translatable as 'play-drive), as it is neither internally nor externally 

constrained and produces complete freedom. 

When Peirce asks himself what the results would be of the application of the concept of 
'spieltrieb' to morality, (an early application of his pragmatic maxim, see footnote 35), he 

observes that 'the admirable' gives the n-tind no direction or tendency, hence no result 
for the intelligence or the wifl, nor aids us in performing a single act of duty; however it 

does place the mind in a state of infinite determinableness so that it can turn in any direction 

in complete freedom and this is fruitful, with respect to knowledge and morality. 

Fig. 3.11 In this image freedom of interpretation, (in the rMind), can be found by 
bouncing anywhere in the vortex around the central spindle of the Index. Peirce 

claims, as early as 1858, that we know absolutely nothing about the very centre of 
that spindle, material bodies. Allpowers areformi, and matter we know notbiq qf (W1: 7). 

For artworks, all meanings can be freely interpreted; despite a point within those 

meanings being actually fixed by their materials at their equivalent to the Indexical 

spindle above in fig. 3.11. That point cannot be freely interpreted, we know nothing of it. 
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3. Peirce's Semeiotic: and Esthetic 

Peirce moves on in his own enquiries to address his first 'impulse to form'; and he does 

that through his logical investigations. Throughout his life he also doodles and draws on 

the manuscnpts of those logical notes perhaps mindfiA of the need to keep alive the 

second impulse 'the condition to the sensuous'; as wen as his interests in theatre and his 

associations with artists (Brent 1993; Leja 2000)). 

At no point in his early essay on Schiller does Peirce approach what knowledge or 

morality might be, but he has marked out his Esthetic. Esthetic is not merely being 

receptive to qualities, appreciated as primary inputs in a series, nor does it summarise 

other meanings as qualities, but rather Esthetic is the sCience-358 that can be developed by 

harmonising our impulses enabling human freedoM39; developing an Esthetic power to 

choose how we feel. For this dissertation, that is a freedom of interpretation. 

This section ends With an example of how the Esthetic was applied when creating an 

exhibition. In this case, the qualities of 'intimacy' were consciously amphfied in the 

proposal, exhibition and publication for Rebomnd at the Wellcome Trust. T'he proposal 

successfully conveyed this enough for the exhibition to be commissioned, the 

publication made, (see appendix), and the publicity generated. 
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38 It is possible that Peirce moved to study Logic after Schiller as it is the first of the 'impulses' of 
the three suggested in this early essay. Did Peirce intend to then move on to study Expression 
and Esthetic more fully? 
19 Similarly for Peirce's later Semeiotic Qualisigns are not only foundational, but rather they 
permeate what evolves from them. 
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Fig. 3.13 Rebomnd press coverage: October 2007, British Medical Journal, 

Picture of the week. (See chapter 5.1 for finther discussion of this project). 

3.7 Chapter summary and critique: the agency of artists through marshalling 

signs. 
The rvpmdwc6on of signs in intended ways is, of course, common enoAgh, hut i's as n? Tflenous aj Me 

reaOrocal aaion of mind and maner (EP2: 328). 

This chapter has addressed the implications of Peirce's Semeiotic for the capacity for 

artists to intend what their works mean. It considered how the Semciotic implies an 
Esthetic, which is ultimately a power to freely interpret, while remaining anchored to 
Truth by the Object; how to place our minds in a state of imfinite determinableness (Wl: 12). 

Artists imagine art objects and then make them, even if they are conceptual art objects or 

texts. Semeiodcally they are Dynamic Objects. Once an artwork has been made its 

meanings can never be fully appreciated by any single person, not even the maker. By 

being as sensitive as possible to as many Immediate Objects as possible, (those the artist 

can interpret by themselves or in discussion with their community), the artist can guide 
the meaning of that work to some extent while at the same time they may be unable to 
fabricate the work differently. To put that in Serneiotic terms, they may be unable to 
have made the Indexical. aspects differently; but they can negotiate meaning after the 

work has been made in some other way by deciding where it is exhibited, perhaps write a 

statement to accompany the work, or negotiate a place for it in a relevant collection 

which might amplify certain meanings the artist intended. Clearly much more will be 

beyond the artist's control and it must be admitted that with art that will be very much 
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more. The plethora of interpretations and unforeseen/ unforeseeable cArcurnstances will 

contribute enormously. To put this in Esthetic terms, if an artist can develop a power to 

freely interpret they are more likely to foresee those circumstances and potential 

interpretations. The history of art documents, in a similar way to the successes in sCAence, 

that there is general agreement when art 'succeeds', and these works often cluster around 

individual makers. 40 From that we must surn-iise that particular artists have successfully 

negotiated the mearung of their oeuvre, let alone individual works, so in that respect they 

marshalled signs effectively. 41 Scientific Method could be broadened to include Art 

Method by considering both as systems involving guess, trial and error, observation and 

conceptualizations; as hints gathered and recorded. This already happens in both of 

course, but criteria for success would be very different for each as the quote from Peirce 

below suggests: 
Honest people, when not joking, aim to mean what they say but ... thefurther their topics 
arefrom ... "abstract" subjects Pike mathematics], the less possibikýy There is.. (EP2: 351)42 

Fig. 3.14 My portrait of Tino Sehgal for Tate Britain's Vorld as a Stage catalogue 2008. 
Schgal's work This is New involved museum staff saying a recent news headline to visitors. 
Sehgal takes control of the way his work is described by refusing to have himself or work 
depicted in photographs (Morgan and Wood 2007). 

44) Velasquez is an example of an artist With an uninterrupted high reputation. 
41 No doubt many artists did this without any conscious system of signs, but If we can 
conceptualise a system of signs that has explained their apparent success at marshalling signs, 
then an evolvingly reflexive art education would be possible. A Pedagogic theory is not aimed at 
here but remains appropriate for further research. TAG in chapter 4 might be a useful tool to test 
such theories in educational institutions. 
42 N. B. that Peirce refers here to less possibility and not to an impossibility. 
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3. Peirce's Serneiotic and Esthetic 

What artists 'say' aside from their works is a small part of what those works mean, when 

compared with the greater potential meaning from those artworks; including those 

artworks that are spoken (see fig. 3.14 above). Having evidently foreseen those 

interpretations is a sign of a reflexive artist with a developed Esthetic. 

Critique 

Does Peirce stop short of recognising the full implications of the Esthetic he is pointing 

to? He writes of the concepts of the two drives, (to form and to express) generating a 

third drive, (to 'playý. The implications seem to be that by oscillating between the first 

two, we begin to recognise what is formable and what is expressible, and where the two 

do not conflict. Peirce does recognise this by saying the two drives do not confta in the same 

. 
finite determinable objects (W1: 1 1). But what does Peirce mean by the phrase in ness, as a state 

for the mind? (W1: 12). I do not believe that he can mean that the third drive can be 

wildly free. The point Peirce never clearly states, but it must be implied for his Esthetic, 

is that his freedom can only come from an acceptance of the limits of the first two drives 

in relation to each other. Only once they are accepted can the third drive develop. Ibc 

limits are liberating only by being clearly believed in. Peirce does not fully state this 

principle of Emits and therefore does not fully formulate his Esthetic. His logic seeks out 

the limits of form; would the purpose of art be to seek out the limits of expression? 

Peirce's Esthetic could develop freedom of interpretation within those limits. 

The sketchbook may well be a place to oscillate and develop a growing sense of what can 

and can't be formed, and what can and can't be embodied; but until the acceptance of 

the limits to each, as made dearer in that process, begins to happen, an Esthetic power 

will not form. Having kept sketchbooks for a quarter of a century, I realise that if this 

thesis claimed a direct link between such a practice and developing an Esthetic, then I 

ought to be extraordinarily powerful in that regard. If I may claim any such progress, it is 

due to a partial acceptance of the limits of the two drives of form and expression. Ibc 

critical environment provided by my community of enquirers, has been crucial, for 

example at the Centre for Drawing, Wimbledon UAL, along with supervisors and artists. 
This dissertation cannot address the issues of how a critical environment comes about, 

although it stands as a recommendation for further research. What remains to pursue 
here is a succinct and useable summary of the Peircean methodology from this and the 

previous chapter. That will be provided next, in chapter 4. After that, chapter 5 discusses 

some of the data gathered while applying that methodology, by examining how 

sketchbooks, as artworks, mean what they do. 
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4. A guide to Semciotic analysis: TAG 

Thefollowiq sball describe wbat I do; hul_ru, Reader, must do il loo, if vom arr to *Pfleaale A* 

curiosio of the effect (Peirce CP 4.586). 1 
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Fig. 4.1 A publication where I used playing cards to represent Peirce's mne Representamens that 
are also be used in TAG (Newrnan and Ryan 2007). See appendix for 2 COPY of this publication. 

4.1 What is TAG? 

TAG stands for Triadic Analytic Giude. The acronym swts in that the restAts; TAG 

produces are forrns; of labels or tags for the object being investigated. It is a tool for 

conducting a Semeiotic analysis of any object, whether that object is an emotional, 

material or conceptual one. It is triadic in that it adopts Peirce's three divisions of the 

Sign2 for its underlying structure. It is a guide rather than a proforrna, because it generates 

I From Peirce's The Ama#q Ma, -es. Peirce goes on to describe a card trick. 
2 The three divisions being- Object, Interpretant and Representamen, (see the glossary and 
chapters 2 and 3 for a discussion of these terms). 
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questions in the voice of the user. Those generated questions are therefore also research 

results, and they may in themselves become research questions. The guide is a structure 

to suggest directions, and organisc results, when seeking to understand what something 

means, and how it means those things. TAG encapsulates the Pcirccan methodology 

developed during this research. References to pedagogic implications of this research 

have been peppered throughout this dissertation, as they have occured alongside other 

discussions; they arc brought together here as an applicable research tool. 

Keeping a sketchbook to record investigations can produce something rather similar to 

TAG, although it is unlikely to have been consciously guided to consider a range of 

meaning. Nevertheless the sketchbook's resemblance to TAG is surely not coincidental, 

and explains to some extent how I as a researcher have become interested in Semciodc 

when thinking about what a sketchbook means. However, this does not create a 

circularity as we can be sure that most completed TAGs will not resemble skctchbooks. 3 

TAG clarifies questions about an object, or an enquiry into it, as well as the position 

from which the enquiry is conducted, assisting the researcher to become more informed 

about themselves, and their habits of interpretation. It can organise results towards 

answering the enquiry, which can be put back into a repeatable loop further clarifying the 

question and increasingly identifying the interpreter with each circuit. 

Towards the end of the previous chapter the pedagogic potential for Esthetic and 

Scmeiotic were mentioned, (see footnote 41 in chapter 3). TAG may be a usefW tool for 

students who want to become more aware of meanings in their work, and the 
documentation produced would provide data to begin to measure development in terms 

of breadth and flexibility of feeling and conception. 

4.2 How to use TAG 

TAG involves three steps that can be repeated until the depth of Semciotic enquiry 

required has been reached, (or time runs out). Iliroughout the process the users must 

return to considering the object they intend to analysc: 

- if it is cmodonaL feel it. 

- if it is material have it available to sensory perception. 

- if it is conceptuaL think it. 

31 arn grateful to Nicholas Houghton for clarifying why this is not a circularity; because of the 
absence of sirnilarity in both directions, (rAG to sketchbook: sketchbook to TAG). 
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TAG users will be directed to consider their position as interpreter, bearing in mind what 
habits of feeling they already have, what their physicality brings to the interpretation, and, 

what conceptual beliefs they already hold. Clearly this would involve full self knowledge .ý 
if they were required to make a full and impartial enquiry in one circuit. This is very 

unlikely, but TAG usefully directs a user to raise their awareness of the positions that 
influence interpretations, thereby making the interpreter more knowledgeable about 

themselves, as well as the object In this way each cycle of TAG develops self awareness 

and the enquiry. The three repeatable steps are sununarized below. 

Step 1: Write a list of words or phrases, (or make sketches/doodles, and so on), that 

"say/point to/evoke' what the object is, or seems to be. It maybe very productive to also 

consider and note down what the object is not, or does not seem to be. 

Step 2: Write a list of words or phrases, (or make sketches/doodles, and so on), that "say' 

something about your position as enquirer(s) relative to the(se) object(s). As for Step 1, 

considering and noting which positions you might declare as not being held by you is 

also very worthwhile. 

Step 3: Construct your first formulation of the enquiry choosing the words that most 
intrigue you from step 1 the object, and step 2 the interpreter as follows: What does the 

object mean from your position as interpreter? Ask this question using the 'nine gears', 
(see fig. 4.4), to organise answers and responses, while frequently 'consultine the object. 
If you have left any of the nine sections blank, make the effort to consider entries there 

too, so as to consider a ffiller range of meaning. 

Include resonable guesses at what you think the general interpretation of an object might 
be for other people, or introduce standard definitions, or existing arguments. 

At each step you may wish/need to conduct experiments by-. 

1. being more receptive to feelings through a meditative or contemplative process. 
2. fabricating something with materials. 
3. constructing conceptual experiments with diagrams or propositions, or research 

existing definitions and arguments. 
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4.3 An empty TAG form. 

Step 1. OBJECr 

What is it that you are analysing? Give the object names or phrases as quickly as they come 

to you. Don't worry whether they seem right, wrong, interesting or dull at this point. Make a 

Est of ten to twenty things. If you want to, and have time to, use something other than words 

or phrases to point at what your object is, then include them too, (Lc. drawings, photographs, 

models, sounds etc. ). If you get stuck, have the object before you, (in your mind, physicaUy 

or emotionally feel it), and keep asking the question 'What is this? 'Note down any answers 

or thoughts that come to you. Considering what the 'object' is not, may also be worth 

noting. You may find that these negatives turn out to be closely connected with the object, 

or that something becomes known about the object through stating what it is surely not. For 

example, 'a sketchbook is not a folio. Use more paper as required. 

Object Ilst: 

1. . 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Etc. 

Fig. 4.2 An empty TAG object sheet. 
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Step 2. IN`1TMPRETER 

Step two involves listing who you are, or the position from which you interpret the object. 
Do this as quickly as for part one. With the object before you, you will be more inclined to 

list aspects of your interpredve position relative to the object, and that will be most usefiA2 
Ask the questions: Wbat sort of person am I, encountering this objecO VVhat aspects of MY 

age, culture, race, education, gender, financial situation, needs, desires, aspirations, and so on, 

might affect my interpretation of this object? If something comes to mind but you can't see 

why it would affect an interpretation, put it down anyway as might become clearer later. This 

list can likewise be for a group or for an individual. As for step 1, also take time to consider 

which positions you feel you do not hold and record those also. For example, one 
fccling/thought expressed in negative form which frequently occurs to me when I use TAG 

with war artists' sketchbooks is that 'I am not old enough. I'm not always sure what that 

means but I feel it is something to do with having had no direct war experiences. 

I am/ we are. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

12. C 
13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 
Etc. 

Vig. 4.3 An empty TAG interpreter sheet. 
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Stcp 3. MEANING 

What the object means to you. Setting out a research cluestion. Some possible answers. 

Take a few of the most interesting, to you, results from step I and some of the most 

intercsdn& to you, positions of interpretation from step 2. Isolating these may form a 

question immediately. If not, one way of constructing a question is to say what does this type 

of object, (from step 1), mean firom the interpretive position, (from step 2). 

For examplc: What does a sketchbook meamfmm thepenpeaive of an artist in The dgital qge? 

If you have chosen objects and interpretive positions that intrigued you, you are more than 

likely to have a question that interests you. If not try some other combinations from the 

existing results, or continue working on steps one and two. Everything you put down during 

these three steps arc in themselves research results, so hold on to them. You may want to 

revisit them later. 

With your question set, ask it of the object using the gears on the next sheets to plot a wide 

range of potential meanings. This will help clarify the question, clarify what the object is, and 

clarify the position of your interpretation. Even if the question remains unanswered, you will 

be generating information that moves towards being more informed about that question, as 

well as yourself and the objecL 

For the next sheet's list of Representamens I adopt the analogy of gears. Each section is to 

record meanings while the mind is in a different gear. To enable TAG users to adopt those 

gears while making entries on the sheet each one is described separately below. Ibcse do not 

have to be followed in order, but all need to be attempted if the wider range of meaning is to 

be addressed. Each gear has a name, taken from Peirce's types of Reprcsentamen. 

Fig. 4.4 An empty -i-Au bernelotic sticet, kconunues on rour pages). M, 
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Gear 1. Qualisignst The first gear is used to open ourselves to qualities. Feeling qualities is a 

way of appreciating Qualisigns. It is the most important type of Representamen for Esthetic, 

where habits of feeling are the study. It is the sign-typc of chance, guess, vagueness and rich' 

suggestiveness. If we are saying something about an Object we are not using Qualisigns. If 

we are doing something with an object we are not using Qualisigns. When in this gear we let 

ourselves become aware of the 'flavour' of our encounter with something; the first qualities. 
Words are always generalizations and inadequate pointers towards the flavour meant. nose 

feelings are the starting point for encountering the meaning of anything, and they are 
disregarded at the risk of losing the capacity to make our own interpretations. This is 

especially important where interpretations can be markedly different, as is often the case with 

art. For example, a quality interpreted from an artwork could engender attraction or 

repulsion in the viewer, leading on to affirmation or denial of it in terms of whether it can be 

admired as art. However, repulsion might be the response the artist intended,. 2nd repulsion 

might make an object admirable in some cases. Similarly, attractiveness in an artwork might, 
be regarded as suspect. Be sensitive to the feelings that are yours in response to the object., 
To record the findings uncovered during TAG we can do many things other than use words. 
After all, the making of artworks forms one half of this thesis. But sometimes we might want 

to attempt to say in words what a quality is like. The suffix ý-ness' can help turn any word 
into an adjective for a quality, for example'literaryness'. Creative vocabulary must be allowed 

to make words that best lead to feelings, perhaps 'raspberry-literaryess' would remind 

someone of a feeling they had about a book, and that is up to the individual who has had 

those feelings as such terms are beyond criticism. First, those feelings must be felt. The 

method involves throwing oneself back, as much as possible, to a state where 

preconceptions are disregarded, and to discount anything that has been said, or that one's 

own inner voice says about the objccL 

Gear 2. Index: 11iis is the gear for the material aspects of an object. Strictly spealýing this 

would come down to the chemical composition of a thing, but in our research into in art 

object we can name the physical materials, or art media. e. g. charcoal, pencil, paper, plasma 

screens, wood, concrete, the physical environment or their interplay with our bodies, and so 

on. I'lic way these materials impinge on our senses would be noted here. For cxamp e 

4 As stated I am not discussing the categories, however gear I Qualisigns corresponds most 
closely to Peirce's category of Firstness, Peirce's own description is therefore useful when 
'thinýing' in gear 1: Firstness is the chaos of sense opedexr hefore it is ihojýgbt ahout It is origixa4firsb, 
immediate, spontaneous, and it cannot he articulately, thought or arserted, ... Stop to think of it and it harflown! 
(CP 1.357). See appendix for a brief introduction to Peirce's categories. 
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the use of clove oil in a work is less likely to be a visually relevant material than an olfactory 

one. Direct material causation and determined happenings arc the territory to be discovered 

when in this gear. 

Gear 3. Argument is the gear we are in when reasoning; using spoken and written language; 

when we are using words, names, phrases or strings of sentences which make claims or 

arguments concerning the object, which in turn may have been founded upon another claim 

or argument. Although Qualisigns are most important for this thesis, the written component 

can only operate firom. the gear of Argument. Imagination in the reader is required where 

recourse to Qualisigns is required. 

Gear 4. Sinsign: in this gear consider how the qualities you listed in gear I are embodied. 

Attempt to say what the object is an individual embodied example, or token of For example 

this page is a token of my attempt to write a dissertation. This is different to a more general 

type, (see Gear 6). 

Gear 5. Icon: What the object resembles can be considered when in this gear. In visual art 

this may include figurative representations. Ibcsc are meanings conveyed by resemblance. 

Fig. 4.5 

Fig. 4.5 resembles a cloud Iconically. It's outline resembles clouds that we are used to seeing. 

In another gear it would mean something else. For example in gear 8 it will Symbolically 

mean a thought, as in a place in a cartoon strip to write what someone is thinking, but not 

saying. 

Gear 6. Lcgisign: in this gear think about how the object is a type of thing. One way of 

doing that is to contemplate what rules the object has to abide by to stay within that type. 

(For example in fig. 2.7 the object by Lcon Underwood broke one of my rules for the type 

of object I call a skctchbook. Because it only contains entries that arc glued in I call it an 

album or a scrapbook). So what type of object is being considered and what rules have to be 

obeyed for an object to remain of that type? 

Gear 7. Rheme: in this gear words are used to point to qualities of the object that are 

particular to you as an interpreter. Personal likes, dislikes and associations can be discussed 

here. A benefit of separating this gear from gear I is that the interpreter can become 
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conscious of their peculiar responses to objects and may begin to acknowledge those that 

would not be conveyed to people more widely. For example, if you were hoping to convey a 

quality of nervousness through a drawing of a dog, and for you a childhood experience has, 

caused you to be nervous around all dogs, it may be necessary to consider that very many 

people like dogs enormously. A comparison between the results from gears I and 7 will 

show up such discrepencies. 

Gear 8. Symbol: - in this gear consider what meanings are conveyed from the object through 

culturally agreed on signs. For example there is a mark which is repeated many times across 
this page and it is reproduced below: 

Fip,. 4.6 rv 

That mark is called a dot, but in this gear of Symbol it has several specific meanings that are: 

culturally agreed upon. These are: 

- the end of a sentence; called a full-stop 

- an indication that a word has been abreviated, for example 'fig. ' is abbreviated from 

the word 'figure' 

- The completion of the top of the lowercase lettcre 

- Used twice the dot forms a punctuation mark called a colon, or it forms the top half 

of a semi-colon. 
Resemblances from gear 5 can also have different meanings in gear 8 so that the cloud in fij 

4.1 means a place for a thought. A drawing of an hourglass might, as a Symbol mean 'life is 

short'. 

Gear 9. Dicent: In this gear make some statements that tell how you physically interact with-' 

or respond to the object. It may make the hairs stand up on the back of your neck. It may 
have details that are too small for your eyesight. Write down what can be said about these 

physical interactions. 

These gears are in an order here so that they oscillate between the specific and general. 

(Types of things like Legisigns and Symbols are general. Examples of things like Icons or 
Rhemes are specific). They can be used in any order and any number of times in an analysis 

of an object; but they must all be used if swathes of meaning are not to be missed. 
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4.4 TAG as a single sheet of questions 

Ibree things to consider with nine fin-ther questions: (replace the object 'sketchbook' with 

the name of any object, and adjust the questions accordingly). 

1. What is the object? (Ms is a ... ). 

2. From what position do I interpret this sketchbook? (Who am l? ) 

3. What is the sketchbook's signification to me? (What does it mean? ) 

Form a question from parts I and 2 in the form. What does ... (this sketchbook) mean 

from ... (my position of interpretation). Then answer the foUowing nine questions to 

map out some answers, or further questions, to part 3. 

1. What are its various qualities? 
What are the materials? Make a drawing of it, or parts of it - this will help become 

aware of other aspects which may make answering the other questions more 

intcresting. 

3. Wbat things havc alrcady bccn said by othcr pcoplc about it, and what would I likc 

to add to that by saying somcthing ncw? Uncludc what the labcl/documentation 

says here). 

4. Ibc sketchbook is a token of..? ([t is a single example of.. e. g. Rcmbrandt's genius). 

5. What does it resemble, or what resemblances arc depicted within the book? 

6. Ihe sketchbook is a type of ..? What rules must it obey to be of that type. (What 

general group is it one of? E. g. diaryý notebook, scrapbook etc. ) 

7. What qualities does it stir in me particularly that are unique to me? (E. g. if there arc 

dogs depicted and I don't like dogs ). 

What, (if any), culturally agreed symbols does it make use of? (E. g. words, numbers, 

symbolism, (e. g. an hourglass for mortaliti). 
How do I encounter it physically? (E. g. is it too high small, too tightly bound, just 

right, and so on. ). 

Repeat all steps as often as required, redefming the object and re-specifying the position of 

interpretation, and reformulating the question with each cycle. Everything you have come up 

with can be counted as research data. 

Fig. 4.7 A single sheet TAG. 
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5.1 How do riketchbooks come to mean what they do? 

What would be the best way to begin this chapter? While considering that question,. 1 

made the sheet of notes reproduced as the previous image, (fig 5.1). ' 

How do sketchbooks mean what they do? 2 Andwhat conceivable use would any answer 

to that question be? This chapter clarifies those questions and moves towards answering 

them. It does so by formulating and revisiting questions about sketchbooks and artists 

agency in different ways and addressing them to different dusters of meaning, in a series 

of cycles. Each cycle includes comments on the places of interpretation, reference to an. 

art practice with sketchbooks, and discussion of meanings. The moves towards 

answering questions as discussions of meaning can by no means be exhausted here. It 

may be expected that each point be agreed upon by at least some members of any 
interested group of cnquirers; but it can never be expected that any discussion should 

cover all meanings. The discussions of meanings offered here are acknowledged to be 

very sketchy beginnings, although they are augmented through examples of practice. 
Despite these discussions being embryonic, one could continue to apply the 

methodology until enough has been said, (enough being what an individual or 

community requires) 

I have been making sketchbooks for over 25 years, and more recently exhibiting and 

collecting them. This writing is from that perspective. They consist of over 5,000 pages 

of drawings and notes, and are used to construct displays around themes for exhibition, 

or as sources for other works. 3 For a recent example, see the appendix for the proposal 
for Rebound, and the publication that accompanied it, (and also fig. 5.2). 

Signs apparently well marshalled could be conceived to offer some evidence of an 
Esthetic Power as discussed in chapter 3. To measure, or appreciate such evidence 

would require communities to agree on the success of works of art within the terms of 

that community. This is how a 'group crit. ', or seminar, already operates. Any 

measurement of an artises Esthetic power will be to do with the kind of agreement and 
force of interest such success generates. 'Mese forces are not in the materials of the 

From here on in, the way of proceeding remains Peircean but technical terms are restricted to 
footnotes; except for the section on Suzye Llwyd, (see chapter 5.1.2), where an example is given 
of the application of TAG, as outlined in chapter 4. 
2 To ask how sketchbooks mean what they do is different to asking what they mearL The 
methodology to do this is applicable when asking how anything comes to mean what it does. 
3 The sketchbooks, and the artworks and exhibitions issuing from them, give some indication of 
my position of interpretation of the issues in this dissertation, not so easily stated in text. 
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artworks but in the enthusiasms of a community. How can these dynamiics of 

marshaffing signs and interpreting signs around sketchbooks be conveyed? 

Rebound: 

Two decades 
of notes on 
HIV in London 

Fig. 5.2 Rebound, (at the Wellcome Trust London in 2007), was my exhibition including fifty 
sketchbooks reflecting on 'Mtimacy'. Planning and installing this exhibition researched through 
practice how feelings connected to intimacy are generated by sketchbooks and how the signs that 
communicate those feelings can be marshalled; in order that those intended meanings were more 
likely to be generated when the exhibition was interpreted by other people. The opening hinge of 
the book's spine was mimicked as a bend in the long wall of the installation, (see also fig 5.6). 

An understanding of how meaning is being generated, through signs, is aimed at here by 

questioning how meaning arises in visual art, using specific examples with sketchbooks 

such as the Rebound exhibition above. With that in nund, some further questions have 

been formulated, and several are now presented for this chapter: 

flow are sketchbooks' meanings generated through their making, exhibiting 

and collecting, (viewing, handling, dismantling, destruction, reconstruction)? 

How do those meanings determine the sketchbook's position within sets of 

uses which are conceived as hierarchical? Hierarchies include those of artists' 

media, (and education), of exhibitions and archives, conservation, of the 

market place, price, collections, (and art criticism). 

Is agency, as an Esthetic power, more likely to be developed by making 

sketchbooks than other types of artworks, and what might we hypothesise for 

the future for sketchbooks? 
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For each of the above questions, interpreters of meaning are grouped as artists, curators 

and collectors. These groups parallel the three hierarchies of making, exhibiting and: 

collecting from the thesis title. These are organised to follow the chronology of the 

existence of the sketchbook object itself- the filling of in empty book-, its potential for 

exhibition; its fate after being owned by its maker. The possibilities for self-education 

from keeping sketchbooks are mentioned throughout in terms of developing agency. 4 

As defined in chapter 2: hierarchies arc scales of value that are constructed by individuals 

or collectively to rank objects. Positions for objects along those scales are determined by 

feelings that shade into judgements. 'Mose judgements are for, against or indifferent to 

that object, and they arc based on beliefs, and can form beliefs. Habitually feeling the 

same way about an object makes a judgement more automatic, resulting in a settled_ 

opinion. Inquiry can destabilise beliefs and alter judgements, allowing for the possibility 

of re-assessing the position of any object in any hierarchy. 5 

Three groups of beliefs that I held have been, and continue to be, destabilised by my re'- 

evaluation of sketchbooks. Firstly, before 1995 1 believed that, or acted as if, 

sketchbooks were for private work and not for public display. This changed, not without 

some discomfort, when I was invited to exhibit the sketchbooks at the Hordamuseet in 

Bergen, Norway, (fig. 5.2). My discomfort was resolved by re-thinking/re-negodating the 

sketchbooks as 'personal' instead of 'private'. Secondly, I believed that sketchbooks were 

preparatory tools towards 'proper, finished' works. Theywcrc objects for an archive 

rather than in a main art collection. (However, I sometimes use non-archive quality 

books, so were they even lower in that hierarchy? ). This division between finished works, ', 

and preparatory sketchbooks was re-enforced by the scarcity of literature about them, 

and the financial values attached respectively. Knowing about how these hierarchies are., 

established and maintained offers potential for a reflexive artist to communicate the 

meanings they choose. Thirdly, I believed that the msthedc propertieswere held in the' 

object itself, in the sketchbook. But the Peircean Esthetic thcorises a chance for me to 

alter the qualities of an object to some degree. 6 That third belief was destabilised by my 

researches into meaning and its generation. I am now more likely to act on the belief in, 

the agency of the individual to somewhat generate qualities between themselves and any, 

object; in a way that is then accessible to others. Ile resolution of the third belief has 

4 Agency can be understood as an ability of a person with some Esthetic power, (see chapter 3). - 
5 See Peirce's essay The Fixation ofBekef (EP 1: 109-123). 
61 Was also aware of how post-modem theory claims that what is signified is all in the reader, 
although I cannot say that it was a theory I ever truly believed in. 
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also helped to clarify the first two beliefs; so as an artist, curator and collector I am 

differently infoffned than I was befofe. 7 

There are already writings about sketchbooks, and also about meaning. For example: 

Sketchbooks: Marks, in his chronological survey, tells us about some specific 

sketchbooks that exist and provides contextual data; along with his own judgements. He 

does not set out to theorise 'how' these books mean what they do, but rather to state 

what they mean (Marks 1972). Similarly there are texts documenting a sketchbook's 

encounter with different communities, for example the market place, telling us how 

people reacted emotionally to the dismantling of a sketchbook for sale (Kimmelman 

2008). These kinds of texts tell us what happened in certain situations involving 

sketchbooks, what someone thinks, what artists made and they usually show Visual 

7 Being more informed m these ways also changes the way I concept"ise my practice and 
communicate about it; and also influences the way I might teach or influence others, (teaching on 
the Drawing MA Camberwell UAL, and with the PhD cohort Wimbledon UAL). 
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reproductions of the books. What I want to understand is how sketchbooks mean what 

they do, and how those meanings then create situations and engender reactions. By 

knowing how something signifies meaning it follows that those significations can then be 

reflexively used to intend meaning. This intention or agency is a partial appropriation of 

meaning, marshalling of signs to some degree, or the beginnings of an Esthetic power. 

Meaning- Ogden & Richards wtite about meaning in their book The Meaning qfMeaning. - 

gbt and the sdefice qfgmbo&m. They are concerned a stv, # qf the inflmence of IajgUqe upn Mom 

with how words as symbols influence thoughts (Ogden and Richards 1985). 

'Sketchbooks' is not only a word beginning with Y, a symbol; they are also material 

objects, with teaming, myriad meanings for us as humans. 

How can the mutual influences be understood between an external material object, like a 

sketchbook, and thought via feeling for an exhibition, such as a concept to provoke 

feelings of intimacy, (fig. 5.2)? Peirce's Semeiodc enables a mapping of such dynamic 

interactions. It is also possible to study ways to purposefully influence those dynamics,, 

through his Esthetics. 

As previously stated, a well-conducted enquiry clarifies what the heart of its research 

question is and makes moves towards answering it. 8 It must also make manifest how 

someone might apply their findings from their own position of enquiry, should they so 

desire that. So, an important research finding here is the clarification of the research 

questions that are wid-iin the overall tide. Does the sketchbook embody a structure well 

suited to encourage a method that would be more likely to develop an Esthetic power, as 

an ideal place for oscillation between expression and form? 9 What might be expected for 

sketchbooks in the future, through changing interpretive environments? Would a 

continuing sceptical, (critically post-modern), environment raise the value of privateness 
for a sketchbook in the public realm of exhibitions? What would the effects be of an 
increasing awareness of the intellectual value, and consequent potential market value, of 

whole sketchbooks over the separated individual pages? Would a shift to a more 
dogmatic critical environment rather emphasise the pedagogic potential of such books, 

for goal oriented learning? Does the future hold a continuing oscillation between these ' 

8 Well conducted in this context means 'through Peirce's Semciotie, or through TAG. 
ubism and E 9 Louise Ncvelson said that C xPression are the two greatest movements (IVWks 1972.451). By 

appreciating the value of the two together she perhaps glimpses the oscillation between form and 
expression discussed in chapter 3. Formal and expressive elements combined in one work can 
stimulate this experience, eg. There ir great excitement in seeiý g Cetanne'rfrugalmenm &ted [formal] 
hes; de apmfiksketch of hisjoung son Paul [expression], or Gaugyinr travel expensex [formal] sharin g the 
page with heads ofitrangers sketched during theJowny [expression], (Marks 1972: 455). 
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two cultural tendencies of scepticism and dogma? How do the sketchbook's meanings 

evolve in such a shifting environment? 10 This way of questioning begins to resolve how 

sketchbooks are, and can be, meaningful. By stating more detailed questions, they in 

themselves point towards answers without a need to arrive at them. As this is a cyclical 

process, it is worth remembering at d-ds point why the enquiry is undertaken; and 

perhaps with another question: If I know more about how sketchbooks mean, what can 

I do with that knowledge? 

There are implications from these ways of considering the generation of meanings with 

an artwork for any conception of agency in the fine arts, (as discussed in chapter 3). To 

briefly posit them now for sketchbooks: they are that concepts such as 'freedom of 

expression in an artwork' and 'choice of materials' may be conceptually misleading. 

There is no Peircean freedom or choice at the material aspect of a work, but rather a 

formulation of freedom of interpretation through Esthetic power is nevertheless 

perfectly possible, and even desirable. 11 'Freedom of interpretation of impressions' and 

'choice of interpretation of encounter with matcrials'would then be worthwhile and 

realisable goals. But is saying that this is the case enough? While reading this or any other 

literature concerning the making of anything, reading and looking at reproductions 

cannot in itself constitute an enquiry into these gpalS. 12 Making sketchbooks and looking 

at real examples, while examining the feelings those activates generate are, in this case, 

intrinsic research activities. 13 Enquiries conducted through practice also enable an 

assessment of their own realisability in formal terms; because we may fail to be able to 

state our results in writing, despite them seeming to be obvious in the sketchbook. So, 

the quality called intimacy may have been embodied in the exhibition Rebound but it may 

not be possible to state propositionally how to conceive of learning to do that. 

The ferms of etegpmposition arepresmpposed to be comprebended, lberefore no pmposition can give us a 

new conaption, and Atisdom ir not kamtfivm boo& g)dme WI: 5). 

10 See Ryan, P. (2005). Paper Video. thestaw andfunc6on of theskekbbook in a scepficalentimnment. 
11 Freedom is not in the nature of the Index, (see chapter 3). 
12 Such Semeiotic research would remain in the Representamen of Argument and miss swathes of 
meaning. Qualisigns and Indices, for example, must be considered as they also contribute to the 
meaning experienced. 
13 Research into non-practical subjects like art history may not require 'making' to be undertaken, 
but could only benefit from it. 
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A researcher who experiments with making, exhibiting, and perhaps collecting or even 
destroyingI4 sketchbooks, would enquire more fully into what meanings evolve around 

these covered bundles of bound pages with their jottings and drawings, than one who 

thinks and writes about thcni. That is not to say that one must be well practised in usiný 

sketchbooks to research them, indeed a novice would have access to special types of 

meaning that this research has not addressed: the qualities and concepts arising for 

inexperienced sketchbook keepers. But to return to the main point, practical results, 

sometimes as artworks, may offer glimpses of what has been found out in ways that 

cannot be propositionally stated; so novice or not, practice will be beneficial. 

5.1.1 Meaning from makingIS 
The concept of meaning being generated by making, presents something of a 

conundrum for the Esthetic theory outlined in the second half of chapter 3. When artists 

make, they arc often manipulating materials, (art materials being appropriately called 
'media). They may be using a sketchbook and pen & ink for example. Tbc ways these, 

materials are manipulated result in actual art objects that embody certain meanings, or at' 
least in part anchor their possible interpretations in material. However, Peirce's Esthetic 

theory suggests that the artist cannot have free agency in the material embodiment but 

they do have a circumscribed freedom of agency in the meanings. An artist using a 

sketchbook would not be free in respect to the paper-book and the carbon-ink, but they, 

would be free, in part, to make them mean what they want them to mean is art. 16 From 

the perspective of artists, who appredate artworks and also make artworks, what 

meanings are they expecting to anchor in the thing they make? 

In this drawing by Sydney Arrobus, (fig. 5.4), the materials are ink and paper. These are,, -,, 
substantially carbon and ccUtAose. By saying this, it is already apparent that the meanings 

we interpret from the drawing have very little to do with carbon and ceflutose; afid surely 
Arrobus was not thinking about those things. A figure at a table, overlooked by his own 

14 John Ruskin burnt the erotic sketchbooks of his favourite artist Turner (Marks 1972--5). Also - 
Samuel Palmer's sketchbooks were burnt by his son Herbert for being unmasculinc (Budin 1962). 
Local gendarmes destroyed Gauguin's 'obsccne' sketches found in his quarters after his death - 
(Marks1972.315). 
Is I am not here concerned with manufacture of the book, ie. type of paper, binding, and so on. 
16 1 Use the terms 'papcr-boole and 'carbon-ink! to highlight that what I mean is not represented 
by the words 'book! and 'inle. When words are unfarn ar they are not yet quite Symbols, I because 
they have not been culturally accepted. They arc therefore more likely to refer a reader to 
somewhere else in the Semciotic map. In the case of these two phrases my aim is to refer the 
reader to the Indexical aspects of book and ink, being paper and carbon but only as they embody 
a sketchbook and ink. 
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Fig. 5.4 A drawing by Sydney Arrobus in one of his sketchbooks held Uii 
the Impenal War Museum's collection (IV. 7M ART LD 7220). 

shadow, is drawing or writing surrounded by books, a bottle and mugs. The scene is lit 

by a lamp and a candle. The images are made up of scratchy lines in black on white. 

These images are what Arrobus means to convey. He does this in a representational 

picture. 17 He could have used paint on canvas rather than pen and ink to convey the 

same scene, but in d-iis case we have ink on paper. Black lines on a white background do 

generate different meanings than if we had oil on canvas to look at, but we have what we 

have. So did Arrobus. The emotional qualities conveyed by the looming shadow are 

brought about partly by cultural associations with dramatic lighting in film and theatre 

which both play on images associated with fear of the dark; these meanings are not 

brought about by an understanding of the chemical composition and properties of 

carbon and cellulose. So, meaning is anchored by the artist's organisation of the material, 

but is generated almost completely by other considerations during making and 

appreciating-"' As well as the cultural associations of the depicted objects, (shadow, 

bottle, lamp), there are the associations with the fact that it is in a sketchbook. It is 

17 The shapes outlined resemble shapes of the items depicted through Icons. 
18 For example, meaning is generated by the artist's considerations in the depictions of things 
figuratively through Icons, or by their use of cultural associations through Symbols. 
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sketchy. It has pages before and after it. We may hold it as the artist held it. The book 

was empty when he first held it; he fifled it; now we look at it more than sixty years later. 

With these points in mind4 meaning can be considered from the three temporal vanta gel-- 

points in the life of a sketchbook. Firstly, we can consider the meanings from the 

prospect of making a sketchbook in the future. Secondly, we can consider the meanings 
from actually making in the prescnt. 19 T'hirdly we can consider the meanings from a 

sketchbook having been made in the past, appreciated as a finished object. 20 

In futurity what does the prospect of making, (or keeping), a sketchbook offer? One 

answer could be: Portableness, Surface, Sequenm2l Film. or video offer sequence 

and portability but not surface. Painting with a small canvas offers portability and surface 
but not sequence. A large studio may offer surfaces that might be made in sequence but 

not portability (see appendix for Stm&o in Yomr Pocket proposal). With thesc three 

properties in combination the sketchbook seems to offer something unique for makers. 

In the present tense, when actually working in a sketchbook, I carry it with me, make, 

marks on the surfaces, keeping a sense of chronology if I go from one page to the nexL22 
In carrying it with me it becomes a personal item, not to be lost, like a wallet, address 

book, keys, phone (Holmes 1936). The fact that it doses after use is a property that 

amplifies these meanings of intimacy and personalness, in association with other places, 

that open and close in the body, eg. the heart and the mind. With its surfaces for 

marking, the sketchbook provides spaces to jot words and phrases, drag abstract lines 

and diagrams, (doodles, maps and so on), to draw representations of things. A series. of 

pages can imply sequence, and so function as a diary, or an aide-mernoir of progression 

or development. Usefulness can be conveyed if something has apparently been used 

often, and that can be signified by the marks of handling; the wear and tear of use over, 

time. There is no right or wrong way for this to have happened. These meanings cling to 

the sketchbook after it has stopped being made. They can continue to be read. 

19 The concept of the 'present-now' has a similar quality of 'infinitessinIllness' to the Central 
spindle of the Index in fig. 3.11. 
20 1 was concerned about the apparently arbitrary use of future present and past as divisions at 
this point, but this organisational method is frequently used by Peirce to track the history of a 
subject, to its present state, and make hypotheses for future development, (eg. History of the 
Sciences). 
21 Ilese three properties recurred in the data gathered with TAG, (see chapter 4), while 
researching the British Muscum's and Imperial War Museum's sketchbook collections. 22 1 recognize that not all artists work in sequence and many frequently go back and rework or 
remove pages. Sketchbooks can have entries by several artists, owners, commentators; as well as 
collections stamps, added page numbcrin& and so on. 
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Fig. 5.5 The manufacturer's advice on this label seems at odds with normal 
use, (as even the label points out: [ ... I as tbggemeral# rwive), in this case by the 
artist F. W. Barber, collection Imperial War Museum. 

Retrospectively, after having finished with a book what is the maker left with? It is most 
likely to be a mixture of, (amongst other things): 

numbers, letters and characters, words and sentences, 23 

marks, lines, colours, dabs, washes, smudges, tares and CUtS, 24 and perhaps 

collaged elements25 

representations of observed or imagined things, 26 and a sequence27 
Any particular combination of the above will be peculiar to the individual who made 

them. Has the book become a composite snapshot of 'something of the person' over the 

period of time the book was made? 28 By re-examining that composite snapshot the 

maker can know themselves more, in the present during the time of looking and back at 
the time of looking while making. 

23 These are all Symbolic. 
24 These are all Indexical. 
25 Collaged elements may also convey meaning through Symbols or Icons for example. 
26 These are all Iconic. 
27 Sequence may of may not connect with the true chronology of filling the book if the artist used 
pages out of sequence, but the structure of a book implies a beginning and end, from first to last 
page. 
28 See Peirce on composite photographs (EP2: 377). 
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Fig. 5.6 Double page spread 7, in rný, A6 sketchbook number 51, has some quick drawings 

made on a coach on returning from Auschwitz to Cracow, in Poland; and some text about 
how cleaning the toilets was a considered a good job to have. It also has a joke review of a 
restaurant and a diagram of a Bakelite projector I was thinking of buying. The drawing, top 
left under the words 'tired, yawning', was the basis for Conerntrate see fig. 3.5. Both are 
currently displayed at the Imperial War Museum, London within the exhibition Unspeakable, 

until September 2009. 

To make an analogy With a mirror, would be to underestimate what is being reflected. 

Extended reflection itself, between a person in the here and now and that person over 

different space and time goes much further. Added to that is the record of an oscillation 

between form and expression, or numbers, letters and characters, nvrds and sentences on the one 

hand and on the other hand npmsentations of obsened or ima#ned thilýTs. (See chapter 3 for 

this oscillation and Esthetic power). The sketchbook not only provides an unusually ideal 

place for a frequent, natural and free oscillation between form and expression while 

making, it also allows the maker to look back over that oscillation and sense its value for 

themselves as human, through kno, %qng more about themselves. Usually viewing is 

continuous with making, but Viewing can then continue after making has stopped. 
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5.1.2 Meaning Erom showing (with TAG example) 
This section addresses meaning from showing, (viewing and exhibiting, or encounter), 
from the artist/maker as first audience, including the sketchbook's role in visual art 

education, (showing to tutors, colleagues and friends), to audiences removed from the 

maker, (an unknown public). 

Souvenir, (fig. 1.2), is a work containing postcards. One third of the postcards show an 
image that originated in a sketchbook (fig. 5-6). That sketchbook was exhibited near to 
Souvenir in the exhibition Unspeakable at the ImperW War Museum 2008-9. To say the 

sketchbook exhibited was a clump of paper fibres in a large box of baked clay, (bricks), 

that box being the museum, would be to say very little indeed about meaning. 29 

Meaning is generated in the interpretations of encounters with such things. In order to 

generate anything meaningful from exhibiting and showing sketchbooks, it is required 

that someone be seeing them, be looking at them, be interpreting them. What do 

sketchbooks mean when they are only looked at; without adding to them With new 

marks or without changing them materially? 

!W- 

IFFU- -, L ---- 

Fig. 5.7 Fifty sketchbooks were exhibited for Rebomnd at the Wellcome Trust in 
2007. Rather than the more usual displaying of books in a horizontal case, they 
were framed onto the wall. This allowed them to be looked at in the way 
finished drawings and paintings are usually encountered. (See also fig. 2.8). 

Artists look through their own sketchbooks for a variety of reasons. Amongst other 

reasons it might be in order: 

to see what they have done, or out of curiosity (sometimes idle! ). 

to think about what they might do next. 

to recollect the things that have interested them. Sketchbooks can operate like 

a 'time capsule' to remind an artist where their mind was then, and hence 

stimulate a new frame of mind now. 

to experience the works as an audience sometime after making. A sketchbook 

can form a pocket gaHery of the artists own curation. 

29 By speaking strictly about the Indexical aspects of the exhibition only, its chemical composition 
and its interactions, hardly anything can be said about what it means. 
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to get a sense of themselves. The diary and reflective nature of the sketchbook 

allows for a self-exanunation. 

the sketchbook can function as a studio on the move; a place to go, no matter 

where you are: e. g. on a bus, train orwaiting in a queue. (See appendix for the 

proposal for Stm&o in_rurpocket for Compton Verney). 

I 

46 41WL 

Fig. 5.8 This double page spread from a light-hearted sketchbook ui the Imperial War 
Museum's collection, (fWM ART 1D 7515-6), by an unknown person, (initialled 
C. A. M. ), depicts anthropomorphised rabbits doing work around a hospital. A fold up 
box on this page reveals that it contains 'cartoon style'war time rations. 

Artists see their own books, but they may also show their books to other people. For 

example: 

- to other artists. This can also have a social function between artists and/or a 

professlonal function. 

to non altists in exhibitions or in publications. 30 

to friends or family for social reasons. 31 Many of the pages in the Imperial War 

Museum's collection were made in part for other people, (fig. 5.8), and often for 

their amusement. 

30 Many thousands of sketchbooks are now viewable digitiscd on the Internet. (See 
www. flickr. com for sketchbooks, especially the group Moleskinerie and Sketchbook, for this 
contemporary phenomena. Searching for 'sketchbook' found 8 1,000 entries on www. fhckr. com 
at December 2008). 
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to curators in order to generate professional interest, e. g. exhibitions. 

to tutors/supervisors, as supporting materW or finishedwork. 

All of the above 'shows' assist with the development of an artistic practice and also self. 

development. Exposure of the contents of a sketchbook to oneself and to others, merely 

for viewing, gives the sketchbook the potential to generate particular sets of meanings. 

The following two examples, No Gorgios and Rebound, demonstrate these sets of meanings 
bcing generatcd from 'shows: 

No Gozgios: In co-curating this exhibition with Daniel Baker, I was continuing my 

interest in Roma cultural production that had begun in 1990, when I had collaborated on 

a performance work entitled DROM with Keith Brazil, and again Daniel Baker. 32 Not 

Romany myself, my interest had developed through meeting Romany artists and a 

general curiosity about artistic practice outside of, or alongside, the fine-art canon. 

When selecting artists for No Gorgios two Romany artists were highly relevant to tl-ds 

research in their use of notebooks, as exhibitable production: Benjamin Baker and 

especially Suzye Ilwyd. From my curator's position of interpretation, these exhibitors 

seemed reluctant to self identify as artists, and although willing to exhibit, seemed careful 

not to promote themselves or their work. I did not manage to meet to discuss the work 

with them before the exhibition, and they had their work delivered. 

I propose to briefly consider the most relevant aspects of the work of these two artists in 

turn, giving a mention of the decision making process in their inclusion into the 

exhibition and curatorial decisions in the hang. 33 (See appendix for exhibition catalogue). 

Benjamin Baker: The watercolours submitted for inclusion to No Gorgios by Benjamin 

Baker, had been made in spiral-bound notebooks, and they ranged from seemingly 

unfinished sketches to works presented as finished individual works. They were supplied 

unframed and detached from their bindings. Several had signatures, and in some 

instances the perforations, (where the spiral binder runs), had then been trimmed off. 

This occasionally led to the signature itself being cut across. These attempts by the artist 

31 See Raymond Monbiot's sketchbook, Imperial War Museum, and the note it contains gifting it 
to his fiicnd Harry Salmon whose daughter married Monbiot's son, (IWM ART 5291). 
32 JJC Place 1heatre, London, 1991. 
33 The data was gathered using TAG, (see chapter 4), and I include some of the TAG sheets with 
the section on Llwyd to give a demonstration of its use. 
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to conceal the sketchbook source of some of the works, usually served to highlight it, if 

one was alert to the signs. 

We, as curators, decided to exhibit these pages in fmmes against a backing board so that 

the whole edge of the work was visible, but so that these could be read as watercolour 

paintings made on a sheet or block. This allowed for a reading which the artist clearly 

ed at, 34 whilst preserving those indicators of 'sketchbook origin' of interest tome. 

The trimming of the pages, by the artist, along with the qualities of the works themselves 

in the context of a Roma exhibition gave me the following feelings, (with regard to the 

work, but thereby impressions of the artist): 

shyness, insecurity, self-appreciative, contradictoriness, difference, exclusion; 

inadequacy, sensitivity, temerity, poSitiVity... 35 

I show these words here, unedited, as types of arrows towards feelings that I had felt 

with the works in front of me. Some words such as 'exclusion' dearly come from a 

. rhetoric around ethnic minorities, nevertheless it does seem to point to a quality I felt 

that the other words do not so I left it in the list. 36 The words in bold point out those 

feelings I had experienced more strongly, or clearly. 

37The fact that a signature had been cut through when trimming off the spiral binding 

perforations indicated to me that: 

- the work was signed before it was trimmed, but the work was trimmed 

because it was submitted for exhibition, therefore the work was signed for 

other reasons than in order for it to be exhibited. 

- the artist has trimmed the work to conceal the sketchbook source of the 

work, to tidy the edge; but the cutting of the signature alerted me to the 

notebook source and brings the edge of the paper to my attention, (I 

concluded therefore that signs were not very reflexively marshalled with 

reference to the artists goal for presentation of the work, but were highly 

relevant Cin a positive way) to the me as a curator neverdieless). 38 

34 This assessment is nude on the basis of the artises trirnming of the spiral binding edge. 
35 These words refer to feelings I experienced and therefore concerns Qualisigns. Ibesc words 
have been selected by me, as only one researcher. Ilosc in bold are the ones I would more 
confidently expect other researchers to agree with. 
36 'Ms may be a word which points to Rhematic Signs: these are qualities arising from the 
situation of the work in context as they arc for me as an individual, in my role as curator. 
37 The following paragraph concerns a material cut and that is an Indexical anchor of meaning. 
38 Ibesc signs 'mighe indicate an 'amateurishness' in conventional watercolour exhibitions, but 
are clearly of extreme interest and value within the premises of No Go%ior. 
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Benjamin Baker is a confident watcrcolourist who is satisfied enough with his works to 

sign them. However, when confronted with the possibility of exhibiting these paintings 
he has been faced with several dilemmas. The works were contained within his 

sketchbooks, but he only wishes to submit individual images. Therefore he removes his 

selection of pages from the books. However the spiral binding leaves a perforated edge. 

He has made the decision to remove this with a ruler and blade on some of the pages, 

occasionally cutting through his signature. His decisions to do this could be based on 

several of many possiblc reasons. The most likely seem to be that for presentation in a 

gallery finished work must be presented 'well'. This seems to mean that his ways of 

working become secondary to his concept of the conventions of display in a gallery. Ibis 

would then indicate a confidence in making the watercolour but a lack of confidence in 

exhibition display. The fact that his actions also alerted me as a curator to the very things 

being concealed would seem to indicate a lack of expertise in marshalling signs with 

regards to the conventions of presentation. 17his might be expressed as a confusion when 

adapting presentation to meet the expectations of others. 39 None of the above is in any 

way a criticism of the artist or the work. 

The above statements summarise what had been highly positive reaction to the works 

which when interpreted made the artist very interesting for us as the curators because of 

the overall aims of the exhibition, which were stated as being- 

To exbibit work ýypeopk wbo may not consider Memseltes to be larlios'in a conlemporag ailgalleg 
sening, and wbo also happen to be Romany, lberrýy alloming a morr pbenomenok#cal rrading of those 
artefads, wbilst limiting the more usual social and culturalpresumplions assodaled x*b displays of 

. )p. g culturalproduction. 40 G 

Suzye Llwyd: Work by Suzye Llwyd was also selected for inclusion into No Go%ios. See 

fig. 5.11. Some of the TAG (see chapter 4) documentation is shown here, (fig. 5.9-10), to 

demonstrate its application in practice. I return to this artist in the next section on 

collecting, (5.1-3), because I later commissioned her to make a new version of this 

sketchbook, which I purchased for my own collection. Ilwyd's works were found 

through an Internet search by Daniel Baker, on a website which is no longer available. 

Contact with the artist was originally established and it was agreed that the work would 

39 Unless a very sophisticated approach was taken to indicate a lack of sophisticadon through 
sophisticated means, in which case I was 'caught out'. 
40 For example: at horsefairs, exhibitions like Wben in Rome, or 'Me Roma Pavilion Venice 
Biennale 2007, where the ethnicity of the exhibitors prefaces the work. 
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be very suitable for the exhibition. 41 When the website went down, contact with Suzye 

was also lost but we decided to go ahead with exhibiting the work in No GorTios by 

projecting the fourteen images within a small blacked out room With a white back wall 

acting as a screen. Below is the first object sheet from'I'AG made while looking at that 

slide projection. It was made by qwckly noting the things I thought I was looking at; 

noting the names of objects as they came to mind. As a first sheet I was not honing 

down but rather allowing anything that presented itself as a potential object. 

A4- 

41AJý, JA- tj pl$K rAJ+) 

A-it'6 A, 

15 

2-1 

Af 

Fig. 5.9 TAG Part 1. (Object sheet - suspended at 2i). 

41When contact with I, Iwyd was re-establishcd she confirmed she was happy to have been 
included in the exhibitio n, and gave permissio n for her work to be referred to and reproduced 
this dissertation. 
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The second part of TAG is to record how I might conceive of myself as interpreter 

while looking at these works. This list is of relevant aspects of myself and my 

experiences. These are inter-related but conceptual distinctions can be drawn between 

different positions from which I might wish to proceed with an enquiry: 'meaning' 

depends on where I 'pitch'my position. So, I can recover enough of my experience as a 

child to interpret from that position, but cannot place myself in the position of a very old 

man, (yet), nor as an African woman, (for example), except through some form of 

empathy. 42 The list below is made in a similar way to part 1, that is, without spending 

too long considering each position as it comes to mind, but to merely record them in a 
list: 

TAG P-4- 4,; dcyýAý 

a., -ý . 

6NO-A) 

C43 hs &.; I A- J. 

A, Skad-k--t &(L2 Jýw- h. -v., j6.. - 
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31 As 5 
ji, --- `7%zwý, '103" 06 h" "; )- 4 """t - 

i , Arlo (CA4'la' 'kl-) 

(ý51) 1- "' 1--" - r--,: ý-- 4 
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(-4- 
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,44 loý 43 - tl, 4;, 
144`4 
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J-j 

Fig. 5.10 TAG part 2: list of positions of interpretation. 

42 1 have not attempted, or researched such empathic methods, as there seems to be enough to 
find out from positions I already hold, and this seems to me a more reliable way of proceeding. 
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The third part of TAG is used to construct a question to represent the enquiry, and 

begin the analysis of signs. 'Me question is usually formed by taking the object (one or, 

several objects from part 1 of the proforma. ) and asking what meanings arc generated if 

you consider that object from a particular position of interpretation (one or more 

interpreters from part 2). It must be emphasized that exactness is neither requisite nor 

perhaps desirable because the frec-play of responses must be matched by a playfulness 

with the TAG form to stimulate an enquiry that produces rich results. 

A question I could construct to represent my enquiry might be something like: 

Fmm rypoationar an artut-wrator (Semeiolidan) what meaniNgs do Llaydýr 'Stafions of the Cross 

generate and bow is tbir hVening? 

I would then go through the nine gears43 (in the third part of TAG as outlined in chapter 

4) making entries as they occur to me. Ibis continues until enough data is gathered, or 

one runs out of time, and the results arc summaxised using the question above to pose 

further questions or begin to give some answers. I wrote the following, now transcribed. 

entries before I had met the artist, although the abductive "guesses' I made about them 

and the work seemed to be well founded, and werc re-assutingly confirmed on meeting 

her. (See fig. 4.4 for descriptions of the following gem). Notc that these gears arc 

adopted in any order that the enquirer prcfers: 

Gear 1. (Qualisigns): These works were very attractive in that they seemed to be a 

peculiarly succe8SfUl series in new ways, in a g=c with a clear tradition and history 

(Stations of the Cross). To achieve something fresh in this context seems admirable. 

Clarity, freshness, simplicity, immediacy, contro4 confidence, style, understanding. 

Gear 5. (Icons): Christ, wounds, blood, Pontius Pilate, crowd, crown of thorns, cross- 

beam & ropes, people, Mary, Simon of Cyrenc, St Veronica & handkerchief, gambling, 

suffering, death, descent from the cross, tomb, shroud, time (running of blood), relics. 

Gear 7. (Rhernes): I have a connection with this subject in that it was set for in exam at 

school. I sensed that I failed to achieve anything of value whereas Uwyd succeeds. 

(Spikes my sense: of being impresse&) The images are casually cropped in their 

scanning/photography which neither hides nor amplifies the sketchbook source (via thc' 

43 These gears are based on nine types of Represent2men, the name of which is given in brackets 
after each gear. See TAG chapter 4. 
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edges and especially the visible wire, spiral binding along the top edge): my particular ZD- 

interest. 

Each page is signed and dated (and numbered? ) reminding me of Robert Mothcrwen's 

Daedalus sketchbook, but I think the signatures indicate different things here (Glen & 

Glen (eds. ) 1988). 44 

Gear 4. (Sinsigns): Tokens. The red is a token of what the red pen has done. Scratching 

across the back of the figure of Christ with the nib - scratching the body/paper causing 

blood/ink to be left there. The red (colour embodied in the ink) records where 
blood/ink is deposited on the cross, shroud, floor (earth) /their representations on the 

page. Is there a sense of the ardses enactment of causing the wounds to the figure as a 

token of the artist's devotion, faith... ? 

Gear 2. (Indices): As stated before, to speak strictly of the Index, I would give you a 

chemical breakdown of the materials used, perhaps even of the optics of the projections. 

However, to remain with meaning I will give connections from Indices to interpretable 

meaning via other sign types. (See other entries for signs with strongly Indeidcal aspects 

(red ink/blood etc). The spiral binding winds through punctured pages (mirroring the 

subject of Chrisespuncture wounds? ). The white paper. (Peirce's 'sheet of assertion'? ), 

has strong black assertive lines which depict both mimetically and symbolically. 

From the lines it is not clear whether this artist is left or right handed (this is unusual). 

The position of Christ's head is expressive of mood because it is Indexically linked to 

how we hold our own heads. 

Gear 9. (Dicents). I am familiar with these books and their paper. I am familiar with the 

language' of these marks, although I could not have made them (a sense of 

'unfortunately' here). I 'believe' this is the work of an intelligent person with depth of 

feeling... (and understanding? ). My feelings on this matter arc beyond criddsm, 45 

although whether this is true concerning this artist is also subject to the opinions of 

others, (so far Dino Alfier and Daniel Baker concur). I accept further evidence might 

destabilise these beliefs. I would hypothesise that I would need to be in a very 

44 For Motherwell they seem to me to indicate a sense of market value but for Uwyd a genuine 
self confidence. 
45 REF. Peirce/Short/Hookway 
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composed/contemplative/ focused state to execute a series of drawings approaching this -1 

'tenoe and consistency. 

Gear 6. OLegisigns): Types. The work seems to bc consistent with types of 

personal/general devotional image making. The purpose of the general type is to 

strengthen and develop faith and understanding, rather thin to develop technical skill, 

although this may develop as a matter of course. The signatures signify a transition into a 

type of fine art production through an evaluation by the artist, (the decision to sign), 

with which I concur/confirm in my appreciation as an intcrpreter/audicnce, (despite nly 

reservations concerning signitig art-wOrks). This work uses a type of 'simple' imagery. 

which here seems to hide a sophistication. This apparent dichotomy/paradox takes'the',, 

work into a rarer 'type, (a less populated group). Hence, herewe have another casc of a 

truncated sign, (truncating that which indicates 'sophistication) again amplifying that 

very sign for the perceptive interpreter. 46 

Gear 8. (Symbols): There is 2L complex interplay of mimetic and symbolic representation 

here. Conventional readings of cartoon/dravAng 'shortcuts' are relied upon to invoke, _ 

evolving rhythmic patterns of recognition across the series. There is dear reliance on a 

cultural understanding of the genre, (Stations of the Cross), and the accompanying 

narrative. Also: 

- Many grouped circles crowd 

- Red lines= cuts/slashes. The patterns of red lines persists from one drawing to 

another but that the blood spreads symboliscs; continuity and time passing, 

does the blood 'tunning' as it dips down the cross). 

- The forward movement of the head from drawing 11 to 12 symbolises death, -- 

(almost frame by frame animation here); this is also appreciated Indexically 

because we all have heads. 

Peculiar use of symbols: 

- chrisesfaceisnever depicted except upon the representations of the relics, 

(handkerchief and shroud). 

- There is a symbolisation of 'the heavet-Ay' through lack of contactwith the 

s bcspecified ground. Christ floats except when contact with the earth seem to 

by the narrative, (7,9 and 10). 

- 'Me expected symbol of the cross his been changed to a q" shape, (is this a 

more historically accurate shapd). 

46 Matisse reflexively and successful1y truncated this sign, (sophisticatedness). 
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- Simon of Cyrene has black hands, (Ubya being in North Africa). 

Gear 3: (Arguments). Many arguments have been threaded through the other sign 
interpretations. Arguments could be considered on the sources and history of the story 

of the 'Stations of the Cross' and its representation in. My own concluding argumcnt is 

that these works are highly admirable for the meanings discussed in each gear. 

After this first cycle with TAG it can be repeated with a more specific object and from a 

more specified position of interpretation. For example the object that most interested 

me was the: 

. 
pparrnt jiiVficýfy de*ite sopbistkadon, (a dma, &oVpxubx) a 

and the place I would be most interested to examine this from would be from: 

mj interest in etbics as a Seweioddan. 

A question I might construct to begin my new enquiry might be: 

From lbefieripedive of a Semdolidan interrsted in ethics, how do ljuydý 'Statjonr of The CYO. F. C' 
generate meanings arvmnd both sit*, &dD; and sofibisfication in The same xvrks? 

I would then proceedvith the nine gears from the third section of TAG. Ibis would 

require me to consider which interpretations were most generated by my habits and 

make some playfiA guesses at interpretations I wouldn't usually consider. 47 

This particular enquiry into Ilwyd's work need not be carried further here. However, it 

has been shown again how such enquiries might be conducted from these more general 

questions on to more and more specified and claAfied ones. 

As stated earlier, after No Goighr, I managed to regain contact with Suzye Ilwyd. I then 

asked if I could purchase the sketchbook, Stations oftbe Cmss. She said it had itself been a 

conunission for her local vicar, and he had since left her part of Ireland, taking the 

sketchbook with him. I suggested a comniission for a new book of drawings, as similar 

or different to the last set as she wished. She agreed to undertake the commission. The 

process of commissioning and the resulting sketchbook had new meanings for me as a 

collector, as someone used to looking at sketchbooks held in collections. 

47 This would be to move firorn forming Dynamic Intcrprctants to being an Esthctic: Interpreter 
in order to be more likely to be moving towards Final Interpretants, (see chapter 3). 
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Fig. 5.11 'I'lie complete set of pages for Stations of the Cmss by Suzie Llwyd. 
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5.1.3 Meaning from collecting (having/ destroying) 

This section considers the 'fates' of sketchbooks, either through sale, (perhaps auction), 

through donation to individuals or collections, (and their conservation); and/or their 

destruction and/or reconstruction. 48 

AL 'YA. 

"'I'LOL- 

Fig. 5.12 This WW sketchbook by Raymond Monbiot (rWM ART 5291), lovingly filled 

with detailed drawings and notes, seems to have been partly 'worked up' as a gIft to his 
daughter-in-law's father, Harry Salmon. Original pencil drawings have been 'finished'with 

pen and ink. The handwritten note pictured above was folded and concealed in a tiny paper 
kit-bag inside the sketchbook. The note reveals that although Monbiot was the first 

custodian of his own sketchbook, he may have altered it to pass it to a family member, 
maybe as a sign of his affection, as a family bond, or to secure its legacy. Apart from the 
artist's name no other information is recorded in the collection about him. I have not been 
able to uncover more except that he would appear to be directly related to the 
environmental journalist George Monbiot. The sketchbook retains its original binding and 
has been exhibited in the IVVM touring exhibition Camomj'7a ge. 

48 For meaning from reconstruction of previously dismantled sketchbooks see Wolk (1987). 
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Having a sketchbook in one's possession generates different groups of meanings to 

making or showing. Artists are the first 'holders' of their own material, for sketchbooks 

quite literally, perhaps forming a dated and numbered collection. For example, C. J. 

Holmes who had been a former Director of the National Gallery in London bequeathed 

his 75 sketchbooks to the Bntish Museum. 49 Some of the ways meaning is generated 

with artists were addressed in 5.1 .1 and 5.1.2. EventuaUy the sketchbook is separated 

from the artist, usually through the distribution of their estate after death, or sometimes 

through sale or donation during their own lifetime, or perhaps through being lost and 

found. Here is a quote by C. J. Holmes, about losing sketchbooks (Holmes 1936: 156): 

The SM*fs collected during The next tro_years, 1894 and 1895, am ahwosi immediate# lost to me 
with the sketchbooks which conAained them. One book was 0 in a ni&qy camage, and thefmder 

must ham ca4ioms# divrgarded the pleafor its rdurn which I had written plain# at the end. The second 
not on# horr my ad, *rss, but the gmerous offer of A 6d to Me finder, an offer wbichfailed to tempt the 

, gs wbex they were bein 40"aahm vorkman whofilched The bookfivm my Corley Simi kioq g 
r0ainted. I The Jos r of the Earl Aqhan group I parlicular# mff rt. 

Sketchbooks wM encounter new environments and circumstances that generate 

meanings. They may also be physically changed, perhaps entailing their destruction. 

Fig. 5.13 Arrobus's sketchbooks as conserved and stored in acid free 
tissue and boxes in the Imperial War Museum's coUection. 

49 British Museum, Prints and Drawings department reference: (1937.3.13.198-272). 
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In order to provide a more detailed example, there follows a discussion of a sketchbook 

that was dismantled on the advice of an auction house. 

What possibilities for meaning does a sketchbook have when it is offered for sale? 
Mchael Kimmelman reported, in the New York Times of October 31 st 1989, how 

Sotheby's auction house had broken up a sketchbook, dating from the 1760s, by the 

French artist Hubert Robert. -50 By doing this they created numerous pictures for sale 

separately. These objects collectively fetched a higher price than was expected for the 

complete book. 51 This type of physical transformadon52 creates a remnant, or carcass, 

the remaining pages, along -writh the binding and covers, arc considered too insubstantial 

to become stand alone pictures. 

A carcass is created when something has been killed. Curiously, in this process 

something 'finished'was created. A group of finished drawings. Marks quotes Picasso: 

I have a homr of somethingfinished. DeatbisfinaZ A molverrhotfinisher off. The not completeý 
achieved is life. (Marks 1972: frondspiece). 53 

That quote is used out of context here. Marks makes use of it to say something about the 

unfinished nature of the sketch. However, placed in this context it seems to help convey 

the complexity of the situation whereby the 'lively' sketchbook is destroyed to create 

something finished, in this case for financial gain. 

Auction house employees are not alone in wanting to taise money. Attists may also need 

to earn a living, and many of their 'lively' sketches have been used by them as a basis for i 

a finished work which may sometimes seem to have lost something. Again Marks 

provides a useful quote, this time in the text representing his own judgement: 

50 Robert is reported here as having been prolific producing &,, -rns ofske0bookr with this being 
the last but one remaining intact. The other is held in the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York. 
51 The physical, andexical), change from sketchbook to a collection of individual drawings 
causes a change in the anchor for the generation of meanings, (see chapter 3 and fig. 3.11). 
Rather than interpreting an object that can embody any progress towards in Esthetic freedom (a 
sketchbook), we move to objects that are more likely to be interpreted as 'products' that have a 
market value. I posit that overtly consumable objects arc ultimately for pleasure; whereas objects 
which record or stimulate Esthetic development require work from the interpreter. I am not 
linking the scale of monetary value %igh / low'with a scale of 'pleasure / work!, although 
perhaps in this case the auction house did precisely this. 
52 An Indexical transformation. 

, gmss before its final 53 James Joyce's Finnegans Wake was provisionally titled Work in Pm 
publication, (Maks, 1972: 456). 
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The artist [Holbein] inhvdwced the figm of the o4i man [from a sketchbook] into the 
Onwm&ionpanel of the Kairheim ; iýýiece 

of 1502, im wkich Le bolz& zm urn. Bmt the head has lost 

mmeh of its ixeLWdmahrly and innerarfe in thepainfi)g (narks 1972-174). 

Ihe Sotheby's sale is a striking example of the generation of meaning by altering an 

object. lbosc recently generated meanings are recorded in interpretations and arguments 

between dealers, conservators and other interested parties. The book object was 

physically dismantled. 54 To give a flavour of the processes at work, I Will now reproduce_ 

people's key statements from within the newspaper report with a. Peircein footnote 

commentary, addressing how those meanings have been generated: 

Context: the Marquis and the other four nephews of the Comtesse de Behaguc of France 

were selling, through Sotheby's, the sketchbook by Robert that they had inherited from 

the estate of their aunt 

Michael Kirnmehnan: Reporter 
ful drmaings but also Scbolars wnsiderskeicbbooks Lnporlant not oqtf because thy mg contain heamfi 

bec=e t&y can pmzideparAWar i"&rinto the working methods of the artut and because tbg often 
smggestsounvs of i&pirafion. 55 WImnrketchbooki am bmken mp, thesense of thatvlis6 devek 

may be los& 

Julien Stock: Head of the Old NIastcr drawings dcpartrncnt at Sotheby's in London'. 

have] addsedthe ownerr57 of thesketchbook thiryearthat it would bviyZrwIt lofimda buyerfor, 

the onplete work andgotperniiision to take it apxl andsellibe drxviýgs in&vidvady at, = auc3ion in 
Monte Carlo. 
Tben's notbing wmnp with *41fing it ; p- It was my de&ion. Wben we sell complete albums" 0ýf 
drax, kgs thy invariahbrgo mnsoA and we ham a dv4O to our chrents to&t The ftWtposfibA 

54 In this case the Index' has been radically altered changing the anchor of a meaning. In other 
words, the meaning is no longer constrained by the same object. No longer a book, other than iri 

memory or name, the speakers in this argument register their opinions and judgements 

concerning these alterations. 
55 it is a commonplace that the key to inspiration might be found in sketchbooks. For the makei 
this may well have been true during the oscillations from Icon to Symbol usually involved. 
Whether the key to a kind of Esthetic freedom can be found from re-viewing this oscillation 
seems doubtful, although a glimpse of it may lead one on in the ways that a Peircean Esthet1c 
theory might suggest, (see chapter 3). See also Marks: theActeb ir most closebtAnked to the arlirn inner 

tirion (Marks 1974: 2). 
56 Kimmelman seems to be experiencing an awareness of the consequences of the Indexical 

change involved in the story, that disconnecting the pages may make the glimpse of Esthetic 
freedom discussed in the note above unavailable. 1hc most likely change will be to make single, ' 
pages that are 'good drawings' of something, perhaps a landscape. 'Men the weighting of the 
signification of the new objects will be towards the Iconic, and no matter how finished or 
successful such a drawing is, it is therefore bound to offer less chance of re-visiting the oscillation 
to and from the Iconic than the whole book. 
57 Not custodians. 
58 This ethical judgment is clearly disagrccd with by the other protagonists in the story, making 
the normative tensions stand out. Stock himself seems to go back on his view when he says soon' 
after I don'tAke it anymore Than anyone eLe does. 
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. 
peo le are set. I price we can. 61 I think in a commenialrense, there was no chokv. I canseewhy mp 

don'tAke it aly more than anyone else does. Don't think we enjey doinT this. But We're not a museum. 
We have to look after our -fient Ir interest 
It ir very diffitult to interestfirivate buyers in somethingAke a hook, which, unAke a siqjle drauft 

. g. r n cannot heframed and hung on a waIV2 Sotheby's has tried andfaikd to sell books of drawin 0 
several oxarions. Wbenjou've bad a number offailmmrjou think htice. 

Eunice WiHiarns: An art historian from Cambridge Massachusetts & Sotheby's 

Consultant 

V have] decided to resign in. Profest after [being] informed of the dedsiom- 
V am] par*cmiar concerned that The lessfinished of the sketches which arr of interrstfirinqýa# y to 
scholary and which ditra# rvIaze to tbefinisbed sketches in The book, wery being divorcedfivm their 

context 
gs and the lesser" ones mill he lost in I think Sotheýy Is hatv misunderstoodI3 The natma of the drawi, ý 

The wake of the sale. 

Victor Carlson: Curator of Prints & Drawings at Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

ptintact. "... 'Tberrý a definite sequencr6 I tbink it's veg veg rtgratable that the book isn't being ke -1 
in the book and The dramings bekng" togetber. 

, gh R4. Ut is] one of the best records of the arlistr travels Ibrou 

59 Stock introduces the word 'album' at this point. Few would argue that albums require the same 
'preservation of the whole' as sketchbooks do, to keep the connection between the drawings 

contained as albums. Albums have usually been put together with drawings which were 
previously 'individual'. 'Me conflation of albums and sketchbooks is very marked in the catalogue 
of the British Museum's collection. For Stock, the Dkents, (single sayable words for in 
individual), 'album' and 'sketchboole have been usefally merged to support his action, but 

noticing their difference would make this part of his Argument at least suspect and at most 
invalid. See also 'album factice' (Marks 1972: 2). 
60 Note that the ethical value of 'duty' to the finances of an owner is raised to counter any 'duty' 

to a sketchbook in terms of 'custodianship'. This point is raised later ill the report by Baillio to 
follow. 
61 To consider the conceivable implications of this Argument as an Object, (Pragmatic maxim), 
many culturally important objects could be 'broken up or destroyed' for the potential values of 
their parts. E. g. during periods of soaring prices on gold exchanges it may be financially 

advantageous to remove gold parts from objects and sell it for its value in weight. If this is the 
case then only laws, such as those preventing export of certain works of national importance 

might need to be brought in to protect artcfacts' material integrity from market pressures. 
62 In fact it is as easy to mount a sketchbook onto a wall as a drawing, although only one double 

page spread will be visible at any time, (see fig. 5.6). The sense that other pages can be displayed 
later is not lost on a viewer. Box frames and conservation techniques to hold books open and 
clear of the glass could be improved, (to allow access for changing the display page easily), and 
this may help with attracting buyers for whom display is an important part of ownership. 
63 Williams is referring directly to meaning here. 
64 Another hierarchy, (of single drawings from less to more admirable), is still in play here for 
Eunice Williams despite her recognition of an ethical hierarchy of conceivable right and wrong 
actions. She would then, it seems, admit that some pages have 'better' drawings on them than 

others within the sketchbook, but that this being the case does not justify, (ethics), conceptually 
approving of acts to Indexically remove those pages from the Indexical binding, and the 
interpretable context, of the others. (Me page could easily be destroyed in its conversion to a 
new Object, becoming a sheet of paper, once the individual drawing had been framcd and its 

original context forgotten). 
65 For more on sequence see chapter 5.1.1. 
66 Note the Qualisign called 'belongingness, and consider what that feeling is. 
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. 
ýh in qaahýy and this was, I think the twy bed of"- The best of the drawings are veg, veg hi, period 

Robert's work as a &qlbman. 
*/ cos&, 6ox k=m they sm homnd together in a hook-167 The dranings are in espee4y heaut#u 

Marianne Roland Michch Director of the Galerie Caillcux in Paris and an expert on 

Robert 
y and the It's an enorwousicandal In hzywrtant in km of histog and in ferms of Robert hitgr*h 

development of his evrff to keep Meske"book intact 

Joseph Baillio: Author preparing a catalogue raisonne of Robert's paintings 
g, fike lbiýpm are [the decision to break up the book seem) Lrv"" W&xjvm bar somelbiq 

y to kerp it iogether. its autedian and yom ham a mspoadhiki 

Alan Wintetrnute: Historian of 18thCentury Art 

One hem of WaIxer Paler in the 1914 Centug ip&zk! g up me&evaImaxmw0Ir and one momm. " 

,g that was hiksde4u. 9 Herr we ham a hook that trmaisedzýgetherfor more than bw catitriessamelMi 
as a book, amd that is hei, 19 jPfd m. & Jmst bwawepetpk did awfillMigs is thepat is W exmwfor 
Joijg it today. Welir not Barbarians. 

gether "uhi Zwv km eay and it muldprobabb ham oxa Ia Thegesftm of keepimg the hook k 
differmce of a =ad amommt of mongfor the ownem Instead therrave a lot ofpcople who mrjwfifi2hýf 
omiraged 

rom Kirnmelman. (2008)., All quotes and context arc t2ken f 

67Rcmaining in a book can preserve drawings and wi itings on those pages from light and dirtý 
611 Ibc death of an object again. 

'Me acts of an artist would seem to be kss liable to Criticism: if Robert himself had split up I the 
book to exhibit some of the drawings, few would argm against iL 
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The 'Robert' example discussed above shows meaning being generated for people as it is 

Fig. 5.14 Auction houses are not the only causes of drawings becoming separated from their 
books. In the course of handling, pages often become loosened from their bindings and 
sequences may start to be rearranged. Once this has happened, it is no doubt easier to see the 
sketchbook's covers as a folder within which loose drawings are held. 'Mese drawings of 
surgical operations are from within a fragmenting sketchbook by James Boswell (IVIM ART 
LD2022). 

This section on meaning from collecting concludes by briefly considering the less usual 

situations where sketchbooks are cornmissioned. The first two are examples from my 

own practice and predate this research; and although commissioned the books remain in 

my collection. The concept is then introduced of 'manipulation or appropnation of 

meaning' for any single commissioned sketchbook images, such as a portrait. A third 

example is my commissioning of Suzy llwyd to make a version of her Stafions of the Cross 

sketchbook, (see also chapter 5.1.2 for more on Suzy Ilwyd's work). 

In 2005 the Imperial War Museum commissioned me to travel to Thailand and Japan to 

make sketchbooks at the WW11 commemorative sites for the 60th anniversary of Vj day, 

(Victory in Japan). The sketchbooks document my journey from Bangkok along the 

former Burma-Siam Railway to the border with Myanmar, (formerly Burma); they 

continue on to Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan. In two weeks almost two books were 

filled that would normally extend over six months. These one hundred or so pages of 
drawings and notes were installed in the Imperial War Museum's exhibition Capfive, 

ill 

dismantled. Sketchbooks also fill apart. 
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(2005), in a self contained room under the title DrazingforSunival, they were shown as a 

rotating slide show alongside a wall drawing, the two books and supporting materiaL The 

commission. and exhibitionwere curated by Angela Weight. 

I currently, (2009), have 79 of these A6 Daler-Rowney sketchbooks, and the two books 

conunissioned by the Imperial War Museum ate numbered as part of the consecutive 

order within the set. In addition to the change from private to personal experienced by' 

exhibiting the books in Bergen in 1996, (see fig 5.3), there was now a change from 

speculative to professional. I use the word professional to denote the fact that I was 

being paid to make these books, and speculative to denote the lack of specific purpose: in 

the earlier books, (the word 'amateur' would not seem appropriate as drawing in 

sketchbooks was nevertheless my M-time work activity). These two books were always 

made to be exhibited but not for purchase, so not only did they remain with me, their 

use continued into a second commission immediately afterwards. This was to be resident 

at Bucklers Hard on the Beaulieu Estate in Hampshire for three months with an 

exhibition during the last month. One book spans the two commissions so that Japan 

and Beaulieu are together in one sketchbook. 11is has implications for the sense of 

'product' in terms of its 'edges'. These two commissions are materially inseparable unles's 

one of the books is dismantled. Once the exhibitions are finished the commissions 

remain as threads woven into the chronology of the sketchbook practice which began in, - 

1985. For single image conunissions such as portraits, (e. g. the driving of Tino Schgal, - 

fig. 3.4), an open empty book is used as a surface on which to make a single drawing. 70 

What is conveyed is the sense that this is also part of an ongoing sequence of pages, Just 

as intimate and personal. In this way the ongoing stream of use, and the individual work 

on a single page, are mixed allowing meaning to flow from one type of activity into the - 

other. This is ardfice. It is a reflaive marshalling of signs. 

I commissioned Suzye Dwyd to make for me a version of the Stafion ofthe Cross 

sketchbook, (see fig. 5.11). What did it mean to me to do this? I wanted to communicate 

my appreciation of the work that was exhibited in No Goigios, and I wanted to learn more, 

about the artist who had made these drawings. I also wanted to know how much of what 

I was appreciating was consciously intended by the artist. As discussed in chapter 5.1.2, 
-C 

Llwyd was very knowledgeable about her subject matter and funy aware of the meanings 

I had interpreted, and these had been consciously aimed at. Since making the first 

version of the work, Ilwyd had been involved in a road accident, which had affected the'', 

70 See appendix for Porftuit ofjobn Hougb, Tube Map Cover, in collaboration with Jeremy Deller. 
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control of her hands. Some lines, in the version I now own, are less flowing and more 
broken than the original, but in discussing these differences with the artist, we agreed 

that the drawings were no less powerful for this; and knowing the circumstances adds 

more meaning. I believe that Llwyd will occupy an important position in the history of 

Roma art when it is eventually written. 

Hierarchies of collecting are institutionalised over time. Enquiry can destabilise beliefs 

that support value systems that are no longer appropriate. Roma art is a good example of 

a history of artworks deserving of hierarchical re-appraisal7l, because any well conducted 

enquiry into that hierarchy would, I believe, reveal that this particular body of works 

continues to be positioned lower along that scale for reasons historically founded in 

expressions of racial exclusion. 

5.2 What were sketchbooks and what wiR they be? 

It might be very tempting to say that sketchbooks have been 'low' in a hierarchy of 

objects that humans usually value and in the future they will be higher; or it might be 

expected that this thesis is ultimately coming to that conclusion. It certainly seems 

awkward to suggest that they will be valued less in the future. Hierarchies can be 

considered as objects in their own right, and to some extent this was done in part 5.1. 

This section separates the hierarchy from the sketchbook and considers it instead in two 

idealised time frames: the sketchbook as was, and as it will be. 

If the formulation of Peirce's Esthetic as proposed in the second half of chapter 3 is 

adopted then the sketchbook of the past was a place of oscillation between expression 

and form, as represented by drawing and writing across its pages. The hypothetical past 

sketchbook was a ladder to Esthetic power. For Peirce his manuscripts were the ladder 

to his philosophy as it will be uncovered by his community of enquirers, even if that 

involves them correcting and completing his project. In that sense his manuscripts can 

be considered as one prolonged sketchbook. They certainly oscillate between drawing 

and wridng, as the illustrations in Nfichael Leja's essay shows (Leja 2000). However, as 
discussed at the end of chapter 3, that oscillation is not enough to develop 

71 E. g. The IWM collection of artworks relating to the concentration camps of WWIl does not 
yet contain objects from Gypsy visual production. (See also: Baker, D. (2008). Breakhýg Beyond the 
Local. Third Text No. 92 Vol. 22, Issue 3. May 2008. Pages 407-415). However, S. O. C. I. A. T. E. is 
a research collaboration, initiated by Baker and myself, between the Royal College of Art, 
Wimbledon UAL and the IWM that, amongst other topics, is beginning to inquire into this issue. 
See xk-ww. sociatc. orv for more detail on this collaboration. 
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Esthetic power, self and hetero-criticism must accompany it, requiring logic and ethics. 

A criticism that often arises in art college seminars or the group-crit72 is that what an 

artist claims their work means is not found in that work by the group. What the artist is, 

saying has not been embodied, what they can formalise in words, has not been expressed_ 

in the artwork. In practice based, or led, research there is the concomitant useful 

problematisation that written texts cannot adequately describe artworks. Formab ation it, 

words is also, (though interestingly less7ý, subject to criticism when it inevitably cann - ot 

generalise fully what is expressed in the instance of in artworL An artwork that contains 

alternate text and image, fortnalisation and expression, like the sketchbook remains as a 

testimony to in oscillation and can possibly record instances of criticism, by self and 

others. A conceptual, ideal sketchbook from the past would record the Esthetic power 

developed by the individual who made it. However, we are not intelpreting from any 

final ideal position of Truthful interpretation, so sketchbookswill continue instead to be 

and more particularly a part of our collective record of human life and our arts, sciences, 

of those individuals who made then-L Some may even be counted as finished artvýorks., 

5.2.1 The 'really ideal' sketchbook and its true interpretations 

Projecting forward into a hypothetical future, to in idcalised vantage point of 

permanently Truthful interpretation, (which we are not expected to ever reach), what will 

sketchbooks be? Perhaps the sketchbook will be interpreted as being analogous to a 

'discarded ladder; a vehicle that helped to attain the human freedom Peirce heard about 

eadinjý- in Schiller. But, if Esthetic power is something that needs to be Icarnt, as Peirces r 

of Schiller implied, then such a future ideal will never be reached, because each 

generation of individuals will need to have the opportunity to develop their own Esthetic 

power, and it will never be an hereditary given. In which case, objects that embody thjtý-- 

attractive oscillation between expression and form, such as sketchbooks, may tempt 

future individuals to envisage keeping their own. 

72 Centre for Drawing, Wimbledon, UAL and MA, Drawing CsLmberweU 2008-9 
73 An embodied artwork is hugely interpretable as a Dynamic object, so it cannot be expected: 
that even a lengthy text could dctail all its meanings. However if in artist claims, in words, that 
their artwork means something that a group of interpreters cannot find in th2t artwork, then a 

in one more forceffil criticism can be made because the artist has fifled to express meaning to y 
other than themselves. 11at artist may nevertheless be able to defend such a move. 
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5.2.2 Sketchbooks for Esthetics 

A nonmdve science of Esthetics will need a physical form. Logic has its notebooks. 
Ethics happens. Esthetics needs to record habits of feeling and the sketchbook might be 

a place where that has often occurred by default. Objects constructed by alternately 

expressing and formalising feelings, in one place, seem to make up appropriate material 

for beginning Esthetic study. As the hope of keeping a logic notebook would be to begin 

to develop logical power, so too the hope would be that keeping a sketchbook would be 

to begin to develop Esthetic power, if that were in a critical environment. However, for a 

fully formulated Esthetic, Logic and Ethics will need ffill formulation as normative 

sciences, in the way Peirce envisaged, (see fig. 3.9). 74 

5.3 Chapter summary 
This chapter has discussed how sketchbooks mean what they do, with examples. Making 

use of the Semeiodc, but confining the technicalities to the footnotes, the following were 

discussed and presented as the objects of the chapter: 

- habits of interpretation through feeling 75 were introduced, for example the 

recurrent evocation of a sense of 'indrnacy', (see fig. 5.1). 

the physical properties of the empty and filled book have been mentioned 

throughout. 76 

Several argumentS77 put forward by others have been referred to, e. g. through 

Kinimelrmn (2008) and Marks (1972). 

This chapter was written whilst considering how it is conveying its meaning. The 

Semeiodc assisted bymapping and organising' using the methodology outlined as TAG 

in chapter 4. The data was organised into sections following the life or fate of the object 

in question, the sketchbook. This resulted in the three sections of making, exhibiting and 

collecting. The examples came mainly from the practice carried out during this research, 

which in turn tested whether the theories were being implemented usefiAly. For example, 

TAG underwent several changes once faced with the actual encounters with artworks: 

different procedures, (ultimately simpler ones), proved themselves to be more 

manageable and completeable, resulting in richer and fulIer results. 

74 It is for this reason that artists may need to learn to formalise, and why an Ethics for their 
community needs to be enacted. 
75 Meaning brought about as conceptualised in Peirce's Qualisign. 
76 Meaning brought about via the Index. 
In Peirce's sign type/Representamen called 'Argument' conveys what others, and myself here, 
have written about what sketchbooks mean, as much as 'how' they mean those things. 
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The importance has been demonstrated, of considering objects against comparable ones, 

as in contemplating the sketchbooks from the Imperial War Museurn alongside rny, - 

ownj8 This is analogous to bearing in mind the community of enquirerswithin which I 

situate myself at the Centre for Drawing, Wimbledon, UAI'- they become a 'touchstone'- 

for testing my responses. Similarly the context with inwhich I situate my practice as a 

contemporary artist has been signalled by the names of the other artists I have chosen to 

refer to, (see fig. 5.14 for a wider list of influences including artists, (professional and 

amateur), curators, theorists, critics and philosophers). 

Ibc following chapter concludes this dissertation with a summary of the thesis findings 

and hypotheses and wbat to expect if tby are true in line with the layout of apragmafic 

eluddation in the introduction (Nffiak 2004)Y9 

78 By comparing similar objects as single examples, (Sinsigns), types can then be identified4 - 
can -ch cked, QLegisigns), and defined with an argument, (Arguments). Also feelings be re e 

(Qualisigns), along with the other Representimens listed as gears in chapter 4. Interpretations - 
y each others meanings. have then been checked with a range of objects that share and amplif 

79 See footnote 3 chapter 1. 
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Fig. 5.15 lllflLICIICC". 
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Fig. 6.1 An A7 sketchbook double page spread made while considering the 

oscillation between form and expression; and the word sesthetics as revived by 

Baumga. rten, and the prefix letter AE from the Old English alphabet and Anglo 
Saxon rune. See chapter 3.6 for more on 'form and expression', and Peirce's 

development of them from Schiller's two drives 'person and condition'. 

In a sketchbook my written notes do not say all that I mean, and my expressions as 

drawings do not convey my thoughts. Nevertheless a lot can be gained from keeping 

both image and text side by side in such books and having the opportunity to review 

them. They have been the core of an art practice that has led me to think about meaning 

more critically, and that has led on to Peirce and his Semeiotic and Esthetic. The 

sketchbooks and the theories have become entwined into one activity that encompasses 

practical and theoretical methodologies. In conclusion I will surnmanse how that came 

about and this enquiry's findings. 
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Fig. 6.1 An A7 sketchbook double page spread made while consid the 
oscillation between form and expression; and the word xsthetics as revived by 
Baumgarten, and the prefix letter E from the Old English alphabet and Anglo 
Saxon rune. See chapter 3.6 for more on 'form and expression, and Peirce's 
development of them from Schillers two drives 'person and condition. 

In a sketchbook my written notes do not say all that I mean, and my expressions as 
drawings do not convey my thoughts. Nevertheless a lot can be gained from keeping 

both image and text side by side in such books and having the opportunity to review 
them. They have been the core of an art practice that has led me to think about meaning 
more critically, and that has led on to Peirce and his Serneiotic and Esthetic. The 

sketchbooks and the theories have become entwined into one activity that encompasses 
practical and theoretical methodologies. In conclusion I will summarisc how that came 
about and this enquirýs findings. 
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Ibc motivation to undertake this work arose when I could not locate a simple guide to 
help me to analyse an object using Peirce's Scmeiodc; the object was an artwork, (a 

sketchbook). 1 Considering the quantity of literature on Peirce I found this surprising. 
lUs motivation was amplified when I realiscd that the situation was very similar with 

regard to Peirce's Esthetic theory. There was plenty of published discussion and 

philosophising but barely any attempt to suggest a formulation. 

Other art theorists have used notions from Peirce. 2 This research is distinct in its aim to 

refer directly to Peirce, not for philosophical discussion, nor for a springboard to my 

own theory, but in order to offer a stated formulation of his Esthetic, and a tool for 

Semeiodc analysis that is accessible whilst remaining effective and Peircean. 3 

Aside from the theoretical findings, a discussion has been offered, from results of a 
Semeiotic analysis, of how sketchbooks mean what they do. This has not been done 

before and it is therefore a 'contribution to knowledge' in itself, Sketchbooks are $till 

poorly understood in terms of their meanings, having been rarely focused upon in 

research and yet widely used in practice. More research into them is recommended. 

To summarise key findings for the implications for Esthetics from Peirce's Semejotic, 

they are that: 
Esthetics, Peirce's normative science, contains his Ethics and Logic 

a Peircean Esthetic power may be acquirable, however it would at first 

require that the learner properly wishes to be directed to that goal. 4 

the Esthetic power is developed from the oscillation between the power to 

'form' and the power to 'express', (the power to generalisc and the power to 

specifý, to feel and to argue); while accepting the limits to both powers 

I Ibis was during 2003-4 whilst I was undertaking an MA in drawing at Wimbledon School of 
Art, now Wunbledon College of Art, UAL. 
2 For example, Gilles Deleuze and Rosalind Krauss are often referred to when writing about 
Peirce and art, but like Umberto Eco and Charles Morris they arc taking Peirce's concepts some 
distance from the special range of meanings Peirce described for them. For an example see Mark 
Godfrey's rc-usc of Krauss' Index (Godfrey 2007: 249). In this view I concur with Michael Leja, 
who also quotes Christopher Wood in support. Leja, M, (2000). Peinr, Vkwa, 60, andArt. Pages 
117-119. That is not to say I haven't found such writing useful and intcrcsting, but it has not 
been drawn on for this work. Indeed, I find many of Charles Morris's ideas arc very attractive, 
but they would add confusing alternatives to what always aimed to be as simple a reading of 
Peirce as I could offer, while still being capable of producing complex and useful results if 
applied. 
3 The caveat being the question of whether the rcwards are worth the effort of adopting a 
Peircran approach, which can appear overwhelmingly complex when reading Peirce directly. I 
posit that they have been in this instance, and generally arc for any advanced research or practice. 
4 In Peirce's Colketed Pa rr rs in-e 

. 
Pe this is under the tide The Ei t Rule ofReason. In EssenfialPe 2 it is 

under The First Rmle ofLogic (EP2: 48). 
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revealed during such an oscillation by attentively observing it in an 

environment of self and hetero criticism, (a critical environment). 
developing the Esthetic power also involves appreciating what is most up to 

us and what is least up to us, thereby enabling the most effect where one is', 

most free and limiting frustration where one is least free. 5 

What are the implications that follow from these points for the sketchbook for makers, 

curators and audiences? 

- Makers, (artists), could contribute to all of Peirce's normative sciences, 

(Esthetics, Ethics, Logic), as their appreciation of 'feelings' is well trained, if- 

they will. also attempt to 'formalise'. 'Me sketchbook offers an ideal place to 

practice, record and review an oscillation between these two capabilities. 

- Art has a part role in any naturally developing education, (and possibly in 

institutional education), for developing an Esthetic power that would. 

humanisc and free the individual, and eventually wider society; that is, "free-, 

in a Peircean sense, which may seem like very little freedom to some. 

- If logicians tend to 'forte then artists may tend to'exprcss'. The oscillation, 

between these two tendencies would allow artists, (and scientists), to inquire 

further into their objects, whatever they may be. 

- Peirce's normative science of Esthetics offers a power to artists and 

scientists, and people in general. Through a group of abductive and sensitive 

methods, and modes of argumentation, enquirers can discover the 

surprisingly small limits of what they can make, and the large scope of what 

they can mean. 6 

The reflective study in chapter 5, of how the sketchbook means what it does, 

demonstrates the uses of the Semeiodc tool, (TAG, chapter 4), developed during this 

research to guide an analysis of any object, be it cmotionaL material or conceptual. In the 

space of this thesis, the discussion of 'the sketchboole could only be a beginning. 

Although we can be criticised for claiming meanings for a work that others do not find 

there, we cannot be criticised for not having described the whole meaning of an art 

5 Free when away from the Index and not free at the Index's centre. 
6With respect to how this impacts my art practice, it is through these methods that I will, in 
2009-2010, be submitting a proposal to Pla#oirmforArt for a drawing residency, around the 
rebuild of the Elephant and Castle, in south London; the project will address the environmental 
changes on that site and the languages and images that record and convey those changes. The'-, - 
project is being developed under the working tide: Frvmven to white and back a ai . ,g 
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object, or any object. This will always be an ongoing task for interpreters. Nevertheless, 

despite the short journey into how sketchbooks mean what they do, it has been 

demonstrated how to take such a journey, (with TAG), and this can be scaled up in 

terms of time frame, and word count, for any future enquiry. To be explicit, the same 

applies for very different kinds of objects, so the TAG methodology is expected to be 

effective with in any field where results identifying meaning would be deemed valuable. 

This dissertation has not been philosophical in the sense that I have not offered 

alternative readings of Peirce, with regard to his Esthetic; nor have I offered counter 

arguments to my intcrpretadons. 7 I propose a reading which is based on his 

philosophical investigations as they seem to me to be recorded in his writing; and in 

keeping with how that reading concurs with my experiences through an art practice with 

sketchbooks. Would Peirce have recognized this Esthetic theory as in any way 

resembling his? My wish would be that he would have approved and rccogniscd the 

sentiment, although I feel quite sure that he would have been critical of my skills in 

argumentation. In my defence, Pcirces writings do not clearly record his Esthetic theory. 

A critique of Peirce was suggested at the end of chapter 3 addressing the questions 

concerning whether Peirce lived his own philosophy, or conceived its ftill implications 

for Esthetics. The impression that it is impossible to tell for certain suggests that the 

same critique must apply to this dissertation. Ibc development of Esthetic power as it is 

described here can make no Indexical, or material change. As a researcher I may make 

the claim that the community of cnquircrs I feel part of at the Centre for Drawing, 

Wimbledon UAL, currently have a sensitive regard for ethical considerations, and they 

make the attempt to creatively and freely interpret during their encounters with art 

objects; however, within the Esthetic defined here, that can only remain felt and it 

cannot be measured through material or Indexical change. There never will be a 

machine, such as a weather vane, that can read off the strength of Esthctic power in a 

room, or an individual. As people are not only mechanical, they can instead agree if an 

environment is usefully critical by what they say to each other, that is through Symbols; 

and they can discuss whether their environment encourages a healthy self criticism, while 
developing freedom of interpretation. They can also agree on whether a community or 

an individual seems to be Esthetically powerful. 

71 plan to write a paper presenting a philosophical discussion of Peirce's reading of Schiller, with 
less emphasis on application of the Esthetic; and I aim to complete that during 2010 for 
submission to the Transactions of the Charks S. Peirm Sode#. - a qmater§joumal in Americanpbilosopby. 
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In case I appear from the last paragraph to be making some claim to have judged a 

situation correctly, I would like to counter that by saying that I am not making that 

claim. Keeping sketchbooks is not in itself an aid to developing an Esthetic power. Any 

such capability must only come from a gradual acceptance of the limits to types of 
freedom felt in the two domains of form and expression; certain things can be expressed 

in an artwork that can never be said and likewise some sayable things cannot be 

expressed in a wordless artwork. Freedom of interpretation can only be Uly playU once 
&ded by these limits. 

Again, Stoicism seems to be informing these thoughts: 

Materials are indfferent, but the mse which we make of them is not a matter of indierence. How, 

therefore, shall a man maintain steadfastness and peace of mind, and at the same time the avefiul spvit 

, gfigent? If he imitates those who play at ditr. and that which is neither reckless nor ne 
(Epictctus (trans. Oldfather) 1928 (voLl) : 233). 

Fig. 6.2 The Spielforum, or games arcade window in Emmerich, Germany. March 26, 
2008. Peirce took SchiHer's notion of 'Spieltrieb', or 'play-dnve' as a starting point for 
his Esthetic (Wl: 10-12). 

The Indexical aspects of Signs are generated through the materials and those meanu'igs 

are not directly accessible, or negotiable. The rest of the Serneiotic range is available for 

play, in terms of their meanings, while respecting the way the materials anchor those 

meanings. In a game of dice, becoming interested only in what the dice are made of is 

not to play, and neither would ignoring the rules of the game. Consummate play, 

representing Esthetic power, accepts how dice operate, and also accepts that the rules 
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mean that despite their apparently random falling, one player will always win. 

Nevertheless winners and losers can find enjoyment in playing. 

vim 

An Esthetic 
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Fig. 6.3 The formula written on the sketchbook page shown above was an attempt to 
diagrammatically represent the relations between aspects I have been researching for this 
thesis. I show it as an illustration, and not within the main body of text, because it is a 
hunch. I wrote it in serious but playful mood. It is an artist's attempt to formalise. To 

write it propositionally the equation, encircled at the bottom of the sketchbook page, 
could be read off in the following way, (I use semi-colons to separate each part of the 
equation): 

Habitual feelings are old familiar qualities; about an object which is constantly the same; 
and that gives us; the same old variation in our interpretation, (or lack of it); and; if our 
same old variation of interpretation is introduced; (through enquiry), to lots of new Icons; 

and Symbols, (and other Signs); coming from that constant object; then that gives us; a 
new range of variation of interpretation; so that we can feel new qualities; about that 
object that is nevertheless still constantly the same, (Indexically). 

-k- rA4 t4 1 ojý, 4 d- CXJ 

rA 
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Fig. 6.4 Manuscript about the sketchbook as a re-appreciable object. 
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Repeatedly similarRepresentamens from the same Object are likely to engender a habit---_ 

which is a general tendency to interpret similar objects in similar ways. These may qrrnay 

not be accurate interpretations. Unfixing uninformed beliefs and replacing them with 

improved beliefs can happen, (especially during enquiry), for individuals or within groups 

of people. This can enable communities of enquixers to say new things about their 

objects, and move towards more Truthful interpretations of them and themselves. 

This research has strived to be what its thesis title says it is, and in doing so has produc: eA, 

three 'contributions to knowledge. The first comes from the apparent implications for 

msthetics from the Scinciotic vantage point, (rcferring to Peirce's writings directly for 

support), to offer a formulation of his Esthetic theory. The second is the discussion, 

generated by taking Peirces Serneiotic and applying it in the study of a visual artforrn, 

the sketchbook. The third is a methodology, constructed and applied during the process 

of carrying out this research, based on the Semciotic. That methodology is offered for 

others to experiment with as an implement to assist in their enquiries, called TAG, (see 

chapter 4). 
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Glossary 
The following definitions are clarifications for this dissertation, and are not devised to, 
replace existing definitions. Technical terms begin with a capital letter. 

g an abduction: a reasonable hypothesis, hunch or guess. Ibeprvers; offormin 

explanatoy ýptbejis. It is the onhe Agical operation which inImAces any new idewfor induefion does 

fapurr notbiq but determine a value and dedvaion merrly, evolves The necessa. )y Consequences o 

. )potbesis, No reason whatsoever can be give#Jor it [abduction ... ] and it needs no reason, since b 

ggesdons. that man has a cerfain imi , not strong enough to be oftener ri it mere# ogers su ýht gbt 

than wroq, but strong enough not to be ovrrwhelmingý more often wrvxg Than right.. resembAng the 

instincts of anima& in its sojarsmrpassiq thegeneralpozm of our reason andfor its &rrefing us as 

we were inpossession offactr that are entirely, bUond the reach of our senses (EP2: 216-7). 

msthetics: the principles of taste and art, the philosophy of the fine arts (Chambm 
1983). 

agency: is the ability to marshal Signs effectively, so that the meaning conveyed in an: 
object is, at least in part, the meaning intended. Reflexivity, understanding of an object 
and skill in constructing signs of that object are all important elements that together can 
develop agency. 

Argument: this is a name of a Representamen for when meaning is conveyed through' 
discussion in human spoken or written language. It is here that humans use symbols 
(letters and words), following nearly agreed upon rules, (of sentence structure and 
propositional form), to make propositions about the universe. Arguments can 

communicate meaning about qualities and materials. 

pts or idea; the uhimalegenera (Colapietro 1993). See categories: the most mnimnal conce 
appendix for a brief introduction to Peirce's categories. 

Dicents: these are used in this thesis to designate those kinds of Representamens that,, I 

convey how an individual interpreter interacts physically with a sign. 11iis will be 
different to those more general physical interactions conveyed through an Index. For 

example, a partially sighted person may encounter many haptic, felt interactions with a 
sketchbook, through holding and turning it, than I am usually aware of, in that my 
interpretations tend to be dominated by visual input. 

drawing: this is thought of as a frame of mind in which to conduct an art practice hic W` h 
has particularly un-finished and therefore non-dogmatic qualities. In that sense 
photography, video, installation, performance, and so on, can be drawing. '17he 

sketchboole fits well within this and the conventional definitions of the word "drawing'. 

Dynamic: this term qualifies Objects and Interpretants. A Dynamic Object is the full set 
of possible meanings from that object for all interpreters over all time. A Dynamic 
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Interpretant is an actualised Immediate Interpretant (see Immediate); it is an instance of 
meaning that gives a hint towards the whole meaning of an Object. 

Esthetic: the normadve sdence which considers those things whose ends arr to embo, # qualities of 
feek, j goal ,g 

(Peirce EP2: 200). Or, Esthetic is the study of what conceivable s we can begin 
to agree on (see 'normative), and be prepared to deliberately adopt, for embodying 
qualities of feeling and experiencing them. Or, Esthetics is the study, as one of Pcircc's 
normative sciences, of the method of acquiring the freedom, power, or agency, to 
consider admirable goals for interpreting and embodying qualities. For this thesis, 
Esthetic power is a power to freely and playfiffly interpret within the limits set by the 
Object; a person with that power is referred to here as an Esthetic interpreter. 

express: the power to take concepts and feelings and embody them in the world. 

Ethics: the normative sdence wbich conjiders Those thiqgs ivhose endrUe in action. Or, Ethics is the 
study of what ends of action we are prepared deliberately to adopt (Peirce EP2: 200). 

hierarchies: these are scales of value that are constructed by individuals or collectively 
that rank objects. Positions for objects along those scales are determined by feelings for 
or against or indifferent to that object, and they are based on, or can form beliefs. 
Habitually feeling the same way about an object makes a judgement more automatic, 
resulting in a settled opinion. Enquiry can destabilise beliefs and alter judgements, 
opening up the possibility of re-assessing existing hierarchies, (Peirce EPI: 109-123; 
OED). 

Final: a term that qualifies types of Interpretant. Final Interpretants sum up all the 
interpretations that could possibly be made, and by doing so they tend towards the Truth 
of an Object; whereas a Dynamic Interpretant, for example merely gives us a hint 
towards the Object. 

form: the power to conceive in the mind what has been phenomena in the world. 

Icons: these convey meaning by resemblance. For example the letter '0' is Iconically 

closer to an apple than the letter "r; because as a round letter it resembles the roundness 
of the apple. Icons are not restricted to visual meaning. The sound from repeatedly 
striking a large drum can resemble thunder more readily than blowing through a small 
whistle. Sketchbooks can resemble diaries, and a page can have a drawing upon it that 
resembles a tree, or a diagram can resemble a sequence of thoughts. 

Immediate: is a term that qualifies types of Object and types of Interpretant. Immediate 
Objects gives us a glimpse towards the Ul meaning of a Dynamic Object, (see 
Dynamic). Immediate Interpretants arc potential possible Interpretants of in Object, (its 
interpretability), before it has necessarily been interpreted at all. 

Index: an index can be conceived as being at the very ccntre of the map of 
Rcpresentarnens that are used in this dissertation. It signifies what material things arc 
made of; their 'brute actuality,. It is the type of sign that conveys the materially embodicd 
properties through interaction in causative and dctern-dned ways with other materials, but 
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before they are felt, conceived, named or discussed. In this dissertation the plural of an 
Index is Indices, and its adjective is Indexical. One of Peirce' examples that exhibits its 
meaning Indexically is a weather vane, which moves because of the thing it signals, Ci. e'. it 
moves because of the physical interaction with the direction of the air's movement, and 
that is the information it signifies to in observer). 

Interpretant: is one third of Peirce's three part Sigm (Ibe three parts arc Object, 
Representamen, Sign). The Interpretant is an idea in the mind that hints at the Object of 
the Sign, whilst also influencing the Representamen (Peirce EP2: 13). In this thesis I have 

used the phrase Esthetic interpreter to denote a person who can, to some extent, freýly 

and playfuUy interpret,, wid-lin the limits is set by the Object. See also Immediate and 
Dynamic. 

Legisigns: these convey embodied meaning in their 'types' rather than as tokens. So 'the 

mark ̂  is also a type of accent used in the French language, called in English a 

circumflex. This does not refer to its use in the here and now of the previous senten. 6 ce, 
but generally over time and in many sentences. Sinsigns and Legisigns could form a 

useffil semciotic type/token distinction within the subject of drawing, in terms of the,,, 

area of meaning between mark-making and inscription. 

. 
present sometbing (P Logic: the normative sdence wbieb consars Those Ibings zvbost endr are to re eIrce 

EP2: 200). Or, Logic is the study of what modes of representationwe are prepared to 
deliberately adopt. 

normative science: Researrh into the Ibeog of The disfinefion between wbat irgood and what is bad; 

gnifion Plogic], in the realm of artion [Ethics], and in the realm offeeAng in the realm of co 
[Esthetic] - (Peirce EP2: 147) my additions in square brackets. The word 'normadve'has t he 

sense of 'agree', in that it is not expected that everyone will agree, but rather that those 

who make it their study, and who reflect carefully upon these questions will eventually at_ 
least tend to agree, or tend towards clumps of agreement; as with Peirce's concept of a, 
community of enquirers. 

Object: one of the three parts of Peirce's Sign, (Object, Representamen, Interpretant),,, 

the Object is what the Sign serves to convy knowledge ofto an Interpretant (Peirce EP2: 13). ",, 

osciUate/osciUation: suing to andfm Re apendulum, vibrate (Chambers 1983). 

phenomenology: [research in order to] make out what air the elements of appearaner that 
pirsent themselms to us etvg hour and eveg minute (Peirce EP2: 147). 

Pragmatism: Ile philosophical doctrine introduced by Peirce in the second half of the'- 
ewey. Peirce's stricter 19th Century and populariscd by William James and then John D 

doctrine cmphasised that the 'conceptions of practical import must be considered When' 
testing our cognitions about anything; whereas James dropped the emphasis on 
conceptions of... ' 

Qualisigns: these convey Tavour' or1celing' (via any of the senses, or within the 
mind). It is the name of the Reprcsentamen for qualides which are not embodied, and 
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before they arc named or commented upon. For example 'blue' is already a named thing 
(the word on this page). Imagine the quality of blueness as experienced when waking up 
in a garden; that blueness before you have conceived that you arc gazing at a clear sky. 

reflexive: if something is done reflexively it is done with self-awareness concerning what 
is being done; having considered and deliberated about positions of interpretation. A 
development of reflexivity will be a part requirement in the development of agency. 

Representamen: is that 'sign-type' part of the triadic Sign. (Ibe whole triadic Sign 
consists of Object, Representamen /(or sign-type), and Interpretant). So in this thesis 
when I refer to Peirce's whole triadic Sign I use the term 'Sign; and when refcrring to 
the one third part of a Sign I use the term 'Representamen'. The nine Represcntamens, 
or sign-types used here arc Qualisign, Sinsign, Legisign, Icon, Index, Symbol, Rhemc, 
Diccnt, Argument. 

Rhemes: these convey the possibility of qualities for particular interpreters. In this 
dissertation they differentiate what qualities an interpreter feels for an Object from those 
they believe to be more widely felt by others. Invariably these need to be stated if they 
are to be gathered in some way, and they would then become conceptions of the 
possible qualities of an object. For example, I am not fond of A4 paper but I may wish 
to separate my personal felt response from the fact that it is a widely used format by 

considering Qualisigns for the qualities assumed to be widely felt, Rhemes for those I 
feel personally. (I acknowledge that I define Rhemes and Dicents somewhat differently 
to Colapietro, who correctly makes a correspondence between them and concepts and 
statements respectively (Colapietro, 1993). 1 do this because while retaining Peirce's 

assertion that this trichotomy JRhemes, Dicents, Arguments) is of Reprcsentamcns in 
relation to their Interpretant (CP 8.343-344), 1 nevertheless extrapolate that to a 
representation of an artwork for an interpreter, in its qualities (Rheme), and material 
(Dicent), rather than as they represent linguistic structures. 

Semeiotic: Peirce's sfu, #, orgeneraltbeog offigns. Or, the theory of how meaning is 

conveyed, through signs. 

semiotic: theories, other than Peirce's, of how meaning is conveyed through signs. 

Sinsigns: these convey meaning by embodying qualities in the here and now, as 
individual occurrences. They are particular tokens of meaning. For example the mark 
as it is here. That mark serves as a Sinsign, or token, of the individual place in the 
previous sentence. (See Tegisign' for another way of interpreting that mark). 

Sign: Somethiq by knoming which we know somethiq more, (Brent 1993: 308). [Of, A], 7yzbin& of 
wbatsoemr mode of bein& which me&atex between an object and an interpretant; since it is both 
determined by the object relathrZy to the inIqpreJant, and determines the inter fant in e0 . 

prr rrf rrnce t the 
oýyea, in such aise as to cause the interprriant to be determined by Ibe object lbrvugb the mmVadon of 
this Wgn(Peirce EP2: 410). Another dcfinition Peirce gives for his sign is anjibiq that 
standsfor sometbiq (called its ayea) in such a way as to generate another sign (its interpirfant), 
(Colapietro 1993). 
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sketchbook: aworkable definition of the objects which are studied for this thesis is: 

originally empty pocket books which have gone on to be drawn and written in. The 
terms notebook and sketchbook are used synonymously. Ibc findings of this thesis 
could well apply to sketchbooks by non-artists, and indeed to ranges of objects which are 
not sketchbooks. The root of the term 'sketch' is the same as for 'skate', and that 
relationship seems to hold the flavour of what such a book is for, for the purposes of 
this enquiry (OED). A 'skating aboue does not pin things down, or settle. What rnay be 

particularly important here in relation to Esthetics is the skating about between text and 
image that goes on in sketchbooks, (see 'form' and 'express' for more on this). 

spieltrieb: (translatable a 'play-drive), is the term Peirce takes from Schiller, on which 
Peirce's sense of an Esthetic power is based (see Esthetic). 

Stoicism: The Hellenistic philosophy founded by Zeno of Cidum late in the 4th Century 
B. C. E. Early exponents include Cleanthes, Chrysippus, and later, in the Roman period, 
Epictetus; and Marcus Aurelius. Stoicism is referred to here because of this author's 
philosophical interests, (position of interpretation), and because of the direction of 
development towards Stoicism detected in Peirce's thought. 

Symbols: these convey meaning by convention. For example, in England the symbol cx- 

after a name at the end of a letter symbolises a ldss from the sender of the letter to its' 
recipient. The letter Y has no resemblance to, or material connection with a kiss, it is,, 

something we have culturally agreed upon. If we turn this symbol around its axis by 450 

we have a symbol with a very different meaning. '+is widely used to mean 'plus' in the 
mathematical procedure called addition, e. g. 2+2=4. Worn around the neck this symbol 
may have Christian connotations, although in such instances the lower section is usually 
longer than the other three in order to also make it an Icon of a scaffold for crucifixion 
as much as a Symbol of Christianity, (see Icon). 

TAG: An acronym for Triadic Analytic Guide. It is a guide to conduct a Semeiotic 

analysis of any Object, be it emotional, material or conceptual- It simultaneously analyse's 
the user of the guide, and their positions of interpretation, as weU as clarifying why an 
enquiry has been undertaken in the first place. It can help to construct research questions 
in the voice of the user, and organise data. See chapter 4. 

triadic: of thrce parts. 

Truth: Trmtb impfies Me agrrement of the "sentation niih its oyea (Peirce W1: 79). To briefly 
posit my understanding of Peirce's concept of Truth: Repeatedly similar Represcntamens 
from the same Object are likely to engender a habit which is a general tendency to 
interpret similar objects in similar ways. These may of may not be accurate 
interpretations, i. e. they are not True. Unfixing uninformed beliefs and replacing them 
with improved beliefs can happen, (especially during enquiry), for individuals or within 
groups of people, enabling communities of enquirers to move towards more truthful 
interpretations of an object. The direction of that movement is towards the Truth, and it 
need not be expected to ever reach it. (See also Final). 
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Art projects involving sketchbooks 2006-9 

One Person Exhibitions/Residencies 
2008 AIAS Residency/Workshop, Emmerich, Germany 

2007 Rebound, Wellcome Trust, London 

2007 Portrait ofjobn Homgb -Pocket Tube Map, in collaboration with Jeremy 
Dellef. Platform for Art, Transport for London 

2007 What air Feelin 
, gsfor?, Centre for Drawing, Wimbledon College of Art 

Group Exhibitions 
2009 The Adist! r Stm&o, Compton Verney, Warwickshire, UK, (Waterfield 2009) 

2009 The Draming Inddent, Ghent 

peakable The Artist as Witness to the Holocaust. The Imperial War 2008-9 Uns 
Museum, London, including the commission of the work Souvenir and also 
the work Concentrate and the sketchbook from which the drawing originates 

2008 100 Years, 100 Artists, 100 Works of Art. Transport for London 

Drawn Encomnters. The Gallery at Wimbledon College of Art, London 

2008 Acts Actions, Cafe Gallery Projects Southwark Park London 

2007 jenvoodDrazingRritejerwood Space, London 

2007 Chati, Novas GaUery, London 

2007 Rtcognise, Contemporary Art Platform, London 

2007 Centre of the Creative Universe. Tate Liverpool, with Jeremy Deller. Epstein 
Liver pool 

2006-8 Dramin 
, 

Pd: Ze g Brratb. - tenjears of the jerxvod Drauing London, Sydney, Bristol, 
Aberdeen 

Other 
2007 Co-curator, (vwrith Daniel Baker), of No Gogies, Novas Gallery, London 

2007 Commissioned to make 15 portraits of the artists exhibiting in Tke World as a 
ge for Tate Britain Sta 
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Appendices 
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2. Peirce's Categories: a brief introduction 

3. Proposals 

Stu&o injourpocket (proposal and statement) 
Rebomnd 
S. O. C. I. A. T. E. 

Sommir (with postcards) 
N. B. The layout and fonts are shown as they were on the original proposals. 

4. Publications 

, gsfor? (bound in photocopy) Notes 1, What arefeelin 

gios (bound in booklet) No Gor 

Rebound (bound in booklet) 

Portrait ofJohn Homgb (bound in pocket tube map) 

5. Blank TAG (see chapter 4) 
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2. Peirce's Categories: a brief introduction 

What arc 'categories', in philosophy? Colapietro calls them The most universal concepts or 

,g 
ideas (Colapietro 1993: 60). For Kant they were the Root-notions ofthe underszan&ý 
(Chambers 1983). Any idea we have would fit into one of the most universal categories. 

By working to devise the best sets of categories, philosophers aim to make the best sense 

of all the ideas that there are, or can be. Aristotle suggested (Substance, Quantity, 

Quality, Relation, Place, Time, Position, State, Action, Affection) as his set of ten 

categories, and they seem to be common sense ways of grouping thoughts we might 
have. 

Peirce developed his proposal for his set of categories from Kant and Hegel, through the 

application of exaaformallo#c (EP2: 428). He set out his early results in his 1868 essay On 

a New List of Categoties (EP1: 1-10). He proposes three Categories, because there are only 

lbrre kinds of rrpresentations. 

M Those wbose rrIation to their objects is a merr commmnify in some quaky, [.. ] 

2-d. Those wbose irlation to Meir objects consists in a coms 
. 
pondence infart, 

31ý Those fbeground of whose irlation to their objects is an imputed character, which are the 

same as general signs, [.. ) (EP 1: 7). 

Peirce's resulting three categories are based on these logical relations, and they are 
helpffilly named firstness, secondness and thifdness. This is simple if all we require is to 

remember their names, but how can we understand them? The concept of 'relation' is 

key. If there is something we can think of as a pure quality, (before it is embodied or 
labelled), that is without being in relation to something else, then it is in the category of 
firstness, e. g. redness, (that is the quality of that colour, not the word). Things which are 
in relation to another thing, such as an embodied quality, are of the category of 

secondness, (as are all material interactions), e. g. redness in relation to this coat, or this 

red coat, (an actual red coat, not the phrase). 11iirdness is the category where mediation 

occurs along a range of possibilities relating to an object. It is in the category of thirdness 

that language and other symbols operate. Of all the possible sounds we could have 

agreed on to mean 'this red coat' English speakers have, for now, settled on these, (and 

this time it is the phrase itself that is meant, not the coat or the colour). We have just 

performed three conceptual experiments on the meaning of 'red'; concerning its quality, 
its application, and its symbol (word). 
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While writing this thesis, and discussing parts of it with colleagues and students, it , ý, -- -- 
became dear that some people grasp the divisions of the categories almost intuitively, 

whereas many were clearly confused by them. It is my view that it is not necessary to 

have a clear understanding of the categories to make use of the serneiotic that flows 

from them. So TAG, (see Chapter 4), will be just as useffil to people who do not know, 

of Peirce or his categories. To draw an analogy with astronomy, that science has 

benefitted from the science of optics in that telescopes have been improved; but at, 

understanding of optics is not required to use the telescope. 

Peirce's generated his Sign triads, (e. g. Icon, Index Symbol), by asking how a concept can 
be thought of in each category. We just performed that experiment three times with 'red,, 

above. So in firstness it was the quality of redness; in secondness it was an embodied 

example of something red, (an actual red coat, for example); and in thirdness it was the 

word 'red' and its use in phrases or sentences, as well as its translations in other', 
languages; (so the agreed Symbol in French for 'red' is currently the word 'rougcý. - 
Similarly, Peirce derived each Representarnen, or sign-type, through experimenting wi th 
his new categories. The experiment we performed here with 'red', Peirce performed on 
his terms 'Representamen', 'Objeceand 'Interpretane; (see the glossary for definitions of 

these three terms, and within Peirce's Essay Nomenclawr and Ditidons of Tria&c Relafions as 
Far as tby arr Detemined (EP2: 289-293), for his account of producing the following 

triads). So, when Peirce enquired into how a Representamen operates in the three 

categories he derived the Qualisign for firstness, Sinsign for secondness and Legisign for 

thirdncss. When ashing how an Object operates in the three categories he resolved the 
Icon for firstness, Index for secondness and Symbol for thirdness. When asldng how a 
Interpretant functions across the three categories he made the divisions Rheme for 

firstness, Dicent for secondness, Argument for thirdness. (All these terms are discussed 

in Chapter 2 and the glossary). Peirce derived many more triads with these methods, 
however these are the nine Representamens that have been used in this thesis. 

Peircewas maldng logical distinctions between types of signification, and in that way - 
developed his Semciotic and system of sign classification. The sign classification involved 

understanding which combinations of Representamens were logically possible (EP2: 160- 

178). 1 am not claiming to develop the categories, or sign classification in any way, and 

refer interested readers to Short (2007), or to Peirce's essays listed at the end of this brief 

introduction. However, in order to convey my position of interpretation, as a 

contribution in relation to this thesis, below is a short paragraph for each category 

summarizing how they have been broadly conceived during this research. 
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Firstncss is the category for the flavour of something. It can be the flavour of an 

cmodon, (for example the qualities of spitefulness, or shyness have markedly different 

flavours). Firstncss can also be the category for the flavour of concepts from the other 

two categories, e. g. the flavour of an action, (so we can fccl a chffcrcncc between a sense 

of striding or walking, never mind that those actions will be in sccondness when they are 

actuated). We can even detect the flavour of different types of logical argument, (for 

example deduction and induction each have a very different feel to them), even though 

such arguments operate in thirdncss. Firstncss is also to be thought of as the rcalm of 

spontaneity,, feeling and chance where qualities arc not yet embodied , or even named. It 

is in firstncss that we must exercise our ability to feel freely, within the limits set by the 

thing we arc feeling about, if we are to develop the Esthetic power discussed throughout 

the main thesis. 

Sccondncss is the category for brute actuality. It is where embodied qualities interact in 

materially causativc ways which are determined. At the ccntrc of the realm of Sccondncss 
is the Index, (see Glossary). Occurrences do not need to h2Vc been labelled or discussed, 

in sccondncss, they happen. XVithout conscious life, objects like plancts would still 
interact with each other, and they would still embody qualities, (for example their 
heaviness). As conscious life forms called human beings our existence also dcpcnds on 

the sccondncss of movement, cating, malcing, and all our other matcrial, interactions. 

11iirdncss is the category of mcdiation between two relations, thereby making three 

relations. If you can propositionally say it, it is in thirdncss, even if what you arc speaking 

about is a flavour or a material, (firstncss or sccondncss); bccaUSC What YOU 82ymust be 

in relation to other concepts for it to have meaning. Peirce provides the example of 
'giving' for understanding thirdncss; because we require the three things to sustain thc 

notion: givef, gift and recipient. Remove any one of these and the concept of giving 

cannot be conveyed (EP2-. 170-171). All of the concepts presented by this thesis h2vc 

been discussed through the category of thirdncss. Feelings you may have about those 

concepts arc your own, we hope; and the materials you have before you may vary, (you 

might have a printed paper copy of this thesis, or you may be reading it on a scrccn); but 

the concepts arc contained in amongst the meanings of the sentences; in the 

construction of the arguments. Many of those arguments attempt to point back towards 
fcclings, or describe actions, for which sympathy and imagining arc required. Ibc 
diagrams, and illustrations of the practice arc there to augment the argumcntsuidl 
images that might help lead the reader to some of the feelings and practical interactions 

with materials that have led to what has been written, (in thirdncss). 
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This has been a brief introduction to Peirce's categories. It has laid out his apparently, 

yet deceptively, simple solution to grouping any feeling, actions or thoughts into 

corresponding categories of firstness, secondness or thirdness; based on his theory of 
logical relations. It has also begun to show how those categories were used by Peirce to 

generate the Semciotic used in this thesis; thereby showing what sorts of complexity can 

soon arise from the uses of them as ways of organising thought experiments, (as in the 

dred coae example). A similarly brief but somewhat more mathematical introduction to 

these categories is given in Brent's lucid account of them (Brent 1993: 331-334). A much 
fuller enquiry detailing these three evolvingly generative categories, and their origination 

and developments, even very recent ones, is by Short (Short 2007). The surest way to 

engage with a Peircean account of his categories is to read Peirce himself, and Essential 

Peirre, volumes 1 and 2, provide his most complete essays concerning them. In 

chronological order I recorntnend: 

From volume 1: 

On a4st ofNew Categories 

One, Two, Thire. Kanfian Categoties 

A Guess at The Riddle 

Tricbotomic 

From volume 2: 

The Calegones Defended 
Nomenclature and Ditisions of Tria&c Relations as Far as fbg air Determined 

These listed essays focus more exclusively on the categories. The other essays in these 

two volumes add to a fuller picture by showing how Peirce constructed his philosophy 

and Semciotic upon them. 
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3. Proposals 

StucHo in yourpocket (proposal and statement) 

Rebound 

S. O. C. I. &T. E. 

Souvenir (with postcards) 
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I propose to suggest the work Stu&o in Your Pocket. an installation of sketchbooks, 
for the exhibition The Artist's Studio at Compton Verney 2009. The works presents 
the idea that a sketchbook can function as a studio. Because such studios 'go with 
you' there are new conceptions of what studio space can be; compared with 
conventional studios 'you go to'. 

Visitors wiH see three lines of framed sketchbooks opened at pages in the foHowing 

ways: 

Top frame: Drawings of places that you could only draw if your studio can go with 
you in your pocket (e. g. landscapes) 

htip: //www. fhckr. com/12hotos/12auLryanandsketchbooks/3055817444/ 

Middle frame: Drawings of the sketchbooks themselves in various places, 
(drawings of the'studio in your pocket', if you like). 

ht! p: //www. flickr. com/12hotos/12au4anandsketchbooks/3013642161 

Lower frame: Drawings of studio spaces as they are more conventionally 
conceived. (Le. rooms with easels, artists painting). 
htti2: //www. flickr. com/12hotos/12aukyanandsketchbooks/3061036263/ 

Visitors will also be able to take a studio away with them, (in the form of an empty 
sketchbook, (sponsor dependent)). There may also be the chance to set up a web 
space, (perhaps on a Pro Account at Fhckr), where visitors can upload the work 
they do in these portable studios. 

Workshops and talks on sketchbooks as studios would be made available. 

Paul Ryan November 2008 

Image shows the sketchbook frames for scale: 
total dimension 57 x158cms 

AF T-T- 
I TT-7r-. 



Artist's Statement for 'Studio in Your Pockee 

A studio is a mark of an artist. I have not had a dedicated studio space this side of 
the millennium. Instead the sketchbook has become the place that generates and 
holds my work.. It provides the enclosure, surfaces, safety, experimentality of a 
studio. In addition it is also portable. So if a studio is a mark of an artist, mine is a 
sketchy mark. 

At the end of the 1990's my last conventional studio was at Milch, a gallery and 
studio space in Vauxhall, South London. It was during that decade that I began to 
stop painting, and to concentrate on drawing. 

In 1995 1 had been invited to exhibit my sketchbooks at the Horda Museum in 
Norway. I began to rcalise that the books might be where the work really was. The 
paintings always seemed to lose the qualities that made me want to paint from the 
page in the first place. So, if the sketchbooks were enough, why keep a studio? 
Perhaps the sketchbook was a studio. 

The studio at Mflch had no window. I was inside four walls. It was a room at the 
centre of the building, so none of the walls were external. 11inking of working from 
the sketchbooks in that room seems now like holding breath under water. In the 
end, I gave it up and moved outside. The sketchbook came with me. 1he studio was 
now outside and in my pocket. 

When conceiving the proposal for Compton Verney, I have considered the rooms I 

used to work in, and some of them are shown here; along with rooms that artists I 
know work in. When I look at the landscapes and situations which are outside, in 
changing places, the sketchbook seems the best room I ever had; and for such a 
small thing, it seems to have the most room. 

Paul Ayan 
- May 2009 
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An Exhibition Proposal to the Wellcome Trust 18th July 2007 

F---Cim Lil 

REBOUND 
Two decades of Notes on HIV in London. 

I propose to suggest an exhibition at the Wellcome Trust examining the changing 
perception of HIV in the UK's Capital over a twenty-year period, from 1986 when 
the first clear information about the disease emerged, to 2006 by which time 
successful treatment regimes were established. 

'Rebound' refers to the experience of declining health and hopes of those 
affected by HIV, which hit a low point in the mid 1990's, before rebounding to 
restored health and optimism for the future. 

The main property of sketchbooks and note-taking I aim to explore is'intimacy'. 

The twenty-year period will be represented by a wall mounted, linear, 
chronological display of notebooks that pertain to the experience of caring for, 
grieving for some, and seeing the return to health for others. These pages will be 
supplemented with those dealing with other issues relating to health, treatment 
and well-being. Some large drawings will also be exhibited flat in cases. (See 
'Current Practice' below). 

The Wellcome Trust has been selected as a suitable venue, because of the 
medical developments that brought about the changes seen over the two 
decades. Special attention will be given to notebook pages relating to medical 
treatment, drug regimes and individual case history. Permission has already been 
obtained by the HIV+ individuals concerned. It is planned to include some 
materials from the Wellcome archive relevant to these developments. 

These books were last displayed at the Imperial War Museum in 'Drawing for 
Survival' examining how the act of drawing aids psychological survival. This was 
in relation to prisoners of war in the Far East during the Second World War. 

The books will be supplemented by large drawings made by redrawing the 
sketches. These serve as examinations of intimacy. Feelings under the 
microscope. Sketches scrutinised. 

Current Practice and Recent research: 
My practice as a visual artist has focused on sketchbook material, the properties 
of the book, page, sketch and drawing. These have been contrasted with the 
canvas, the sheet of paper, and the finished work. This is explored in two 
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particular ways. Firstly, by making and exhibiting 'Sketchbooks' as final works. 
Secondly, by re-drawing small sketches (10 x1 5cms), scraps and doodles on a 
large scale, (1-2 metres), without 'developing further' the image. 

This second approach highlights the properties, which are usually jettisoned as 
the aesthetic develops from 'preliminary' to 'finished'. 

Sketchbook drawing 
Detail from 15 x 10cms 
Pencil on paper 

Large Drawing 
Detail from 150 x 10cms 
Ink marks on paper 

re-drawing method. 
(Graphite imitated) 

Some suggested grouped semiotic properties of the sketchbook 

Personal Itaw Truthful Secret r Discursive ortable 
Private Real Uncensored Insightful Undogmatic affordable 
111timatc Spontaneous Revealing Knowing Fluid Flvervdmý 
Introspective Unfinished Honest 'I'limiglitful Dialectical Utilitarian 
11westigatWe Changing Unfiltered Nonprop- 

I 

-ositional , 

I exhibit partly in order to investigate the sketchbook properties listed above. In 
'REBOUND' I aim to be emphasising the properties I have highlighted in blue, 
and especially the Intimate: the main semiotic property I aim to explore. I have 
often avoided explicitly considering this major aspect of the notebook. Sexuality 
and the possibilities of sickness, death and recovery, seem to be potent subjects 
with which to make the attempt. 

With the chronological line of books, I plan to write a 'personalised' caption 
describing how the notes on that page came about. 

The books would 'track'around the gallery. I envisage a minimum of 40 books 
and a maximum of 60. Each book is A5 size when lying open. 

LJ Ll LAL ................. 

-11 
L 

NB. The artist is not diagnosed as HIV positive - this will be declared. 
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S. O. C. IA. T. E. 

Studies of Conftict: Initiating Art, Thought & Enquiry - Fresh Perspectives 
Through Art 

A proposal for a collaboration between PhD researchers at Wunbledon College of Art 
(WCA) and Ile Royal College of Alt (RCA) withIhe Imperial War Museum (IVAý. 

Background. 

At the opening of Osman Ahmed's IWM exhibition Usplaced'it was noted that the 
relatively small group of Wimbledon's PhD researchers (i. e. 6) included Osman Ahmed 
and Paul Ryan, both exhibitors at MM this year. During that discussion Dino Alfier's 
work on the French WWII philosopher Simone Weil, and the collaborations with the 
Romany artist Daniel Baker at the RCA were mentioned. It seemed worthwhile to 
investigate whether these links could be strengthened and formalised in some way. 

There already existed strong working ties between the 3ýd year PhD researchers Daniel 
Baker (RCA) and Paul Ryan (WCA), who will lead the AHRC bid. A group of eight 
interested and relevant researchers has immerged and their statements are attached. They 
already have strong working ties and have collaborated at the Caf6 Gallery in Southwark 
in 2007. Anita Taylor (WCA stafo has indicated that RCA and WCA are now interested 
in pursuing this with an institution led bid if all parties are agreeable. 

Aims: 

The aim of SOCIATE is to bring together and stimulate the activities of the individuals 
involved across the three institutions who believe in, orquestion, the power of Art to 
inform and change perspectives of war, also to disseminate the results of any 
collaboration to the public and wider museum and research communities. 

Suggested Outcomes: 

The proposed collaboradon could include: 

encouraging researchers to consider the IWM's themes within their research 
topics 
generating seminars and conferences 
producing publications and documentation of SOCIATE's activities 
producing new artworks 
disseminating through lectures, discussions, exhibitions and publications 

N. B. The Heads of Collections at IWM have agreed to go ahead with the collaboration. 

www. sociatc, = 
August 2008 
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Souvenir 

I propose to suggest a work entitled 'Smvenir', 

supplementary to the drawing 'Concentrate, for 

the Holocaust exhibition: 'Unspeakable' 

at the Imperial War Museum September 2008 - 2009. 

'Souvenir' aims to address some of the complex 
and perhaps turbulent feelings generated by experiencing 
oneself as a 'tourist' at a Holocaust memorial site. 

, la 

A visitor to the museum will encounter the work as an ordinary free-standing postcard rack. 
The rack will hold postcards with the nearby drawing 'Goneentrate'reproduced on the front 
(above left). 

There will be no sign or label encouraging visitors to take a postcard from the rack, although 
it is pern-iitted, and there will be no box for collecting money. The label will hold the usual 
display information including the tide 'fouvenir' 

On the back of the postcard will be the artist's handvmting concerning 'Concentrate' pnnted 
along with the titles and a blank space: 

'Concentrate', 2001, ink on tissue, 83 x 109cm 
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Thesc postcards were reproduced for the work Sommoir', 2008 

Paul Ryan, April 2008. 
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'Concentrall, 2001, ink on tissue, 83 x 109cm 
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Ilese postcards were produced for the workSokwni?, 2008 
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Ilese postcards were produced for the workSosavxii, 2008 
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4. Publications 

Notes 1, What arc fccfings forP (bound in photocopy) 

No Gorgios (bound in booklet) 

Rcbound (bound in booklet) 

Pottrait ofjohn Hough (bound in pocket tube map) 
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TEXT BOUND INTO 

THE SPINE 



What are X4 fo r? 

A residency exploring some philosophical 
speculations concerning this question, 

employing the semeiotic categories of C. S. 

Peirce. 1hroughout these notes, certain 
symbols are attached to formulas, images 

and texts in order to indicate which of his 

careg, o it , i, k, mpl, v( (I 

KEY: 
0 or firstucss, is like rcalill 01 
flavour and qualities which might bc 

experienced before they are acted upon, 

spoken or written about. 

0N or secondness, is the realm of 
causation, material interaction and 
practical implication. Indexicality 
without language. 

0NN or thirdness is the realm 
of relation, argument, theory and 
something to say. 

-ffiese realms overlap in a continuum It (in i 
the most fleeting flawurs of fir, trws, i,, I 
most formal logical arguments. 

Each philosopher's page has a word, which 
can be seen as an arrow pointing to a colour, 
representing the flavour of that individual's 
work. 'llic colour was chosen as seenis 
appropriate to this enquirer. 
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GREEN 
F ---> P ---> +A 

+T 

Feelings lead to Perceptions which, if concerning Truth, lead to right Actions. 

If they are not true they lead to wrong Actions. 

F- P- -A 
1' 

-T 

4 



" -F--- --A 

D$ ---> ---> --> ----> +A 

+F -A 

I'll I'll 

As the soul has both good and bad parts we have right and wrong Feclings. Wc 
must have a Dialogue bctween the two types to arrive at right A( tions. 
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SCARLET 

Fl 

---> X --> +F-----> +ý\ 

NNIN With Feelings we can suppress X or express ý. Expression weakens Feelings so we're less 

inclined to Act upon them (catharsis). 

Catharsis is sometimes surnmarised as being the opposite view to Plato's, who thinks 

expression strengthens feelings. 

e, 

a 
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*F {1)PFA} = ji (ý1-), J2 (AIi 
* 

na 

Strong Fcelings such as Distress and I'lcasure (of somethiiig prescm) Fear and 
Appetite (of/for something in the futtirc) are the same as incorrect judgment. s. 
One type of'Judgincrit is that something good or bad is p1cm-tit or will be it] Ilic 
fUture, the second type Of jIIdgIIICot is that it is or isn't appiopriate to At(. 
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F === B 
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0Ts 
KF (1) 
11 
11/0 

Feelings or Intuitions give access to Objccts via the Sciises and 1() Kl)()NVICdgC 

via Thought. '1hus Knowledge is of the Phenomenon ofthe Objc( t. 
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Logic is derived from Ethics (practics) which are derived from Feelings (Alstlictics). 
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ORANGE 
- 

-B 
-> U 

:1F 
--> 
Ae 

Feelings or Aesthetics generally concern Beauty but the 
psychoanalyst is interested in not-Beauty, or Ugliness. 
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What are fo r? 41 

HERACLITUs: Feelings are out only guides, albeit faulty ones. 

PLATo: Feelings are for a dialogue with reason and are the 
material to be moderated by reason. 

AIUSTOTLE: Feelings are for testing 'truth! in the sphere of 
objects, (rehearsed in mimesis). 

CHRysippus: Feelings are alarm bells to say whether we have 
judged well or not. 

SPINozA: Feelings concerning a thing, exist to signify how our 
idea of that thing is confused. 

KANT: Feelings furnish us with objects and intuitions. 

PEIRCP-: Feelings are the basis for ethics then logic. 

FREUD: Feelings (aesthetics) are not for investigation by the 
psychoanalyst. 

LACAN / ýIIEK: Feelings tell us whether things are changing. 

16 
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Other Voices 
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LE MEN 
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An Aside 
At a talk given at the Freud Museum 
London in February 2007, linking the 
exhibition 'Paranoia! with 'What are 
Feelings for? ', it was pointed out that all 
these philosophers are men. However, 
Diotima whispered the ideas to Socrates, 
and just as importantly for Peirce it was 
his correspondence with Lady Victoria 
Welby that elucidated and recorded his 
mature semciotic. 
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Other Voices 
Three artists: two exhibitors from the exhibition 
'Paranoia'and a PhD candidate at Wimbledon College 
of Art, all investigating the way we experience emotions, 
were Invited to contribute works during the residency. 

P17 Dino Alfier, The worst things I've ever drawn (detail), 
2007, ink on paper 

p18 Daniel Baker, Clear Sign, 2007, perspex 

pig Sagi Groner, MiSShOpen, 2oo6, video 

p2o Dino Alfier, The worst things I've ever drown (detail), 

2007, mixed media 

23 
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Christopher Hookway, Nick Manser, Michael Molnar and staff at the 
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Introduction 

'Gorgios' is the Romany word for members of the non-Romal- CojjIIILI,, Itý, - 

The title of the exhibition 'No Gorgios' refers to the 'No Travc1lers' Signs 

that used to be Commonplace. Gcnerall\ displayed in pubs, these were 

intended to dissuade any passing Gypsy or TravcIlcr from cntcring. \jtlIOLIgh 

this racist practice has generally disappeared the GN I ps NI is "'till on the ýýVholc 

an unwelcome visitor. This barring from the social space and its broadcr 

translation into an exclusion from wider society has etISLIrcd that Gypsles 

and Travellers remain culturally invisible. 

v 

, ýp 

, 'Ile unwilling ,f,, Cic 
, I, c 

ne,,, 
_tý t see beyond the sturcot\pcd fat)ta',, figurc If 

P"'Y cl-lbillcd with th, Gvpsy's mistrust of outsiders 1-c, 'Lllt, ' "I a 
"111111LIllitý that ColltillLIC" 10 be misundcrstood and misreprcscot-l- 'ý()lllallticl'scd 

and at the "alne time demonised, the mythic GýTs% tllr'%'Cs the Populat, 
'No is, aii in, 'tal""' to Consider what it is to I)c CLjItLjj-ajIN dc, lic", 

"I I I, nrý 



no 9OD9109 

An exhibition curated by I)aniel Baker and Paul Ryan. W'ith thanks to all dic 

exhibiting artists, Liga kitchen and the staff at Novas (; allcry. 

Contents 

Porm &Iý Ll "CI I"" 

Family - ll()" 

Naturc and F, cOlOgy 

pojitic, ý / Religion 

1, ooking (; Ood 

Saying Somull"'19 

nov, ls* 
m ONQ 

Novas Gallen-, 73 - 81 ,,, Llthw,, trk Bridgc Road, 1, ("'d 
s 11,111, - 5pm 

26th February - 24th March 2007, Tuesday - Saturday, 

Tel: 0870 9063 200 

Cover: Catapults by Simon Lee. 'No Gorging' design, & bird above by JIM 1 layward. 



Form & Function 

Many works in the exhibtion were not madc for art galleries. Why were the\, 
rnadcý Pegs are functional and can be bought cheaply, so why carve thern, ' 
Family traditions and cultural practices including making useful and 
ornamental objects continue today in GYpsy and Traveller homes. 

(�ul! t. kipsi (as by I rish \\ I() 1, CK, Im MICK- and sil'i, 1); "Ji, ý,, 





Family - Home 

Tlic roinýmtic iinagc of (; ypsics lixong in hjy, nnate wooden camvan 
,s 

IS 

now rare. Nevertheless, trailers are still an important sVI"bol and ulaný 

Clow shOxvý bmilies still kmp one ewn if We\- own a house. The painting 1) 
Bobbin Mill, a 'I'ravcllcr site in Pitlochrv, which has reniaincd for over sl\tý' 

years. The local council have begun budding a hospital nearby, Wastating 

the swromnIng woodlands. lAving conItioms have been made all"ost 
imWerable and basic s"Ac" have not been maintained, presumably in an 

attempt N) encourage the rcmaining Gypsies to move elsewhere- u Us 
McPhee still lives there, as does his father, and campaigns ro) keep and 
improwe the she. 

"N S113"It's NIcI)i1c, 



'llouses' bY licniamin Bakcr 



Nature and Ecology 

tal 
"""t are ()f Our 

(, ontemporarN art is struggling to addrcs', some 
to our environment 

tvic, - 
time. Many of these are to do with life,, connection, 

and what we think we admire. 

- Their wariness to get 
Romany artists have much to say on these iss ues-r,., 

tandable in this context. 
unde involved with wider society and its values is lu, nced bv 

(; orgio attitudes in regard 
. to nature and ecologY might be Inf 

n\ approach. 
reconsidering their stance in the light of a Roma 

.' 

3; - 

I 

Ono 
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Politics/ Religion 

IIIIIý Nt IIý()I \[ \ 11 

Oncc upon a war 
Do you rvmcmbcr wcIP 
All thos, cur-d plac- 
W", man -d" 
A ghrnp- of li, ing hcll. 

T,, be taken there 
P deant losing libcrt. v and life 
'['here was no safety 
B,, ng husband 
(. hdd or -fe. 

What each l, fv ý, , rth 
1',, 1- and llorno--l 
Black man and R, )mani, 
I'hc. v arc a band of brothurs 

FOR ALL FTFRNITY 

If we get a faircr chance 
1. ona, othe, life 
1, ,,, on-lat, on 
In a -rld 
Where ractsm is rife. 

Nicn thought the 
,v 

had the right 
Ioj. dgc th- Mlo. -, 
Io play the part of God, 
And crcate omc 'pcrfcc(' land. 
Who can j. dg, , ho', fi,, f, rtý 

No difference 
Who the t, nenty, 
Which one turns the knjfv, 
lit it medical experiment 
Poison gas or blou, 
It realiv doesn't matter. 

ýOU ARE , STILL AS DF. AD 
NOU KNOW 

Perhaps death is , )me time, 
ReAlly for the best, 
1: Mi IA NA , IA 
. I: h, perfect p- kill,, 
'I he perfect rate of ... i 

To live our lj\ cs 
'I o d, , ,, th, o 
Our allotted space 
No one could cxcr be 
Fhc perfect master race. 

I hear You a, v 
What's all this', 
It', no t to do th rri c, 
The Great in Grcit Britain 
Say's all of us arc free. 

If the I*hi, d R-eh 
[[ad --hed a f- 
Acros. s the Channcl gap, 
A little stretch of ý itcr 
Would no( have -cd us, 

YOU CAN BE SURF OFTI LvI 

What would all ou, lives be worth 
Th, 1c, or Roman, 
The Homosexual 
The dark skinned man 
F- all ct-nify 

ITRI ý. Al JA WOULD NOTMATIVE 
YOU DUAD Nok I sj;, F 

Patricia Nlarv \X'ils,, n. 
24/1/05 C 2005 

' ['he Family 'If Man' by Trish \Vilsoll 
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Ass"rted noteb"oks by KcIth linuil 



Looking Good 
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Carved -110d by Henry Stanford. Horse knife by Frank Smith. Luton boot knife by Michael Smith. 



Still Life Im Luc% Brant 



Something to Say 

'Picture Book' bv Daniel Baker 

\I ýtml art b\ ( it, dI1, ju, cI lcl*s h as bccn long ovcrlo"kcd in the 1-K. A he main site of artis tic 
c\pos Lire bcing I I, I is ic, I-Icl-forl1lan cc and more recent I literature and poctr) , signalled b'N it growing 

(If 1ýorna tc\t from overseas and resulfin g in an emerging confidence and hoch. of work here. 
I he late arri% al of q 1ýom, 

mriething to do am literature, compared to other parts of Furopc, could have s( 
ký till the absence of a reiso, 'icd 

viuk of the (; \ p, ý within British CUlti-iral narram es " here we appcar 0111) 
a,, rornanticisud, erotised and denionised s% mbols Of it long lost clan that resides nowhere except it, tile 
Popular imagination. 

'ýOcicr\', s stories have not welcomed Its and Gvpsics I'm c shunned the written wordý images call tell a different storý. 

recent' (ý\Psý art in Britain has gencrallý taken the form ofpainting and cinving upon the surface (If Objects in (order to enrich thcrIj. ], title iincr t has becti paid to the prodUetiOll of"art objccts' it, their ovo, n right. \11 itely's in a wa 
c 

gon had to earn their kccp and so b\ looking good as \k ell its being us f 11 H 
contents ()f; l home xkcru pcrforrni ng dual roics. I his corribinati'on of utilit\ and ornament nialics sells(' fol 
an 1"Stor'ca"N ""'nallic people %% here displa\ space is dc, irable. \', limited and maxinjun, N isLial impact is culturalk dnalM Of material OPUlcilce and spatial cc()', ()Iii\ occurs here \ýhcrc dorricstic itenis beconic 
"chiclus for ]: I\ iji artistic expresi( " tile most recognisable cx; irnple of this being the vehicle of habitation itself-- the ""19"n and 'note recent'"\ tile ttailcr - or caravan. 

'ýOmc Of tile Ob)Ccts k altied bN traý cilers tnivý appear to be placed be\ "Ild LISC - 110\k 111: 1111, CUPS Of tCa does :1(j, \ý I, I )crl)ý porcclatn tca scm icc scrvc 'ýI low njaIj\ nights are spent in the skilhilk carN cd, Painted ; 'I'd furnislicd \ardo Or boNk tOp. ý Probablv not inany all acti\ c ro1C III III( , 
b. t the potential for Use rctnitiný and Pla\ s 

narratik c,, Of the"' at'd ()Ijjccts'likc them'. 
I lure the fartilN. corn,, first, a, IcI tile filinik 

- that most pruciolps ýIjjd (icscr\ c., a Of cl: nsidcration 1). \ ond 
of things - rco. luirc,, 

suriouriding, If farnih life. In 
all 'I'c- I lný close attention, or shall NýC call it love, is rcflc(-tcd in tile 

I this crivironnictit \vhcrc c\ cr\ thin cIC, Se acstheric `9`11ýlcance an g is clevatud to it I\ cl of lit is dI I-al interest, the boundarics bct\\ ccn craft and art become blurred. \ý jjý- ljajj'jý it tender 'till life paint"19 ()It \ ()III ýI, alj Xk hen 
I 
N, O111, Cc can rest upon the cxLlt, i, itc depiction of front' ý"Lll ct1P and sauccrr and flowers on 

Paper tlo%kers by Cclia Rick%%ood 



'Only Gorgios Read, by Albert AtIdn 

All of us define ourselves by using symbols. Similarly, others use symbols to define us too. This is 
as true for Romanics as for anyone else. However, for Romanies the symbols used to define themselves 
are often kept hidden, and for Gorgios, far too often, the symbols used to define Romanics arc only introduced in order to define that which is to be removed or eradicated. 

What are the symbols that Romanics create for themselves? There are many. A lexicon vibrant 
enough to sustain a deep oral tradition, thick with idioms, collecting and depositing words all the way from 
Northern India to Northern Europe. If I ask my Uncles the way to a place, their answers are rich with descriptions of isolated phone boxes, odd leaning trees, houses with coloured doors. Never is there any 
mention of road numbers or street names. Everyday objects like, pottery, cut glass, chromed trailers, are 
the symbols of investment, status, and legacy. Romany lives are dense with rituals for cleanliness, death, 
purity, luck, fortune, and morality. All of this (and more) symbolises and characterises what it means for a Romany to be a Romany. But, these are symbols and attitudes which must be hidden and left at the school 
gate, the courthouse door, the surgery, all the places where Romanies and Gorgios intersect. In order to 
interact, if only for a short time, some instinct says to leave these things hidden, to become imperceptible 
or invisible, or face prejudice. 

But, sadly, keeping these symbols hidden does nothing to end prejudice since other symbols, Gorgic, symbols, exist. What are the symbols that Gorgios create for Romanies? There are many, but 
illiteracy, nomadism and criminality are the qualities that loom largest. Take illiteracy. The 1967 Ministry of 
Housing and local Government Report, Gyppies and 01ber Travellers, describes -Gypsy" children as 
"backward", "lacking stimulating experience" and as "having limited vocabulary". Take nomadism. The 
1968 caravans site act defines "Gypsies" as "persons of nomadic habie,. Take criminality. The Swindon 
Borough Council Traveller Liaison Office's 2006 advice to business is that whilst we should not assume 
crime will rise because travellers are in the area, "common sense precautions should always be taken with 
regard to both your property and staff', and that, "tliýis may even include the use of private security 
officers and CCTV". Negative and inaccurate, but these symbols dominate the contemporary imagining of 
Romanies. 

Inaccuracy and dominance, however, are not the only things which make these symbols damaging- 
Most Government policy on Romanies, for instance, aims at striking these symbols out, by getting 
Romany to settle, to read, and to obey the law. The problem, however, is that by defining a group of 
people with some fixed set of qualities and then setting out to remove those qualities, you thereby set out 
to remove those people. The social anthropologists Hawes and Perez maintain that there exists "an 
understated and somewhat ambiguous proposition that Gypsies should, in due course, become something 
other than nomadic; they should become house-dwelling, sedentary, settled people who are assimilated 
into conventional society, taking on all the values and characteristics ... which settled society embraces. 
This, it could be argued, is a new form of ethnic cleansing". 

Why should this matter? Gorgios may well target and remove the symbols by which they defmc 
Romanies, but these arc not the only symbols available - Romanics have symbols to define themselves, 
right? And what is more, these symbols are far deeper, more positive, and to be preferred. But as noted, 
the symbols Romanics use to define themselves are kept hidden. And here the problem takes hold: even in 

the Romany imagination, the positive symbols created for themselves are hard to hold on to, and are 
weakened by being constantly hidden. Often Romanies come to believe the loud, pervasive, dominant 
Gorgic, symbols and accept oppressive myths. The social anthropologist Judi th Okely reports Romanics' 

embracing of illiteracy as a defining symbol: "Sometimes a completely negative attitude to literacy b-t Out- 
A 14 year old girl picked up a magazine in my trailer ... tore it to shreds exclaiming "only Gorgios readf"". 
Existence, even through negative, stigmatised and targeted symbols, is better than not existing at all. 

Clearly, it is crucial not to entertain or give fife to the negative symbols that Gorgios use to dcfinc 

Romanies, but instead to celebrate, reveal, and revel in the symbols that Romanics have created for 

themselves. This means refusing to take shame in literacy, and instead rejoicing in the language and lexicon 

by creating Romany poetry and committing Romany words to paper, Ibis means creating and exclaiming 

the value of Romany art and using it to celebrate Romany objects, rituals, and history. This means 
defending Romany rites and rituals as just that, rites and rituals, on a par with any other. M uch is needed 

to enable Romanics to champion their own defining symbols over the negative symbols of others, but an 

ever growing refusal to keep symbols hidden heralds something po%idvc- 

Back cover: Knitting by Celia Baker 





Rebound: 

Two decades 

of notes on 
HIV in London 



Paul Ryan's notebooks provide a continuous, 

living document of his own life. Accumulated 

over twenty -f ive years , they also reveal 

compelling observations about wider social 

issues from a very personal perspective. 

The pages of notes and sketches selected for 

this exhibition provide unique and intimate 

insights into the experiences. health and 
hopes of some of those affected by HIV in 

London. They illustrate changing perceptions 

and attitudes towards the disease since 1987 

when AIDS first entered the wider public 

consciousness, the National AIDS Trust was 

founded and the first forms of anti-retroviral 

treatment became available. 

Between 1987 and 2007 the impact of AIDS and HIV 

on the lives of Londoners has been constantly 

changing - from the frightening prognosis of 

the early years to the encouraging recent 

advances in medical treatment. Some of the 

people portrayed in this exhibition became ill 

and some died in the first decade (1987 - 1997) 

Others survived or were only diagnosed in the 

second decade ( 1997 - 2007 ), when ref erences to 

the illness in the sketchbooks become notably 



scarce. However, two of those featured were 

diagnosed as recently as this year. 

Meanwhile, the virus continues to be most 

commonly transmitted through sex, a fact that 
has implicit inter-personal and private 

meanings, which are nonetheless important for 

medicine too. The people with HIV documented 

in these notebooks are gay men, still the 

main group affected by the disease in London: 

although rates of HIV infection resulting 
from heterosexual sex are now increasing. 

Fortunately, deaths from AIDS in the UK are 
becoming less common; though this is not the 

case in many other parts of the world. Drug 

resistance, however, is as much an issue in the 
UK as anywhere else. Furthermore the popular 
notion that HIV is now somehow 'treatable' 

and the danger of becoming weary of 'safer sex* 

campaigns may influence the future of the 
disease. 

'REBOUND' describes the gradual shift from 

pessimism to optimism as treatment for HIV 
has become increasingly effective in the UK. 
The exhibition also considers the barriers 



to intimacy imposed on us all by the virus, 

whether those barriers are caused by fear 

of rejection or fear of infection. In their 

entirety the contents of the notebooks represent 

a wide and varied archive. By highlighting 

the particular pages exhibited they become 

collectively 'rebound' , offering a kind of 

open narrative about the disease. Whether or 

not we are directly affected by HIV, we can 

all choose to inform and change the future 

direction of that narrative. 

With thanks to: Kirsty Carter, Mike Findlay, Jane 

Holmes, Lisa Jamieson, James Pero, Lucy Shanahan, 

Emma Thomas, Jimmy Whitworth, Terrence Higgins 

Trust and all those who consented to drawings 

of themselves being included in the exhibition. 

All images 0 Paul Ryan 2007 

Designed by APFEL (A Practice for Everyday Life) 
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1930s 

Researchers believe that sometime in the 1930S 

a form of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) 

jumped to humans who butchered or ate chimpanzee 

bush meat in the Democratic Republic of Congo. 

The virus becomes HIV- 1, the most widespread 

form found today. 

1959 

The world's first known case of AIDS has been 

traced to a sample of blood plasma from a man 

who died in the Democratic Republic of Congo 

in 1959. 

1970s 

During the 1970s it continues to spread undetected 

in the US and around the world - the pandemic 

has begun. 

1981 

A high prevalence of both a rare type of skin 

cancer - Kaposi 's Sarcoma - and pneumonia are 

found in young gay men in New York and California 

USA. These are the first documented cases of AIDS 



By the end of the year 121 people are known 
to have died from the mysterious affliction. 

1982 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) scientists, in Atlanta, USA. predict that 

the immune system disorder affecting gay men 
is due to an infection. They establish the term 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and 
determine that, aside from gay men. other groups 
at risk are injecting drug users, people of 
Haitian origin and haemophiliacs. 
AIDS has been detected on five continents and 

the first case of AIDS is reported in Africa, 

Previously thought to be a wasting disorder 

known as "slim disease". 

1983 

AIDS epidemics are developing in Europe: one 
in gay men who have visited the USA. another 
in people with links to central Africa. 

Investigations begin into the occurrence of 

AIDS in Rwanda, Zaire and other African nations. 

The US Centers for Disease Control add female 

Partners to the list of groups at risk. 
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The retrovirus responsible for AIDS is indepen- 

dently discovered by Luc Montagnier of the 

Pasteur Institute in Paris, France, and Robert 

Gallo of the National Cancer Institute in 

Washington DC, USA. It is later named the human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) . 
Cases of AIDS passed on through heterosexual 

intercourse begin to appear, especially in Af ric a. 

1985 

- The first International AIDS conference is held 

in Atlanta, USA. 

The first HIV test is licensed by the US Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA) - 
US blood banks are screened for the virus. 
Hollywood star Rock Hudson is revealed to have AIDS. 

1987 

* 16.908 people have died from AIDS in the USA. In 

total 71,751 cases of AIDS have been reported to the 
World Health Organization (WHO) , 47 . 022 in the USA. 

* Estimating that as many as 5 to 10 million people 
could be infected with HIV worldwide. the WHO 
launches its Global Programme on AIDS. 

* AZT (zidovudine) 
, the first antiretroviral 



drug, becomes available to treat HIV sufferers 

after a successful clinical trial. The drug 

works by blocking the action of HIV's enzyme 

reverse transcriptase, stopping the virus from 

replicating in cells. 

" The UK government's "Don't Die of Ignorance" 

campaign is launched. 

" HIV testing is introduced across the UK. 

" Needle exchanges are first piloted in the UK. 

" Pictures of Princess Diana holding the hand 

of a patient in an AIDS ward are broadcast around 

the world. 

1988 

WHO declares the first World AIDS Day on I December. 

1989 

The first UK HIV awareness materials targeted 

at gay men are produced by the Health Education 

Authority. 

1990 

The BBC soap opera Eastenders runs a storyline 
in which Mark Fowler, a major character, is 
found to be HIV positive. raising awareness of 
the condition. 
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The red ribbon becomes an international symbol 

of AIDS awareness. 

10 million people around the world are HIV positive- 

The US Food and Drug Administration licences 

the first rapid HIV test. 

Freddie Mercury, lead singer of Queen, dies of 

an AIDS -related illness. 

1992 

In the USA. AIDS becomes the leading cause of 

death for 24 - 44 year -old men. 
The first combination drug therapies for HIV 

are introduced, when the US FDA approves the 

use of ddC, alongside AZT. HIv drug combinations 
are more effective and slow down the development 

of drug resistance. 

1994 

Using AZT to reduce the transmission of HIV from 

pregnant women to unborn fetuses is recommended 
in the Us. 

The US government launches its first national 

media campaign explicitly promoting condoms - 
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The red ribbon becomes an international symbol 

of AIDS awareness. 
10 million people around the world are HIV positive. 

The US Food and Drug Administration licences 

the first rapid HIV test. 

Freddie Mercury, lead singer of Queen, dies of 

an AIDS -related illness. 

1992 

In the USA. AIDS becomes the leading cause of 

death for 24 - 44 year-old men. 
The first combination drug therapies for HIV 

are introduced, when the US FDA approves the 

use of ddC, alongside AZT. HIV drug combinations 

are more effective and slow down the development 

of drug resistance. 

1994 

Using AZT to reduce the transmission of HIV from 

pregnant women to unborn fetuses is recommended 
in the US. 
The US government launches its first national 
media campaign explicitly promoting condoms. 



1995 

Saquinavir, a new type of protease inhibitor 
drug, becomes available to treat HIV. This more 

Powerful drug heralds the start of Highly Active 

Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART) -a combination 
therapy regimen using a "cocktail" of drugs. 

One million cases of AIDS have been reported to 

the WHO. 19.5 million people have been infected 

With HIV since the epidemic began. 

There is an outbreak of HIV among injecting drug 

users in Eastern Europe. 

1996 

The International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI) 

a non-profit organisation based in New York 

City, is established to speed up the search for 

an HIV vaccine. 
90% of all people infected with HIV now live in 

the developing world . 
UNAIDS - joint United Nations Programme on HIV/ 

AIDS is established. 

1997 

Annual US death rates from AIDS dramatically 

fall for the first time, due to the introduction 

of HAART 



UN announces that 40 million children could 

have lost one or both parents to AIDS by 2010 

1998 

" The first full-scale trial of a vaccine against 

HIV begins in the US. 

" Teams of researchers begin developing vaccines 

targeted against the strains of HIV prevalent 

in sub-Saharan Africa. 

" An HIV strain resistant to all protease inhibitor 

drugs currently on the market turns up in 

San Francisco. 

" Unusual side effects, such as the growth of 

fatty pads and heart problems, are occurring 

in some users of protease inhibitors. 

1999 

33 million people are infected with HIV, and 

14 million have died of AIDS worldwide. 
AIDS becomes the fourth biggest killer worldwide. 

2001 

Drug companies abandon their opposition to 

the generic production of antiretrovirals. 
An Indian company starts to sell discounted 

copies of expensive patented AIDS drugs to a 



medical charity in Africa. The move forces som 

pharmaceutical companies to slash prices. 

2002 

The Global Fund for the fight against HIWAIDS, 

malaria and TB is set up. 

2003 

Results of the first major HIV vaccine trial - 
Aids VAX - show it has no effect. The trial is 

stopped early. 
Five million people are newly infected with AIDS 

during 2003. the greatest number in one year 

since the epidemic began. Three million die from 

AIDS in the same year. 
"3 by 5" initiative launched by UNAIDS and WHO - 
a global target to provide three million people 
living with HIV/AIDS in low and middle-income 
countries with life-prolonging antiretroviral 
treatment (HAART) by the end of 2005. 
George Bush announces the President's Emergency 
Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) in the USA. 

2004 

A vaccine for AIDS is still years away, warns the 
IAVI 

. Less than 3% of all money devoted to AIDS 
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HIV-blocking microbicides go on trial. The 

vaginal creams may provide a powerful weapon 

against the spread of HIV. 

2005 

Around 40 million people are infected with AIDS 

worldwide. 
International leaders commit to universal access 
to treatment at the G8 Summit in Gleneagles. 

About 1.3 million people in developing countries 
have access to HAART. 

2007 

"A trial of a microbicide, cellulose sulphate is 

stopped early because it has no positive effect. 

" Merck abandons HIV vaccine trials because it 

has no positive ef f ect . 
" Two trials of male circumcision ar(, sý(-)pped 

early due to significant positive effects on 

reducing HIV incidence. These confirm results 

from an earlier trial in South Africa. 

Sources: New Scientist, WHO, UNAIDS, New York 

Times, The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, 

AIDS Action, AVERT, BBC News. 
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Paul Ryan will be talking with Dr Jane Anderson 
(Director for the Centre for the Study of Sexual 

Health and HIV at Homerton University Hospital 
NHS Foundation Trust) . and Angelina Namiba - 
Policy and Involvement Manager at Positively 

Women - about how lives, treatments and feelings 

have changed over the last two decades. Together 

with the audience they will not only recall these 

changes but also mark out what HIV means in London 

today and what it might mean in the future. 

To book for this free event, please visit 

www. welicomecollection. org/events 

or call 020 7611 2222. 

Wellcome Collection explores the connections 
between medicine, life and art. with permanent 

galleries showcasing highlights from Henry 

Wellcome's collection and exploring medicine 

through the eyes of artists. scientists and 

patients, alongside a programme of frequently 

changing exhibitions. The exhibitions and 

accompanying events aim to challenge and Inspire 

visitors to consider issues of science. health 

and human Identity through the ages. 



Wellcome Collection 

183 Euston F, i! 
London NWI '! ; -*. 
T +44 (0) 20 ', 11,, %%4elkxxm 
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Keytolines t Points to remember 

Transport for London 

circle Cannon Street open until 7100 Mondays to Fridays. 
Open Saturdays 0730 to 1930. Closed Sundays. 
Cannon Street open until 2100 Mondays to Fridays. 
Open Saturdays 0730 to 1930. Closed Sundays. 
Earl's Court - Kensington JOlympia) 0700 to 2345 
Mondays to Saturdays. 0800 to 2345 Sundays. 
Turnham Green Is also samed by Piccadilly line trains 
early mornings and late evenings. 

BMLWWNM Replacement buses will operate between Shoroditch 
(Bethnal Green Road) and Whitachapal at the folicnving times: 
M*nday-Frid. y 0700-1030 and 1530-7030. 
Saturday - no replacement bus service. Sunday 0700-1500. 
Th. East London tin* will close on Saturday 22 December. 
After this date. please use replacement bums or attermatt" 
Tube and DLR routes via zone 1. 

mwnwowwv*h No service Whitechapel - barking early morning Of late evening 
& CRY Mondays to Saturdays or all day Sundays. 

For Chesham, change at Chalfont A Latimer on most trains. 

Weekends and Monday to Friday off-peaks. sit trains to/from 
Morden run via Bank - for the Charing Cross branch, change 
at Kennington. for journeys to and from Mill Hill East at off- 
peak times on Monday to Friday. change at Finchicy Central. 
On Sundays between 13DO and 1700. Camden Town Is open 
for Interchange and exit only. 
No service Uxbridge - Rayners Larve In the early mornings. 
Heathrow Terminal 4 Underground station open Mondays to 
Saturdays until 234S only. Sundays open until 2313. 
Turnham Green Is served by Piccadilly line trains 
early mornings and Late evenings, 
Covent Garden station Is exit only until early December XW7. 
Please use nearby Holborn 19 minutes walki, Lakester Square 
(6 minutes walkI or Charing Cross (I I minutes walk). 
Hounslow West is st*p-fr" for wheelchair users only. 

On Monday to Thursday evening% from 13 July until 
22 November 7007 the Victoria tin* will close from 2300 So* 
publicity at stations or visit tflgov. uk for alternative rout" 

VA" a caw Mondays - Friday. 0615 - 21 ", Saturday. 0800 - 1430 
Closed Sundays. 

National Rail 

Key to symbots Expianation of zones 
0 Interchanile stations D 

Stp-f" access fro- the C 

PL&tfom to the street R~ in I- a 

Connections with NMIOnAt Rail A '= : 
-4 1 --A 

ft Connections with riverboat services 

Connection with TramlInk 4 9-4 

+ Location of Airport 3 
+ Interchange with National Rail services to airport 3 

8 Repl&cgment bus service I 

89 



The cheapest 
way to get 

around London 
You can get an Oyster card 
online at tfL. gov. uk/oyster, 
at most Tube station ticket 

offices. at Oyster Ticket Stops 

or catt 0845 330 9876 
(( all% from BI 1-1-11-us kcr5t 3 5p per minutc 

Calls from mobiles vary depending on network 

National Rail only allow Oyster customers 
to pay as they go on some journeys 
Ask your train operator for details. 

Index to stations 
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Triadic Analytic Guide 

be it emotional, material or conceptual. 

At the same time uncover your position of interpretation, 

form a research question, 

and move towards some answers. 

A guide to serneiotically analyse any object 



Step 1. OBJECT 

What is it that you are analysing? Give the object names or phrases as quickly as they come 

to you. Don't worry whether they seem right, wrong, interesting or dull at this point. Make a 

fist of ten to twenty things. If you want to, and have time to, use something other than words 

or phrases to point at what your object is, then include them too, (i. e. drawings, photographs, 

models, sounds etc. ). If you get stuck, have the object before you, (in your mind, physically 

or emotionally feel it), and keep asking the question 'What is this? ' Note down any answers 

or thoughts that come to you. Considering what the 'object' is not, may also be worth 

noting. You may find that these negatives turn out to be closely connected with the object, 

or that something becomes known about the object through stating what it is surely not. Use 

more paper as required: 

Object List: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

2o. 

Continue beyond 20 if you wish. 



Step 2. INTERPRFAT'IR 

Step two involves listing who you arc, or the position from which you interpret the object. 

Do this as quickly as for part one. With the object before You, You will be more inclined to 

list aspects of your interpretive position relative to the object, and that will be most useful. If 

it is material have it before you, if it is emotional feel it, if it is conceptual think it. Ask the 

questions: What sort of person am 1, encountering this object? What aspects of my age, 

culture, race, education, gender, financial situation, needs, desires, aspirations, and so on, 

might affect my interpretation of this object? If something comes to mind but you can't see 

why it would affect an interpretation, put it down anyway as might become clearer later. This 

list can likewise be for a group or for an individual. As for step 1, also take time to consider 

which positions you feel you do not hold and record those also. 

I am/ we are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Continue beyond 20 if you wish. 



Step 3. MEANING 

What the object means to you. Setting out a research question. Some possible answers. 

Take a few of the most interesting, to you, results from step 1 and some of the most 

interesting, to you, positions of interpretation from step 2. Isolating these may form a 

question immediately. If not, one way of constructing a question is to say what does this type 

of object, (from step 1), mean from the interpretive position, (from step 2). 

For example: Wbat doer [rtep I entg 14] meanfrom theperrpective of [step 2 entg 71? 

If you have chosen objects and interpretive positions that intrigued you, you are more than 

likely to have a question that interests you. If not try some other combinations from the 

existing results, or continue working on steps one and two. Everything you put down during 

these three steps are in themselves research results, so hold on to them. You may want to 

revisit them later. 

'A With your question set, ask it of the object using the gears on the next sheets to plot a wl- 

range of potential meanings. This will help clarify the question, clarify what the object is, and 

clarify the position of your interpretation. Even if the question remains unanswered, you will 

be generating information that moves towards being more informed about that question, as 

well as yourself and the object. 

The following sheets list 'gears' for the mind. Each section is to record meamngs while the 

mind is in a different gear. To enable TAG users to adopt those gears while making entries 

on the next five sheets each gear is described separately. These do not have to be followed in 

order, but all need to be attempted if the wider range of meaning is to be addressed. 

Gear 1. The first gear is used to open ourselves to qualities. It is the gear of chance, guess, 

vagueness and rich suggestiveness. If we are saying something about an object we are not 

using gear 1, and if we are doing something with an object we are not using gear 1; 

nevertheless we have to try. When in this gear we let ourselves become aware of the 'flavour' 

of our encounter with something; the first qualities. Words are always generalizations and 
inadequate pointers towards the flavour meant. Those feelings are the starting point for 

encountering the meaning of anything, and they are disregarded at the risk of losing the 

capacity to make our own interpretations. This is especially important where interpretations 
can be markedly different. For example, a quality interpreted from an artwork could 
engender attraction or repulsion in the viewer, leading on to affirmation or denial of it in 



terms of whether it can be admired as art. However, repulsion might be the response the 

artist intended, and repulsion might make an object admirable in some cases. Similarly, 

attractiveness in an artwork might be regarded as suspect. Be sensitive to the feelings that arc 

yours in response to the object. To record the findings uncovered during TAG we can do 

many things other than use words. But sometimes we might want to attempt to say in words 

what a quality is like. The suffix '-ness' can hclp turn any word into an adjective for a quality, 

for example 'literaryness'. Creative vocabulary must be allowed to make words that best lead 

to feelings, perhaps 'raspberry-htcraryess' would remind someone of a feeling they had about 

a book, and that is up to the individual who has had those feelings as such terms are beyond 

criticism. First, those feelings must bc felt. The method involves throwing oneself back, as 

much as possible, to a state where pi-cconceptions are disregarded, and to discount anything 

that has been said, or that one's own inner voice says about the work. 



Gear 2. This is the gear for the material aspects of an object. Strictly speaking this would 

come down to the chemical composition of a thing, but in our research we can name the 

physical materials, the physical environment or their interplay with our bodies, and so on. 
The way these materials impinge on our senses would be noted here. Direct material 

causation and determined happenings are the territory to be discovered when in this gear. 

Gear 3. In this gear we are reasoning; using spoken and written language; we are using 

words, names, phrases or strings of sentences which make claims or arguments concerning 
the object, which in turn may have been founded upon another claim or argument. All 

writing can only operate from this gear. Imagination in the reader is required to convey what 
is discovered in the other gears; but here we can report what others have said and add what 



Gear 4. In this gear consider how the qualities you listed in gear I are embodied. Attempt to 

say what the object IS an individual embodied example, or token of. For example this page , 

a token of an analytic tool called TAG. This is different to a more general type, (see Gear 6). 

Asking yourself, 'What is this object a type of? 'will help. 

Gear 5. What the object resembles can be considered when in this gear. In visual art this may 

include pictures of things. These are meanings conveyed by resemblance. 

Q Figure. 

The figure resembles a cloud. It's outline resembles clouds that we are used to seeing. In 

another gear it would mean something else. For example in gear 8 it will mean a thought, as 

in a place in a cartoon strip to write what someone is thinking, but not saying. What does 

your object depict or resemble? 



Gear 6. In this gear think about how the object is a type of thing. One way of doing that is 

to contemplate what rules the object has to abide by to stay within that type. So what type of 

object are you considering and what rules have to be obeyed for your object to remain of 

that type? 

Gear 7. In this gear words are used to point to qualities of the object that are particular to 

you as an interpreter. Personal likes, dislikes and associations can be discussed here. A 

benefit of separating this gear from gear 1 is that the interpreter can become conscious Of 

their pcculiar responses to objects and may begin to acknowledge those that would not be 

nervousness with a dog, and for you a childhood experience has caused you to be nervous 

around all dogs, it may be necessary to consider that very many people like dogs enormously- 
A comparison between the results from gears 1 and 7 will show up such discrepancies. 

conveyed to people more widely. For example, if you were hoping to convey a quality of 



Gear 8. In this gear consider what meanings are conveyed from the object through culturally 

agreed on meanings. For example there is a mark which is repeated many times across this 

page and it is reproduced below: 

See it? That mark is called a dot, but in this gear it has several specific meanings that are 

culturally agreed upon. Such as: the end of a sentence; called a full-stop; the completion of 

the top of the lower case letter T, etc. Resemblances from gear 5 can also have different 

meanings in gear 8 so that a cloud can mean a place for a thought in a cartoon. A drawing Of 

an hourglass might mean 'life is short'. 

Gear 9. In this gear make some statements that tell how you physically interact with or 

respond to the object. It may make the hairs stand up on the back of your neck. it may h2ve 

details that are too small for your eyesight. Write down what can be said about these physical 



'rake anv of your findings as a new object and repeat all the steps again. In this way the cycle 

can analyse to as much detail as required. All the data you gather about your positions of 

interpretation with regard to the objects is useful research data. So arc the questions and 

clarified questions that your form along the way. What you have gathered about the object in 

the nine gears wiH form steps towards answering your enquiry as well. Gathering all three, 
(Positions of iriterpretation, questions, findings in the nine gears), make up the data from 

your cnquiry. 



TAG as a single sheet of questions 

Three things to consider with nine further questions: (replace the word 'object' with the 

thing you are enquiring into, and adjust the questions accordingly). 

1. What is the object? (Yhis is a ). 

2. From what position do I interpret this object? (Who am l? ) 

3. What is the object's signification to me? (What does it mean? ) 

Form a question from parts 1 and 2 in the form. What does ... (this object) mean from 

(my position of interpretation). Then answer the foUowing nine questions to map Out 

some answers, or further questions, to part 3. 

1. What are its various qualities? 
2. What are the materials? Make a drawing of it, or parts of it - this will help become 

aware of other aspects which may make answering the other questions more 

interesting. 

3. What things have already been said by other people about it, and what would I like 

to add to that by saying something new? 
4. The object is a token of ..? (It is a single example of.. 
5. What does it resemble, or what is depicted by it? 

6. The object is a type of ..? What rules must it obey to be of that type. (what general 

group is it one of? ) 

7. What qualities does it stir in you particularly that are unique to you? 
8. What, (if any), culturally agreed symbols does it make use of? (E. g. words, numbers, 

symbolism, (e. g. an hourglass for mortality). 
9. [low do you encounter it physically? (E. g. is it too high, small, just right, and so Oil)- 

Repeat all steps as often as required, redefining the object and re-specifying the position Of 

interpretation, and reformulating the question with each cycle. Everything you have come 'P 

with can be counted as research data. 
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